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Abstract
Printmaking within the applied arts is an extremely diverse practice that can
extend the concept of what a print can be. Rather than the dissemination of
published images and text, in this context printed information is transformed
into objects and materials, ceramics, textiles, tableware, clothing. Prints such
as these are not ʻreproductionʼ they are ʻproductionʼ.Process is crucial to both
printmaking and the applied arts and the determining aspect of production
plays a vital part in defining the qualities of a work such as print-decorated
ceramic objects. To work with a printmaking process in this sector requires
interpretation, predictive foresight and a degree of ʻthinking-through-makingʼ
to transpose an image into the physical world of materials and objects.

Printmaking, specifically within the ceramic discipline, is often plagued by
issues of integrity brought about by problems relating to ʻdivisionʼ, these
issues include: -

The physical divisions between image and object

-

The divided tasks in production that can disrupt thinking and making

-

A division of perceptions surrounding the surface/form relationship that
considers the surface as supplementary or artificial

Commercial production has developed approaches and techniques to
integrate surface and form, combat these negative perceptions and raise the
value of this type of work. These methods are not, however, always
appropriate or accessible to individual ceramist-printmakers working in the
studio. How can this sector overcome these negative factors and adopt
strategies that invest some value of visual integrity within production?

The research project answers this question in two ways: A low-tech,
accessible method was developed in the studio with the aim to offer a new
practical approach that physically integrates complex ceramic forms with the
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printed image. The aim was to facilitate this unity at an early ʻraw-clayʼ stage,
where the combined manipulation of surface and form can take place
together, resulting in an aesthetic that has ʻvisual integrityʼ. The second aim of
the research has been to identify the inherent qualities of working and thinking
ʻwithinʼ the language of ceramics and print materials and processes.
ʻSyntacticʼ qualities and factors have been determined through research into
historical innovations and the observation of current commercial practice in
the field of screenprinting and screenprinted ceramics. This has helped to
establish approaches to overcome negative factors relating to the perception
of division, and invest integrity in the work through principled approaches to
practice.

The project adopts a methodology of ʻthinking-through-makingʼ where iterative
studio experimentation is undertaken through tacit understanding, gained from
experiential knowledge combined with research of contemporary and
historical precedents. This approach is reflected upon and informed by writers
who discuss working within the inherent language of printmaking.

The research contributes to the advancement of knowledge through the
development of a new versatile technique that can be easily accessed by
ceramists and printmakers who wish to produce integrated ceramics and print
works. This contributes to the advancement of technology, perception and
knowledge in the field of printed ceramic objects. My approach and the
development of a value system also offers a tool to further the critical
evaluation of printed ceramic objects in both the studio and in commercial
production. This is of value in a field where there is only limited critical
analysis of the formal relationship between the printed image and ceramic
object.

I have used the results of the research to produce a body of finished artefacts
that are expressions of, and embody the aims of, the research: to create
ʻvisual integrityʼ within printed ceramic works.
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Introduction
Context of Research

I am an applied art printmaker: In my practice I combine printmaking with
applied art materials and processes, textiles, ceramics, glass, concrete and
metal. Working in this way determines that print has a relationship with the
physical world through materiality and the surfaces of forms. This often
means that the aims, results and perceptions of what a print is are very
different to those in other print fields such as publication or fine art
printmaking.

In this context one can pose the question ʻwhat is an applied art print?ʼ In
writing ʻPrint in Fashionʼ Marnie Fogg discusses the differences of working
with printmaking through her specific discipline of textiles. ʻTextiles are
designed and printed on the flat, but they have flexible contours. The whole
point of textiles is that they become three-dimensional, whether they are on
the body or on a sofa or a pair of curtains.ʼ (Fogg, 2006. p.85) With this type
of printmaking the ʻimageʼ does not relate to the dissemination of ʻinformationʼ,
as in a printed book, but instead engages with the physical world of materials
and forms. In the case of textiles the inks may be designed to react with the
cloth and go on to be formed into complex shapes. I have 12 years
experience of working in the area of printed textiles. The relationship that I
have found the most compelling over the subsequent decade, however, is the
combination of print with ceramics. This fascination is due to the great
potential for transformation offered by the physical properties of ceramic
materials offered, both in terms of manual manipulation, and the change of
state produced by the process of firing.
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Applied art screenprinting is a practice where the results are dependent on a
number of factors determined by the following. The relationship between the
visual intention1 of the designer interpreted through the principles of the
process, combined with the qualities of the materials used as ʻinkʼ and as
ʻsubstrate2ʼ, and any further processing such as firing needed for vitreous
printmaking on metal, glass and ceramics.

I left commercial textile production in 1998 to pursue combining printmaking
with other materials, eventually focussing on vitreous materials and
particularly ceramics. The issue of surfaces and visual integrity becomes
compounded and complex when working within this discipline. With the
example of clothing the print is made directly onto the flattened textile and
becomes a part of it, the dyes often saturating it and migrating through to the
other side of the fabric, after which the material can be easily constructed in
such a way as to fit closely to our body. The image/material composite is
flexible and so inflects the movements of our body. The relationship between
ceramics and the printed surface is very different from this, with the
convention being to turn the plastic clay into fired, ʻfixedʼ ceramic form before
applying an indirect transfer print to it. By adopting this approach the ʻfitʼ
between surface image and the underlying form is worked out and large
numbers of repeat cast objects can be decorated with large numbers of
repeat printed surface images. Whilst this model for production works well it is
prone to a number of problems.

1
2

See glossary
See glossary
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Fig 1. Transfer decorated and
over painted sauce-boat by
Spode 1815

The image above is from the Victoria and Albert Museumʼs ceramic collection
and illustrates one of the issues of working with this approach to decorating
ceramic surfaces. The printed image is not designed to have any particular
visual relationship with the underlying form. The result of this is that different
panels do not form a cohesive whole and the image ends and begins
inappropriately.

Regardless of such miss-fits and other poorly designed work, this approach
has served the ceramics industry well, especially in the area of tableware
production where, as we will see later, efforts to raise the qualities of this
relationship have been made. I have over time come to question the
conventional approach as being too rigid and am increasingly fascinated with
the idea of extending the potential for combining the printed image and
ceramic form at an earlier stage. I want to somehow ʻclotheʼ the clay with
imagery in its earlier adaptable ʻclayʼ state, where the print can be combined
and manipulated together with the form to create a greater degree of visual
integrity.

Some attempt has been made to do this by studio ceramists such as Les
Lawrence (Scott. 1994) and Stephen Dixon (2005), and both use approaches
that apply print onto flat clay panels at a stage where they can be manipulated
and joined to produce form. This way of working is, however, extremely
limited and the printed surface is likely to be easily smudged, in addition there
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is very little sculptural manipulation that a clay panel can be subjected to
before it tears.

The negative issues that I have briefly outlined above find common ground
through the term ʻdivisionʼ. There are ʻvisual divisionsʼ such as those between
the original idea for an image and its printed version and also ʻphysicalʼ
divisions between the flat two-dimensional print and its application to complex
three-dimensional forms. If we look at production itself we can see obvious
ʻdivisions in the social configurationsʼ that punctuate tasks within production.
At the heart of the project is the material and process divide between the
disciplines of graphics, ceramics and printmaking.
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Research Questions

The issues mentioned above are the motivation for my research project and pose a
number of questions such as: -

ʻHow can a greater sense of visual integrity be achieved within the
production of ceramics and print artefacts?ʼ

-

ʻHow can the two-dimensional flat printed image and three-dimensional
ceramic object become better integrated and achieve a more balanced
perception of value?ʼ

-

ʻHow can the acts of thinking through making be sustained to provide
creative continuity, extended throughout the complete process of ceramic
form and printed surface production?ʼ

-

How can I overcome the inherent divisions within the ceramic and print
process?

-

What can I do to bring about a unified perception of printed ceramic objects?

-

How do I evaluate some sense of ʻvisual integrityʼ within this type of
production and the objects that result?
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Contribution to the Advancement of Knowledge
Whilst this is a practice-based project that is focussed upon problems and
outcomes worked through my own studio practice, the strategies and methods
that result from this research will be of benefit to the disciplines of both
printmaking and ceramics and the inter-disciplinary combination of working
between the two.

My specific contribution to the advancement of knowledge centers on the
development of a new versatile technique that can be easily accessed by
ceramists and printmakers who wish to produce integrated ceramics and print
works. The aim of developing this new process is to physically combine the
printed surface and form from the beginning of the ʻmakingʼ stage where the
clay can be manually manipulated. This contributes to the advancement of
technology, perception and knowledge in the field of printed ceramic objects.

My approach and the development of a value system also offers a tool to
further the critical evaluation of printed ceramic objects in both the studio and
in commercial production. This is of value in a field where there is only limited
critical analysis of the formal relationship between the printed image and
ceramic object.

In addition there are various methodological strands and approaches in this
project that offer new insights to the field, such as: -

The generation of a process that creates a model for a continuity of
thinking-through-making throughout the entire production process,
offering a precedent for an alternative to prescriptive models where
initial design work is adhered to throughout production.

-

The research offers a model for the re-appraisal of existing, historical
or redundant techniques. This is of particular value in the context of
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contemporary events in the ceramic discipline that have seen UK
production closing down to move overseas, the closure of many
ceramic courses in education and the rise of new digital and Computer
Aided Design / Computer Aided Manufacture technologies. All of these
have impacted on the continuation of use and knowledge of existing
technology.
-

The research offers a model for innovation through cross-disciplinary
experimentation

-

The research offers to extend the idea of what a print is? in the context
of ʻapplied art printmakingʼ. This new process of three-dimensional
printmaking offers an accessible, alternative, low-technology approach
to the current digital versions that are fast becoming conventional, such
as stereo-lithography3.

3

See glossary
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Research Methods
Stencil/screenprinting has been identified as the most appropriate technology
to answer the research questions for two reasons: My advanced experience,
skill-base and knowledge of this technology and the innate relationship the
process has with both materials and form. These are vital elements in the
relationship between print and ceramics and are at the centre of the research
questions.

A number of strands of research were employed. Information gathering and
analysis were undertaken alongside to the practical, experimental studio
developments in order to feedback and create a loop where one informed the
other. Information fed into the studio to influence practical developments and
this practice determined further areas for gathering research information.

I undertook a scholarly review of a number of aspects of the
stencil/screenprinting process focussing particularly on information on
technological and interpretative relationships between: image and print, image
and materials, image and form. Historical information informs my awareness
of the cross fertilisation of interdisciplinary developments of the
stencil/screenprinting process gathered from industry periodicals and
publications accessed at the St Bride Printing Library in London. In addition to
this, first hand contact with other historians and researchers such as Elinor
Noteboom (1992, 1993) in America, Guido Lengwiler (2011) in Switzerland
and the thesis by Dr Alan Swale (2008) in Stoke-on-Trent have been very
useful to build upon.

Observation and analysis of historical objects was conducted through
fieldwork at the Victoria & Albert Museum. The objective was to gather visual
information from a breadth of historical precedents in the fields of
stencil/screenprinting and printed surface decoration on ceramic forms. This
research contributed to my wider understanding of the variants of the
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technology specifically focussing on the close relationship between print in
combination with materials and forms. The observation included both finished
artefacts and the tools of their production, stencils, instruction manuals and
works-in-progress. These observations also helped me to form a picture of
the interpretative strategies necessary in working with printmaking in general
and particularly when applying this process to ceramic materials. Other
observations have come from records and collections such as the Peggy
Angus archive in East Sussex, the British Museum Prints & Drawings Room
and the Capper Ratauld Ltd archive of ceramic transfer prints at Stoke City
Library.

Fieldwork was also a method applied in a number of visits to commercial
production facilities in and around Stoke-on-Trent. This involved unstructured
participant observation, informal interviews, discussion and process analysis,
recorded through notes and photography. The aim of this strand being
twofold; to identify the personnel involved in the interpretative role of
mediation within the social configurations of production discussed in chapter
three, and to observe and discuss the technical details, strategies, issues and
results of this role.

The studio-based research moved through a number of phases beginning
with a practical evaluation of the current convention for this type of production,
applying experimental approaches to redefine the existing process and bring it
in line in order to answer the relevant research questions. Then followed the
development of subject matter drawn from the inherent determining qualities
and characteristics of the process. After, which I defined, produced and
exhibited a number of finished artefacts that are expressions of, and embody
the aims of, the research.

A basic value system was developed through the thesis in order that the
development of the studio work would progress with some level of ʻprincipledʼ
integrity. This involved determining and following rules and fundamental
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principles and establishing the elements that contribute to form a ʻlanguageʼ of
the process that have evolved throughout a history and variation of use. The
different strands of the research all fed into this system and the practical
developments were built within and through this language.

Dissemination through presentation of conference papers provided
opportunities for peer review/feedback, and exhibition of finished works
facilitated opportunities for public response. Feedback was not specifically
recorded nor is it reported in this document, but the reception of the ideas
presented afforded reflection on these issues and contributed to changes
between drafts at a crucial stage in the writing up of the research
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Existing Research In This Area
I have conducted a search of the field of both ceramics and printmaking
separately and also as a combined, inter-disciplinary subject in order to
establish what other research is being or has been conducted in this area. In
terms of the questions outlined above there is no other project dealing with
these specific issues and there is a gap in knowledge in this area.

There are projects that focus on different aspects of the field such as the
Doctoral research, entitled ʻCeramics Landscape Memory and Confectionʼ
conducted by Dr Paul Scott at Manchester Metropolitan University (2009). For
this project Scott, a well-known exponent of ceramics and print, examines the
subject matter of printed ceramic imagery. Another PhD project by Dr Alan
Swale at the University of Wolverhampton (2008) focuses on historical
research. Swale gives a rigorous and focussed account of the early
developments of the screenprinted ceramic transfer process at the
commercial company Capper Ratauld Ltd.

Other research has looked at technical innovation. One such example is that
undertaken by Dr Kevin Petrie at the University of the West of England
(1999). This PhD project developed a new water-based transfer system with
the aim of making a safer, solvent free version of the existing system. This
project makes an adaptation to the conventional system for health and safety
objectives.

There are a number of other print related projects that have been produced in
association with UWE due to their focus on the subject through work
undertaken at the Centre for Fine Print Research. The most significant recent
research relates to a large AHRC funded project ʻThe Fabrication of Three
Dimensional Art and Craft Artefacts through Virtual Digital Construction and
Outputʼ (2010). Two of the objectives of this project relate to the use of print in
producing ceramic form and in integrating colour imaging. While the project
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moved these aims forward, in the words of the conclusion, ʻthe controlled
integration of surface colour in ceramics requires a lot more workʼ (Hoskins
2010). This research at UWE offers a parallel to my aims of integrating the
printed image and form and serve to validate the value of my undertaking this
research project. My objectives differ from this project quite distinctly, because
I am developing an approach that is accessible for the ceramist to adopt with
very little need for technology, and one that allows maximum manual
intervention at all stages of the process.
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Outline of Theoretical Framework
Outline of Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for the research is established through a number of
sources that contribute and build over the course of the written element with
the aim to describe, support and discuss the intuitive, experiential approach to
my practice that I term as ʻthinking-through-makingʼ. This approach is
necessary for overcoming the problems determined by my experience of
division in the field of ceramics and print, and involves building in a
methodology that embraces continuity and integrity in my practice.

To work in this way requires me to undertake intuitive, experimental research
in the studio supported and fuelled by a parallel investigation into the
principles and factors that contribute to the language of the process. The
objective of both strands of the research is for me to be able to tap in to the
inherent qualities and characteristics that are fundamental to these methods
in order to facilitate two outcomes: The further development of the existing
screenprinted ceramic transfer process with the aim to integrate the print and
clay material at an early stage where a combined manipulation can occur.
Secondly there is an objective to create an understanding of the inherent
language of working ʻwithinʼ the process in order to generate a perception of
integrity through adherence to this language.

While some aspects of these developments can be made transparent, the
intuitive thinking has to be framed using a different approach. This is the
element that is framed by the theoretical writing through contributors that
focus upon aspects of thinking ʻwithinʼ and ʻthroughʼ the making process.

In the context of printmaking, and specifically screenprinting, there has been a
continuous lineage of writers dealing with the idea of an inherent language of
the print process. This has been discussed through the notion of the
ʻsyntacticʼ nature of this type of production. These references frame the value
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establishing of an internal language accessed by working within the print
process. Walter Benjamin begins this discussion broadly with the idea of the
ʻauraʼ of ʻoriginalʼ works of art in his publication ʻArt in the Age of the
Mechanical Reproduction (Benjamin, 1935), which has implications for
subsequent writers. The printmaking historian and critic William Ivinsʼ (1953)
is the first to term and discuss in depth the idea of a print ʻsyntaxʼ influencing
the original work by filtering it through a different process language. Finally
Pat Gilmour (1978, 1980) relates this discussion specifically to screenprinting
and how artists recognised and exploited the elements of this language in
order to make ʻoriginalʼ prints by conceiving the work ʻthroughʼ the process
itself.

Henri Focillonʼs (1934) publication ʻThe Life of Forms in Artʼ adds to this
theoretical framework through his parallel views that materials and processes
contribute to determine aesthetic results, and that artists can work within
these factors when making work. Focillonʼs writing is used to make
transparent the intuitive, tacit process of thinking through making. In addition
his text provides an understanding of the idea of ʻtranspositionʼ a concept that
is also inherent within printmaking. Transposition describes the changes from
idea to image, print to form and is extended to extremes by the act of ʻfiringʼ
clay, which determines the transformation of states from flexible to fixed, and
from plastic impressible clay to brittle ceramic material.

The exegesis supports and feeds the studio-based approach of working
through the language of the materials and processes of ceramics and print to
develop a new technique for integrated practice. The writer on decorative
design Lewis Day (1904) plays a small part at this point in adding to the
theoretical framework through his idea of ʻallied processesʼ. Dayʼs notion of
the cross-fertilisation of disciplinary materials and processes practically echo
Focillonʼs concept that forms of art are constantly in flux, crossing over and
affecting one another. This approach frames the inter-disciplinary influences
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that provide the impetus for my developing a new way of working by
considering the use of materials ʻalliedʼ to my requirements.

With my technique established the same approach of working within it is used
to draw out subject matter ʻthroughʼ the inherent language of this new
process. Focillonʼs ideas continue to frame this phase, and other relevant
writing on ʻstatesʼ (Parshall et al. 2001) is included in looking at this term as
used to describe the intuitive continuity of the working through of ʻprint statesʼ.
A more important influence on the emergence of content (through making) is
provided by the idea of being ʻbetween statesʼ, a factor of inherent importance
to the notion of the ʻgrotesqueʼ. Geoffrey Hart Galtham (1982) is referred to
through his treatise ʻOn the Grotesqueʼ, which frames and supports the final
works.
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Chapter Synopsis

The purpose of the exegesis is not just to document the technical and studio
developments undertaken to overcome division, but also to discuss and
provide some access to the immeasurable aspects of intuitive, creative
ʻthinking-through-makingʼ as a methodology for resolving these issues.

In the first chapter I discuss in detail the nature of the problems and negative
factors that I have encountered when working with ceramics and print, linked
to the idea of ʻdivisionʼ, followed by discussion of a strategy for overcoming
these issues centred on the antithesis of this term: ʻintegrityʼ. This term relates
to, both, the development of a technique for physically joining ceramics and
print and also to the development of a perceived value system achieved
through working ʻwithinʼ the internal logic of the materials and processes of
the technique: thinking through making. The second section of chapter one
continues to explain this idea of ʻthinking-through-makingʼ and how it is used
within the thesis as a methodology to overcome divisions in the making
process. A theoretical framework is introduced to underpin the value of
working with this approach, bringing into the project ideas relating to working
within the language of process espoused by a number of authors writing on
the subject.

The objective of the main body of research in chapter two is to focus on
establishing the main principles of the stencil/screenprinting process and build
an understanding of some of the more appropriate ʻsyntacticʼ elements of the
materials and processes used. This research is undertaken in order to
demonstrate the qualities of the inherent language of screenprinting, an
understanding of which can be used to think through the process more
effectively. Chapter two closes with three such case studies from
contemporary commercial ceramics and print production that explore the idea
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of ʻactiveʼ qualities, unique to working in this field. Specifically the cases focus
on: the ʻtransformative aspectʼ of ceramic colour chemistry, ʻraisedʼ physical
textured prints and ʻreactiveʼ prints. This is intended to demonstrate how this
type of applied art print necessitates an advanced understanding of the
physical material qualities and the processes involved in order to assert some
predictive control over their use in production.

The idea of predictive control is taken forward in chapter three where the
metaphor of a process language is extended to discuss the role and strategy
of ʻinterpretationʼ. The transposition of an idea into a graphic, then into a print
and finally into ceramic materials is considered through a number of examples
that focus on interpretative thinking through the process. Initially this looks at
reprographic

strategies

for

working

within

the

language

of

stencil/screenprinting. We begin to follow developments of this role from very
early examples of instruction manuals and publications demonstrating
interpretative thinking and direct methods that allow a more integrated
approach to making prints. We then move forward to discuss how
technological advances, that have become the contemporary convention,
have made the process more complicated and less accessible, therefore
interpretation of a more specialist role. The review finishes by turning from
reprographic interpretation to surface design interpretation and the
challenging dialogue involved when trying to marry a planar printed image to a
complex three-dimensional object.

Chapter three closes with a case study that looks in detail at this interpretative
role, once more focussing specifically on the core area of ceramic and print
production. This reveals what happens when interpretation takes place within
the distinct social configurations of large-scale production, the task of creating
continuity by ʻmediationʼ. The chapter aims to demonstrate how interpretation
and mediation are vital aspects of the thinking-through-making approach that
create continuity and integrity with an holistic understanding of all aspects of
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the materials and processes involved. These factors aid work between the
graphic and printmaking disciplines and further into the ceramics discipline.

Chapter four focuses on my practice-based innovation of the
stencil/screenprinting process that aims to overcome the divisions described
in the earlier chapters. It begins by explaining how the holistic approach to
researching the stencil/screenprinting processes led me to adopt and adapt
materials and processes from areas ʻalliedʼ to the field. It goes on to describe
and clarify the intuitive, interpretative, tacit decision-making process that took
this idea and then worked it into a fully realised system for integrating
ceramics and print. The second half of chapter four focuses on identifying and
drawing out thematic content from the syntactic results to create works that
have both visual/physical and perceived values of integrity.

In the conclusion we return to the aims of the project and compare them with
the results, after which aspects or areas of further research are determined
and discussed.
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Chapter 1

Division, Integrity & Thinking Through Making
Issues of Division, Within Ceramics & Print Production
In the introduction I outlined my observation that the practice of ceramics and
print is beset with issues of division. Over the course of the first section of this
chapter I will explain what I mean by this term, its issues and how they impact
upon production in the field of ceramics and print. The aim is to convey my
motivation for undertaking the research and in doing so I do not intend, at this
point, to explain technical details of production but to lay out the issues I face
working in this field. After describing these problems I shall explain my
strategy for addressing them.

Iʼd like to begin by focussing on issues within printmaking in general. Frank
Getlein writes in his 1964 publication, ʻThe Bite of the Printʼ, of the indirect
nature that separates the different stages of production a printmaker
encounters. ʻThey work in reverse; they create obliquely; their processes of
production stand always at one or more removes from their product.ʼ (Getlein.
1964. p.14)

Rather than producing a drawing directly onto the page they work indirectly
onto a wood block, metal plate or some other matrix that serves as a carrier
for the image. These ʻremovesʼ, inherent to printmaking, act to divide the
process into stages impacting on continuity and immediacy in the act of
creativity. This ʻobliqueʼ approach has been problematic for artists who value
direct autographic action such as painting and sculpting.

In his 1953 publication ʻPrints and Visual Communicationʼ William Ivins
describes how Fuchʼs celebrated herbal was published in Basel in 1542. Ivins
suggests that this ʻis the first specific statement of the fact that the drawing on
the block was not made by the original draughtsman but was a revised
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version of his drawing made by a specialist whose business it was to draw
with lines that were suitable for their technical purpose.ʼ (Ivins, 1953. p.44)
This example from the early history of print publication illustrates a further
divide between ʻthinking and makingʼ in print production, the division of roles.
Printmaking at this time was undertaken by hand and the ʻoriginal4ʼ image,
instead of being a result of the direct intentions of the author, would have
been changed by the personal choices of the technician. This could be
considered as a ʻremoteʼ way of working, and control over the original
aesthetic intentions was ʻdividedʼ from the results.

Fig 2. Fuchʼs Herbal De historia stirpium
commentarii insignes.
1542

Alongside the issue of personal adaptation, the ʻnatureʼ of the process and the
materials used would have also contributed to the final aesthetic. A wood
block must be cut in a method sympathetic to the materialʼs qualities and
limitations. This factor would have required skilled, experiential knowledge of
the process and materials to allow for the impact of these inherent
characteristics. Without this understanding the original image author, in this
case Fuchʼs, was reliant upon another practitioner to express his ideas in a
new medium, a factor that would remove him from direct involvement. In the
4

See glossary
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context of large-scale production these separations can be further extended
within the model of a division of labour (Smith, 1776) that has been widely
adopted to facilitate a cheaper and more rapid output of mass-produced
goods. Production in this context is separated into a large number of different
roles creating division that stretch from the personnel involved in creating the
original design, to those working on its final production.

These two examples offered by Getlein and Ivins describe two aspects of
division encountered when working with print processes, and at this point it is
relevant to make clear the distinction between them. The ʻremovesʼ which are
described by Getlein relate to the division that is a result of the fragmented
production tasks inherent of using printmaking. The discussion of Fuch by
Ivins concerns the social divisions that are a product of the potential for using
the fragmentation of process as a more expedient production strategy. These
two aspects of division are closely connected and it is at times relevant to
discuss the division of labour to explore the issue of disruption effected on
creative thinking within production, or to highlight the issues of working with
divided tasks.

Fig 3. Tasks involved in making a screenprint
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In my own specific area of the printmaking profession, screenprinting, there
are a large number of different tasks that have to be undertaken in order to
take an image and prepare it for printing. I will discus this in more detail in the
next chapter, for now it is enough to list the many activities that are often
divided into different roles. These are distinct tasks such as, design
origination, colour separation, film production, screen making, ink mixing,
sample printing and production printing. This divided approach to labour is
also common in most areas of manufacture including the production of
ceramic goods. The manufacture of a ceramic object is split into many
different process stages from design origination to model making, mouldmaking, casting, firing, glazing, re-firing and decorating. Often these divided
activities can be broken down into further stages. The major issue for my
research, within this list, is the position and relationship that decorating has
within this line of production. Of all the divisions within ceramic manufacture
the most defined is the separation between the print-decorated surface and
ceramic form.

Fig 4. The division
between surface and
form within ceramic
manufacture

The issues of interpretative practice discussed in the case of Fuch have
become more extreme as technology has progressed. With the field of
reprographics5 developing processes such as tri-chromatic colour separation6
in the latter half of the 20th century, and more recent innovations through
digital techniques, the potential for the division between thinking and making

5
6

See glossary
See glossary
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is exaggerated by the complexity of the technology involved. This can have an
adverse impact on creativity, as process becomes embedded, divided and
ʻhiddenʼ from human intervention.

Digitally aided production has spread into many areas of printmaking including
ceramics. Recently Johnsonʼs Tiles (Visited Nov 2008) constant search for
new processes has led them to become the first manufacturer in the UK to
employ digital ink-jet printing of under-glaze full colour imagery directly onto
tiles in large-scale production. Once the system is calibrated, scanned-in
marble surfaces can be reproduced at such a quality as to be
indistinguishable from the real thing.

Fig 5.

Left - Digital self-calibration and print fired onto ceramic tile
Middle & Right – Scanned and digitally printed tile complete with a blemish that
was present in the natural marble version. This is Photoshop-ed out for production
and represents the minimal design decision making that is necessary for this type
of print job

This approach to production renders many of the tasks of the original designer
redundant, replacing creative acts with mundane operations such as
scanning-in and cleaning up imagery. The shift has also had an impact on the
print development team, who had been responsible for interpreting the
imagery into the inherent qualities of the ceramic and print, materials and
processes. In this case the creative act of thinking within making is an
unwanted aspect of expedient production methods that ensure that
reproduction of the original has little material, process or human voice to
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contaminate or slow down procedures. The resulting ʻmarble effectʼ tiles are
incredible copies of the slices of natural materials that they replicate and
because the digital printer can be set to randomly ʻchooseʼ unique sections of
a very large area of imagery, each tile can be different. According to
Johnsonʼs these reproductions often evade detection and are not
distinguished from the real thing by the buyer (Johnsons, 2009). Though well
reproduced, Johnsonʼs marble prints on tiles could be described as fakes,
imitations of real materials. The idea of printed reproduction can be seen as a
procedure associated with artifice, through associations with the copy. It could
be seen as sterile and false, a facsimile of the true original, especially in the
context of a dehumanised production process. In his chapter ʻThe Lamp of
Truthʼ in ʻThe Seven Lamps of Architectureʼ, John Ruskin (1905) wrote of
such ʻsurface deceitsʼ reacting against the inappropriate painting of surfaces
to represent some other material than that of which they actually consist. This
was a line of thinking that latterly influenced the often quoted Modernist
doctrine of ʻa truth to materialsʼ (Semper. 1851), which could be thought of in
this context as the ʻinappropriateʼ use of surface imagery disguising the
ʻrealityʼ of those material qualities which lie below the surface. Examples of
this are the wooden surface veneers that disguise a cheap material
underneath or the gold plating of jewellery concealing a base metal beneath.
The idea of deceit, which is associated with applied coverings, can be
extended to include the perception of ʻmarbleʼ prints applied to ceramic
surfaces. Even very general perceptions of the ʻsurfaceʼ are often the
pejorative, seen as a ʻrelatively thin, two dimensional, superficial, coatingʼ.
The surface has been associated with the façade, or a deception that as a
surface ʻeffectʼ could be considered as ʻartificeʼ, dividing surface and form.

Fig 6. Print as ʻfaçadeʼ
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In addition to direct digital printing techniques, digital technology has also
advanced the production of in-direct transfer printing for ceramics enabling
individual practitioners to design cheap one-off and small batches of transfers
that can be applied to bought-in ceramic white-ware. The impact of this print
revolution is to provide easy access to ceramic decoration but has also had
the effect of removing technique from production, allowing designers with little
or no material and process experience to decorate ceramics. In this context
the divide between generating an image and the decision to apply it to
ceramics usually requires little or no adaptation of the physical properties of
the image to the underlying form or material qualities. The origination of the
image is usually a distinct and separate act and application of it across a
range of easily printable materials is often an afterthought. The 2008 book
ʻFragiles: Porcelain, Glass & Ceramicʼ (Klanten et al, 2008) shows the recent
proliferation of this category of printed ceramic objects with a whole chapter
dedicated to ʻPorcelain as Canvasʼ. Here the image dominates, and is often
designed by a visual artist or an illustrator rather than a ceramic designer. The
use of ceramics here is relegated to being used as a mere ʻcanvasʼ with no
acknowledgement of its material qualities and often no dialogue with the form
of the object.

Fig 7. Worcester Saucer 1765
With transfer printed ʻpictureʼ in
black enamel

The physical divide between the production of ceramic forms and surface
prints is rooted in the practicalities of production. In large-scale manufacturing
the ceramic form needs to be completed before prints can be added to it, an
approach that adds to the suggestion of ʻartificialʼ activity, removed from
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spontaneity. The implications of this separation go further because the form
often provides the function of the object, giving it a dominant role in the
relationship. The application of a print to the surface is a secondary
consideration and provides no obvious physical function, the form can operate
without it, and as such the surface image is supplementary. Decorative
surface prints can easily be replaced by manufacturers who put new ones on
old forms to revitalise an existing product. This ephemerality of decorative
imagery can further undermine the role of surface design in its relationship
with form. These factors have evolved a hierarchy predominantly favours form
design over surface design, while the wider perception of a decorative print
applied to an object may have negative associations of being fake, attached
to the surface like a cheap ʻstickerʼ.

Fig 8. Decorative wood Veneer

Fig 9. Decoupage customised box

All of these issues can put obstacles in the process of thinking through
making, which divide and alienate the original intention. They are negative
factors that are more apparent when working between two disciplines such as
ceramics and print, each with their own inherent qualities, and issues that
need to be sensitively integrated when used in combined production.
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Overcoming Division Through the Idea of ʻIntegrityʼ
If problems arise from issues of division and separation, then addressing them
should restore ʻcontinuityʼ and ʻcompletenessʼ of thinking through making in
production. A word that I have found significant in working through these
issues, and one that has become an idea and an approach which represents
its antithesis, is ʻintegrityʼ.

From the verb ʻintegrateʼ, these words share a Latin root (etymology) meaning
the ʻwholeʼ or ʻentiretyʼ of something. There are two definitions that describe
my aims, the first is the undivided physical state of material wholeness,
intactness, completeness and entirety (Cox, 2008). The second definition has
developed an almost moral dimension, suggesting something akin to a value
system based on qualities achieved through an adherence to virtue through
continuity and a consistent framework of principles.

Applying these ideas to the research it could be said that the printed ceramic
surface is perceived as having a lack of ʻintegrityʼ. This relates to both a
ʻphysicalʼ integrity, which is the state of being undivided, and a ʻprincipledʼ
integrity relating to the continuity of thinking-through-making throughout the
process of development and production, and which maintains an ʻappropriateʼ
use of the printed ceramic surface.

The physical aspect of the term is relatively straightforward and relates to
aspects of division that I have discussed, such as the physical separation of
surface and form. A principled use of the term applies to dealing with the
negative perceptions and associations that have arisen as a result of these
physical and practical divisions.

These two aspects of integrity are entwined and two of my immediate
questions highlight these links: ʻhow can the two-dimensional flat printed
image and three-dimensional ceramic object become integrated and achieve
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a more balanced perception of value?ʼ And ʻhow can the acts of thinking
through and within making be facilitated and sustained to provide creative
continuity, extended throughout the complete process of form and surface
production?ʼ The first question determines the development of practical
strategies for the physical integration of the printed surface and ceramic form,
which leads to a reappraisal of the associated value systems. The latter looks
to divisions in production and suggests that there is virtue in developing
continuity through both practical and principled means.

I have stated that the establishment of ʻprinciplesʼ can help to determine
integrity of use, and it is important to briefly discuss my application of the word
to this research. Once again definitions help me set down my use of the term.
ʻPrinciplesʼ are an adherence to the fundamental truth or source from which
something proceeds, a foundation quality or attribute that determines the
nature of something: essential characteristic or character. Principles also
determine elementary parts of a subject of study, and this combines with
establishing fundamental truths derived from the source of the subject. As
with integrity, there is also a moral perspective to the term that can be applied
to actions or motives derived from such a set of laws.

To summarise the application of this term according to these definitions: my
methodological approach relates to researching the fundamental elements of
my subject and using them as guidance or motives for actions and decision
making within my practice. This contributes to establishing a basic value
system within my practice through an adherence to the fundamental sources
(truths) found within the elements of the process and the application of
ʻappropriateʼ approaches to the field, according to these principles.

Returning to the idea of integrity I propose that in the context of this thesis,
and aside from its practical/physical definition, it represents the ʻwholeʼ
knowledge of the field. This suggests a holistic methodology that also works in
antithesis to the issues of division that I have discussed.
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Such an approach determines that I should draw the information that defines
these principles from the ʻwholeʼ of the discipline. This includes looking at the
breadth of practice and applications that range from historical precedents
initiated by the pioneers of the process through to the observation of current
commercial production in the field, allowing me an insight into shared
principles. I also intend to look at the breadth of the different technical aspects
of screenprinting from the more basic ʻopenʼ stencil7 methods through to hand
and photographic methods. In addition the research will explore a number of
different roles within the social configurations of production to examine the
intuitive input of interpretation needed when production crosses disciplines.

The aim of this inclusive research is to: -

Establish a guiding set of principles for working with ceramics and
print to be used to overcome negative associations within the field

-

Determine the ingredients to form a strategy and process for the
physical reintegration of the printed surface and ceramic form

-

Establish cases where a continuity of thinking through making occurs
within the social configurations of production

-

Use these guiding principles effectively and appropriately to adopt an
approach of ʻthinking-through-makingʼ and produce a body of work
developed through an adherence to the aims of ʻintegrityʼ.

7

See glossary under ʻstencilʼ
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Thinking ʻWithin & Throughʼ Making
In this section I aim to explain what I mean by the phrase ʻthinking through
makingʼ, its relevance as a useful methodology for answering the questions I
have posed, and its relationship to practice-based research as a mode of
inquiry.

An appropriate metaphoric tool that can be used to explain the tacit,
experiential activity of ʻthinking-through-makingʼ is to compare it to thinking
through an acquired language. When we first learn a new language it is
necessary to piece together the ʻsyntactic elementsʼ, such as the most
appropriate words in the right order with the correct emphasis to communicate
the idea successfully. In the next chapter we will discuss how print critics have
used the term ʻsyntaxʼ to discuss a language inherent in printmaking, and how
these syntactic elements contribute to determining meaning themselves;
qualities that have to be learned and worked with. As we become experts in
our new language, be it French, a computer language or a musical one, we
stop being aware of the thought process (Noë, 2009). Thoughts connect and
flow more intuitively and this expert/intuitive level can be compared to the
creative act of ʻthinking through makingʼ in studio-based practice.

Practice-based research is the most appropriate mode with which to
undertake this enquiry because it offers me the opportunity to work within the
process, change it, and reflect upon this activity, making new meaning
through the written document.

Barbara Bolt (Barrett, Bolt, 2007, p27) discusses the importance of practicebased methodology in her essay ʻThe Magic in Handlingʼ. In it she looks at
how working through process allows new meaning to emerge through the
focus on what she has termed as ʻmaterial thinkingʼ. She refers to the work of
Martin Heidegger who sets out ʻto examine the particular form of knowledge
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that arises from our handling of materials and processes.ʼ Bolt builds on
Heideggerʼs argument that we do not come to ʻknowʼ the world first
theoretically through contemplating knowledge but rather, through handling.
Bolt quotes Heideggerʼs claim that knowledge emerges ʻin the involvement
with materials, methods, tools and ideas of practice.ʼ (Barrett, Bolt, 2007,
p.27) And this is true for my practice-based enquiry, I chose to begin by
absorbing gathered information on the relevant processes, first-hand
observation of them, their resultant artefacts, and through a simultaneous
enquiry, build new meaning by ʻhandlingʼ these tools, processes and
materials. Bolt concludes in her essay that ʻpraxical knowledge involves a
reflexive knowing that imbricates and follows on from handlingʼ arguing ʻthat
this reflexivity forms the locus of practice-led researchʼs radical potential to
effect movement.ʼ (Barrett, Bolt, 2007, p.30) Like Bolt, I feel that the
theoretical reflection that articulates and frames the activity of ʻthinking
through makingʼ is emergent and I will return to discuss it later at appropriate
points in the thesis.

Shaun McNiff states in his discussion of practice-based research methods
(Knowles, Cole, 2008) that ʻwhere science focuses on what can be objectively
measured, art emphasises the unique and immeasurable aesthetic qualitiesʼ.
My question as a practitioner is how do I explain the ʻimmeasurableʼ aspect of
intuitive, creativity within this research? One method, as I have mentioned, is
through metaphor and I have said that I find it useful to think of working
ʻwithinʼ a process as thinking about it having an inherent ʻlanguageʼ. I have
also attempted to create an understanding of the concept of ʻthinking through
makingʼ relating to the idea that process is ʻaliveʼ; has a ʻlifeʼ, and that this life
contributes at many levels in determining the results of its use. It is by
understanding as many aspects as possible of this ʻlifeʼ that a practitioner can
begin to work ʻwith and throughʼ the process and that this approach will, in
turn, lead to (the maintenance) of ʻintegrityʼ within practice. Henri Focillon
(1934) provides the theoretical framework for this idea in his book ʻThe Life of
Forms in Artʼ.
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Focillon (1881 – 1943) was an esteemed art historian working and teaching at
various prestigious museums and Universities including the Sorbonne and
finally at Yale in the United States. Best known for his works on Medieval Art
he was also a poet and printmaker (as was his father) and in 1934 he
published his treatise on art, ʻVie des Formesʼ (The Life of Forms). It has been
said that Focillon was a ʻformalistʼ, and that ʻhe attempted to establish
formalist principles of interpretation based on what he called "pure visuality" in
antithesis to the analytic objectivity that dominated modern art historical
writingʼ (Sorensen, 2000). In the context of art theory the concept of formalism
defines that the artistic value of a work as entirely determined by its form,
process, materials and visual qualities. A formalist approach to making
artworks would broadly reject realism, content and context in favor of
compositional elements such as line and shape, colour and texture.

Whilst Focillonʼs approach can generally be considered to be allied to this
understanding of artworks, I donʼt consider his treatise to follow a strict
formalist approach to understanding the development of works, his ideas are
far more complex than this simple definition. He does not reject the context
and content of the work but looks at these issues as a part of a dynamic
system, where the ʻmanifold and stratified characterʼ of the forms of art are
determined by the realms of ʻspaceʼ, ʻmatterʼ, the ʻmindʼ and ʻtimeʼ. The
qualities that link him with formalist analysis are brought out from ʻwithinʼ the
life of forms, from intention through to production. It is this aspect of Focillonʼs
writing that I relate my approaches to.

He uses ʻformsʼ as a flexible term to describe the materials, processes and
works produced through creative intent. By discussing the ʻlifeʼ of these forms
through using ʻflexible and open modelsʼ Focillon offers his unique vision as
an historian of their development. He suggests that ʻ….deep within ourselves
we know that time is a “becoming” (Focillon, 1934, p.139) proposing that:
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ʻForms are always tending toward realization; they do, in fact, realize
themselves and create a world that acts and reacts.ʼ (Focillon, 1934, p.127)

As an historian Focillon rejects the idea of a linear timeline of developments.
ʻAlways becomingʼ and ʻtending toward realizationʼ, he sees the process of
creativity as a more fluid and interweaving activity, a state of flux where
results are just one point or ʻprotuberanceʼ within this whole life of forms. They
ʻrealise themselvesʼ he says, relating to the inherent determining aspects of
the creative process, ʻcreating a world that acts and reacts, in other words
they are subject to nurture from external conditions, including us, as we are
also subject to work ʻwithinʼ the nature of their creative language. It is these
ideas from Focillon on the determining influence of process and materials on
the thinking through making process that supports my thesis. This way of
thinking acknowledges that materials and processes are in dialogue with the
artist in the development of work, and contribute to determine and influence
practice. Focillon writes about the artistʼs unique position: ʻhis vision ʻ(the
artist) is within the formsʼ, he is able to think ʻwithinʼ the inherent language of
materials and processes; to have some inner vision, some foresight of the
potential results and variations and this frames my idea of thinking through
making.

Focillon understands the important determining nature of the materials,
processes and results: ʻForms never cease to live. In their separate state,
they still clamour for action, they still take absolute possession of whatever
action has propagated them, in order to augment, strengthen and shape it.ʼ
(Focillon, 1934, p.127) This idea that a ʻformʼ has a ʻlifeʼ has been important
for me in thinking through the textile/ceramic/screenprinting process that I
have developed, which will be discussed in chapter four. In the context of this
thesis, ʻformʼ can be seen as the process itself, stencil/screenprinting, organic
and ever adapting, ʻclamouring for actionʼ, as we will discover, in the historical
context of its continual development. This approach to thinking of the process
as a live form renders all aspects of it valid. Historical precedents for its use
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can be returned to, and processes ʻalliedʼ to its basic principles can be fed into
the thinking through making process if appropriate and necessary for
developments toward the specific criteria of the project. The idea of ʻallied
processes will be picked back up at the beginning of chapter four using Lewis
Dayʼs writing on the subject to offer some practical examples. Day also offers
a strategy for integrating surface imagery with the underlying object by
thinking about the way the form has been constructed, ʻthe constructional
ideaʼ (Day, 1904. p.267). This illustrates another way of thinking through
processes that links to Focillon and what he describes as ʻthe law of technical
primacyʼ (Focillon. 1934. pp.51,52). This law, Focillon tells us, was originally
ʻformulated by Louis Brehierʼ and relates to visual style following an ʻinner
logicʼ. As with Day, Brehier and Focillon suggest that an historical style is
influenced by a dominant ʻtechniqueʼ, ʻthat overrides other techniques and that
gives the style its tonalityʼ

He goes on to suggest that within this process there is adaptability and
variation that see other factors vying for primacy, and may one day become
the dominant influence. It could be said that in the limited confines of this
project that I am trying to draw out these influences and develop a new style
that will emerge from adapting technique and add a new ʻtonalityʼ to the
existing process.

We will return to Focillonʼs writing in later chapters to frame my use of thinking
through making and his thoughts on the life of forms. Forms, that when
considered in the context of the creative process, feel tangibly alive with a
vital presence, influencing and determining the artworks that result. They
seem to become animate elements, we need to understand their natural
history and tame them to work with us in order that we can think ʻwith and
throughʼ them. It is to this end that we will now embark on an exploration of
the basic aesthetic principles and syntactic elements of the language of the
ʻlifeʼ of stencil/screenprinting.
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Chapter 2

Establishing Aesthetic Principles & Syntactic
Qualities of the Stencil/Screenprinting
Processes

There are many reasons that the stencil/screenprinting process is the most
relevant process through which I choose to conduct the research, these
reasons will become apparent in this chapter.

Briefly, of all the print

processes available, prior to digital techniques, screenprinting has had the
closest relationship with materials and form, which offers potential for
physically integrating print with form. This will be demonstrated over the
course of this and the following chapters. While digital methods have now
moved into this territory they are not nearly as accessible and adaptable as
screenprinting is within the small studio context. These factors, as well as my
experience and knowledge of the process have led me to choose
screenprinting for this project.

Technical Overview of Stencils & Screenprinting
As a preface to exploring in detail and defining the principles of the process it
is relevant to provide a brief overview of the basic technique.

The simplest version of the process, the open stencil, is a thin sheet of
material with a shape cut out of it. When this stencil is placed onto a surface
and paint or ink is applied over and pushed through the structure with a brush,
it masks everything except that shape, which is left as a controlled print on the
surface of the substrate. The open stencil consists of one strong, unsupported
physical structure, and therefore the imagery is determined by the limitations
of that single structure.
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Fig 10. Demonstration of Pochoir (stencil printing)

A stencil continues to be the controlling mask when using the screenprinting
process, and it can consist of the same thin sheet of material as used with the
open stencil method. However, because the stencil is placed on a mesh
support - the fabric ʻscreen8ʼ - it can be far more complex and composed of
very small, unconnected ʻfloatingʼ areas of masking media. Such stencils are
usually made nowadays from other more sophisticated materials such as a
liquid photo-emulsion9 that is applied directly to the screen mesh, after which
extremely small areas can be fixed or removed through exposing the
emulsion to a light source. To make a screenprint, ink is pressed through this
mesh/stencil matrix, by using a squeegee, and as with the open stencil
method, where there are areas with no physical mask, the ink passes through
to define and produce a printed image.

Fig 11. Drawing the squeegee across the screen pushes the ink through the open areas of mesh
(defined by the stencil mask) and leaves a deposit on the surface of the substrate beneath
8
9

See glossary under ʻstencilʼ
See glossary under direct Photo Stencilʼ
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There are a great number of variables that affect the results of this process,
which are discussed in detail later and which relate predominantly to the ink
used and material substrate that the print is intended for. For example, when
printing ink onto a textile substrate the screen can sit directly onto its surface
because the fabric substrate is absorbent. However, when printing directly
onto an unyielding substrate such as glass to create a small distance between
the screen and substrate is needed - known as ʻsnap-offʼ - so that the screen
breaks away after the squeegee has travelled across its surface and the ink
does not stick the screen to the glass.
Fig 12.
ʻPulling the squeegeeʼ
The squeegee is the tool
that pushes the ink through
the screen. Changing angle
(1,2), speed (3) and applying
different degrees of pressure
controls the deposit of ink
produced
ʻSnap offʼ
This is the distance between
the screen mesh and the
surface (A) you are printing
onto, usually around 3mm4mm. Snap off ensures that
the mesh only touches the
surface where the squeegee
is pushing the ink through
(B) and then breaks away
behind it (C) so the mesh
does not stick to the surface
due to the ʻstickinessʼ of the
ink deposited (D)

The squeegee is the tool that pushes the ink through the screen using a
horizontal rubber blade, and the adjustment of it can also produce differing
degrees of ink deposit. In addition to this, different screen mesh grades will
determine both what can pass through as ink, the deposit laid down, and the
definition of the artwork used. A coarse screen will allow heavy materials and
heavy deposits to be worked with but fine imagery will not be supported,
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conversely, fine mesh will support detailed imagery but restrict the grade of
ink and the amount of deposit will be limited.

To fully comprehend the complex relationship between these variables and
ʻthink throughʼ the process, it is necessary to understand the principles and
build an advanced knowledge of its defining details. It is to the principles of
this ʻprocess languageʼ and the ʻsyntactical elementsʼ that we turn in the
following sections of this chapter. To begin with we will look at the how other
writers have applied this term ʻsyntaxʼ to printmaking and specifically to
screenprinting, in relation to an inherent language of the process.
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Introducing the Concept of a Print Syntax
In his publication ʻWhat do Pictures Want? - The Lives and Loves of Imagesʼ
WJT Mitchell argues that ʻImages matter in more than one sense. That is,
they make a difference, are important, and make demands. But they are
themselves matter, in the sense that they are always embodied in material
objects, in things, whether stone, or metal, or canvas, or celluloid, or in the
labyrinth of the lived body and its memories, fantasies, and experiences.ʼ
Mitchell (2005) is proposing here that images can be considered as ʻmaterialʼ.
This acknowledges that whether produced upon paper, or as a series of lit
pixels, there is a materiality to their expression, which can inform our
perception of the image. David Summers extends this idea to include process
in his ʻReal Spacesʼ by stating that ʻthe technological conditions of a work of
art are in one way or another essential to its understanding.ʼ (Summers, 2002,
p.72) These two statements form the premise of this chapter and the following
thesis: images are material and processes are content. These are important
ideas in the context of the research for two reasons: the concept of
ʻmaterialityʼ of a print suggests a route to physical integration; and that the
inherent qualities and characteristics of the material and process define a
language and suggest content.

At the turn of the nineteenth and through the twentieth century, artists
recognised and were increasingly drawn to reference the materials and
processes that they used to make artworks. Harold Osborne has written about
artists working with abstraction and begins his analysis of this area with
reference to Information Theory. Osborne defines three categories that could
be helpful in order to understand aspects of these types of artworks:
ʻsemanticʼ, ʻexpressiveʼ and ʻsyntactical informationʼ. Of this last category he
determines that syntactical information can be used to describe works of art
that ʻtransmit information about themselves, their own properties and
structure, the relations among their parts, the materials from which they are
made.ʼ (Osborne, 1979, p. 6) Over time this definition has been broadened in
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dictionary terms to include the ʻorderly or systematic arrangement of parts or
elements; a connected order or system of thingsʼ (Shorter Oxford Dictionary,
2007)

Although it wasnʼt until the Twentieth Century that artists began to focus on
this ʻgrammarʼ for the ideas and content of their work it has long been an
integral aspect of the printmaking discipline. William Ivins first uses the word
in relation to printmaking in the mid 1950ʼs. The main thrust of Ivins thesis
relates to the contribution that ʻexactly repeatable pictorial statementsʼ (Ivins,
1953. p.3), that is prints and photography, have made to technological and
scientific progress. Syntax, he suggests is obstructive in striving for the ideal
of ʻexactʼ repetition in publishing visual information.

In one example Ivins discusses the limitations of the visual report that was
made by hand before the days of the photograph. The person making the
work ʻhad learned to see in a particular way and to lay his lines in accordance
with the requirements of some particular convention or system of linear
structure, and anything that that way of seeing and that convention of drawing
were not calculated to catch and bring out failed to be brought out in his
statement. For shortnessʼ sake I [Ivins] shall frequently refer to such
conventions as syntaxes.ʼ (Ivins, 1953, pp. 60,61)

Ivins continues to describe how different cultures have different kinds of
ʻvision and drawingʼ, and that in engaging with reproduction ʻthe copyist felt
under no obligation to be faithful to either the particular forms or the linear
syntax of the earlier draughtsman he thought he was copying.ʼ Offering the
example of Dürer copying a print by Mantegna: ʻhe refused to follow
Mantegnaʼs syntax, and retold the story, as he thought, in his own syntax. I
doubt if it ever occurred to him that in changing the syntax he completely
changed both the facts and the story.ʼ (Ivins, 1953, p. 61)
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For Ivins syntax was an obstruction. The issue of translation compromised his
argument that printed imagery was more important than printed text as a
means to communicate ideas. As far as he was concerned the goal for
published print should be the elimination of any syntactic changes of
information in favour of the ʻtruthʼ of the original image.

Ivins notion of syntax has a lot in common with ideas first expressed in Walter
Benjaminʼs ʻThe Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproductionʼ. In his
widely read essay, Benjamin discusses the idea that a unique work of art has
particular properties that can only be experienced in their presence, and that
these properties are not intrinsic to the art object but in its cultural value,
through aspects such as provenance and exclusivity that relate to the power
of ritual. Benjamin states that new forms of mechanical reproduction including
film would destroy the concept of an original and the ritual ʻauraʼ would be
removed: ʻFor the first time in world history mechanical reproduction
emancipates the work of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual.ʼ
(Benjamin. 1935. p.224)

Benjaminʼs ʻauraʼ of the ritual could in some way be related to Irvinsʼ
obstructive syntax in that characteristics and associations of the crafting of a
work add a layer of narrative on the ritual manipulation of materials through
process. Benjamin was correct that methods for reproduction would
democratise art through widespread dissemination, and in many respects we
now look beyond the syntactic aspects of reproduced media such as
photography, music and the moving image. In reality, however, the removal of
all traces of syntactic information is impossible, and this is particularly true in
printmaking. A trace of the method of reproduction that has been used is
always evident in some small way. A truth to the original image is only
possible if the original is conceived and produced ʻthroughʼ the print process
that it would eventually be published in itself, removing the need for ʻreʼproduction. At the end of the 1970ʼs and in direct reference to screenprinting,
the print critic Pat Gilmour (1978, 1980) picks up Ivinsʼ thread and focuses on
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this issue. There is a change in the use of the term syntax with Gilmourʼs
discussion, and she employs it in a more objective way, taking it away from
the subject of exact reproduction. She revisits Ivins example of Dürer and
Mantegna but in this case uses it in a positive manner, to illustrate the power
and value of working within the unique qualities and characteristics of a
medium such as screenprinting (Gilmour, 1980, p.21).

Gilmour outlines how the acceptance of the ʻoriginalʼ print came about in the
1960ʼs, because of this shift. The perception of what constitutes an original
was changed partly through artists understanding and elevating the unique
syntax of the medium used, and exploiting its potential to move from being a
by-product of the means of production to being the content of the work itself.
Gilmour reinforces the idea that the conflict between original information and
reproduction can be resolved by the artist working through the most
appropriate methods that map onto the syntax of the printmaking process
employed (Gilmour, 1980, pp. 14 - 18).

She uses the example of a number of artists in the sixties who were asked to
produce a screenprint, and they chose to work on the originals through
watercolour painting. ʻThe results are quite unacceptable because they have
been produced in the wrong medium. It is a travesty of what the particular
qualities and textures of screenprinting can be made to do.ʼ (Gilmour, 1980,
p.21).

The Pop Artists who embraced screenprinting during this period also exploited
its strong commercial associations. Amongst their various themes references
were made to the syntactic content of commercial use of the process:
employing Ben Day dots10 and screens ʻbreaking downʼ11, both examples
which looked inward at technique as content.

10
11

See glossary
See glossary
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Fig 13. ʻMarliyn Diptychʼ of 1962 - Warhol employs the physical/visual result of the over
use of a screen stencil to represent the psychological ʻbreaking downʼ of the movie star.
The multiple symbolises the perception of the movie business as a production line

While Osborneʼs description comes close to the dictionary definition for
syntax, it is plain to see that over the years the term has been adapted to fit
the individual writerʼs subject matter. For Ivins it was the inherent
characteristics of a process that obstructed reporting the original information,
while for Gilmour it was the means by which the paradigm shift in printmaking
allowed material and process the self-referentiality that became content, and
allowed the original print to develop.

I would like now to bring into this project Gilmourʼs idea that a print syntax (or
materials/process language) used as self-referential elements, contribute to,
and determine aesthetic results. This idea relates back to what Focillon
describes as the ʻinner logicʼ that requires an artistʼs vision to work within form
and with matter and technique. In order to do this one needs to understand
the ʻinner logicʼ, as we will attempt to do in the following chapters.
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A Binary Aesthetic & Direct Ink/Substrate Relationship
The ritual that Walter Benjamin refers to in his essay could be thought of as
the act of printmaking itself. An evocative precedent for the ritual act of
printmaking are the negatives of hand prints from over 32,000 years ago that
are to be found in the Chauvet Cave in France (Clottes, 2003). These
extremely early examples illustrate the basic principles of the
stencil/screenprinting process and a good place to begin to analyse these
properties.

The production of the cave prints required the image-maker to place his hand
upon the cave wall and blow pigment out of his mouth over this area. The
resulting handprint is both an image and a recording of human presence, such
as a signature of the authorship of the image that we relate to as the original.
The print is in reverse, and what remains is a strongly contrasting visual ʻholeʼ.

Fig 14. Pre-historic hand Stencil
at Chauvet Cave, France

This first powerful yet most simple example sets up the basic aesthetic of
stencil work that continues to be associated with the process today. The
application of pigment, in bold, solid areas where there is no stencil masking
the wall, and a bare substrate where the stencil masks the pigment, can be
perceived as a figure/ground relationship. This pictorial dynamic, a strongly
contrasting positive and negative image, has been much discussed by writers
such as Gombrich (1984) and Brett (2005), referred to as counterchange.
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Fig 15. An example of Islamic ʻcounterchangeʼ

The figure/ground relationship has a great affinity with stencils through the
physical act of cutting a stencil. This produces both the positive and negative
image, both of which are usable as a stencil, one the reverse of the other; this
does not occur though the reprographic aspect of any other print processes.

The Binary Principle in stencil/screenprinting is a constant, whether using a
hand-cut open stencil or a 140 dots per inch halftone12 stencil, there is no
difference except in the method of creating the image/stencil. Hand-cut paper
and digitally printed film for photo-stencil, are different means to the same end
producing imagery defined by the binary principle.

On the cave wall the image is reversed and the underlying substrate itself
becomes image, or to put it another way: ground becomes figure. This
relationship with materials and the potential relationships that are forged with
the underlying substrate are vital and integral aspects of the
stencil/screenprinting process.

The strengths and limitations of the binary process, in combination with the
direct relationship between pigment and substrate, determine the basic
aesthetic qualities inherent in the syntax of stencil and screenprinting
processes. We will now expand and discuss in detail the nature of this direct
relationship between ink and substrate.

12

See glossary
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From Open Stencil to Mesh Support
In order to further demonstrate the importance of the ʻdirect ink/substrate
integrationʼ, it is necessary to discuss technical developments that led to the
adaptation of simple stencils to the fully-fledged screenprinting process.

The use of the hand as a stencil in the earliest example on cave walls can be
considered as a mask, the reverse of which is known as the ʻopenʼ stencil.
While this low-tech approach has found continued use throughout history and
provides the most immediate relationship between ink and substrate there are
major aesthetic limitations in using the technique. These include the use of
unsupported cut-out masks and ʻfloatingʼ areas such as the centre of a letter
ʻOʼ.

An artisan working with small batches of printed textiles in Japan was
particularly motivated to overcome these limitations. Yuzensai Miyasaki who
lived in Kyoto from 1664-1736 developed the so-called ʻtie-lessʼ stencil. The
process involved cutting more than one stencil paper and sandwiching a grid
of fine silk threads between them in order to support any loose or floating
elements (Van Duppen, 1982) and these became known as Katagami
stencils13. The silk threads would have been to hand in the textile artistʼs
studio and it was through material knowledge and craft skills from this
discipline that suggested an innovative strategy for improving the accuracy of
the open stencil process.

Fig 16. ʻKatagamiʼ stencil
V&A Collection

13

See glossary
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It was not though until the early years of the 20th century that printmakers
began to fully exploit the potential of a mesh support ʻscreen'. Developments
in driving forward the use of a standardised printing ʻscreenʼ would come from
a somewhat unlikely source. Once again the area of commercial and applied
art textiles would contribute, this time through the flour milling industry in
America. The necessity to sieve and grade fine flour produced by companies
in America had created a demand for meshes woven in extremely accurate
grades. (Biegeleisen, Busenbark, 1938. p.42.) These meshes were crucial to
the early pioneers of the screenprinting process, who needed a strong support
for combining stencils while - as with the sieving action that they were
originally designed for - they allowed different weights of pigment to be
pushed through the mesh.

Fig 17. Above - Swiss mesh weavers

Fig 18. Left and above - Graded mesh for sieving flour that was employed by early screenprinters
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The production and grading of a range of differing mesh sizes would become
crucial for screenprinters. The coarsest of meshes would facilitate working
with a vast array of different materials, whilst the very fine grade provided the
accuracy necessary for the ultimate development of screenprinted imagery
produced through photographic technology.

With the move to a mesh

support, however, even the coarse grades offered a huge advance in the kind
of imagery that could be used, with the (continued advantage of the) potential
for laying down heavy deposits of ʻinkʼ.
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Large Solid Areas of Colour, Heavy Deposits & the
Advertising Effect

The textile trade was among the earliest applied art disciplines to explore the
possibilities of screenprinting, with commercial production fully functional in
the 1930ʼs (Jackson, 2002). Textile printers soon began to compare the new
processʼs potential for leaving a heavy deposit of ink, with existing print
technology.

Fig 19. Fabric being
printed in the UK in 1930

Commercial textile printers can have difficulties with producing large solid
areas of colour, especially when printing onto a dark ground. This was
particularly problematic before to the twentieth century. One of the reasons for
this is that the intaglio process, the main technique for textile printing at the
time, requires large amounts of pressure to be applied by the plate onto the
substrate. This pressure prevents thick layers of ink from being printed, and in
turn prohibits the use of heavy pigments, with the detailed matrix of an etched
plate only able to hold a limited amount of ink. Another major issue was
holding the ink on the plate in large open areas. When the engraved or etched
plate is loaded, the residue is wiped clean from the rest of the image and with
large open areas this would have the effect of removing most of the ink from
within the open area.
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The woodblock printing method was more suitable for creating flat areas of
colour and has been used widely for textile printing, but it was also subject to
limitations of the pressure needed to produce the print. This factor would
produce a physically thinner layer and also squash the ink towards the edges
of the wood face leaving a thicker edge in these areas. On the block being
lifted away, suction would cause these larger reservoirs on the surface of the
textile or paper substrate to further splay out or be raised as illustrated below.
The aesthetic of printing large areas in this way had positive characteristics
that were exploited very successfully at times, nevertheless a ʻcleanʼ solid
open area of colour remained difficult to achieve.

Fig 20. Woodblock printed white on green wallpaper

Detail of compressed deposit of white ink

These comparisons serve to illustrate what an enthusiastic a welcome would
have been given to a technique such as screenprinting with its capacity for
open areas of heavily deposited colour. Screenprinting offered the potential to
print a white or extremely bright hue on a black substrate with little loss of
brilliance.

Surface imagery in the natural world has an important function in
communicating attraction and repulsion through displays that ʻadvertiseʼ or
ʻcamouflageʼ. These strategies find parallels in human activities including the
ʻadvertising effectʼ as used in modern commercial displays. This visual factor
can be enhanced by the stencil/screenprintingʼs inherent potential to use
saturated colour, and in the amount of physical pigment that the process lays
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down. It is these fundamental qualities of the process that have helped to
determine roles for the medium that focus on attraction.
In the second half of the 20th century ultra bright inks would cause much
excitement in the sign and display trade, with their obvious commercial
potential for attracting attention to advertisements. Dane & Co. who had been
manufacturing screen process colours and equipment since 1925, were one
of the first companies to develop and supply ʻDay-Gloʼ inks for the UK market
in 1950. (Skinner, Wilkinson. 1953) As the companyʼs advertisement says,
they were in: ʻThe race for bigger… bolder…brighter…ʼ

Fig 21. Advertisements in sign industry trade journals from the 1950ʼs illustrate the link
between bold graphics and bright displays through the use of the screenprinting process

Sign producers realised from an early stage the possibilities of this new
process as a tool for the mass communication of visual imagery. This
response was encouraged by the development of department and chain
stores (Biegeleisen. 1963. p. 3). This retail sector required a high turnover of
cheap, quickly produced batches of in-store advertisement signage, known in
Britain as ʻPoint of Salesʼ (PoS) and in America as ʻPoint of Purchaseʼ (PoP)
signs. Although not as complex a means of communication as a ubiquitously
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published book or a daily newspaper, commercial display has become
extensive, building from small graphic components into an incredibly rich
means by which visual information is spread. The access that the newly
developed screenprinting process showed itself to have with bright inks that
could be printed over a large range of materials, contributed to this visual
backdrop in the latter half or the 20th century.
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ʻActiveʼ Prints & Material Aesthetics in Commercial
Ceramic Production
So far we have discussed fundamental principles, that contribute to general
characteristics of the stencil/screenprinting process. We will now turn to the
specialist area where screenprinting is used in combination with ceramic
production. This next section challenges the notion of what a reproduction can
be, as inks and substrates are subjected to volatile transformative events
earning them the label: ʻActive Inksʼ. The reason for discussing this area of
production is to identify precedents where the relationship between print and
ceramic materials can be considered to have an advanced physical and visual
integrity.

The applied art and commercial sector were the earliest to recognise the
importance of screenprinting, explore and exploit it. The process is
sympathetic through a number of defining factors that we have discussed the
potential for working with a vast and disparate breadth of pigment material
and substrates, combined with a direct approach to laying down a large
variety of controllable deposits. An additional factor is the ʻreducedʼ aesthetic,
determined by what has been outlined as the binary nature of the process.
This aesthetic has an affinity with abstracted or stylised imagery such as
signs, patterns and motifs used in the production and decoration of
commercial, applied or ʻusefulʼ objects.

Fig 21.
Early vitreous
enamel road sign
(1920) and
advertisement
(1917)
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Commercial ceramic production was, however, comparatively late in
recognising the potential for screenprinting. In America vitreous enamel sign
producers were using materials allied to ceramic production as early as 1916
(Noteboom, 1992) and the process had a major effect upon textile
manufacturing from the early 1930ʼs. Screenprinting was known by the
ceramic tableware industry at this period but was initially rejected because the
process achieved only poor quality print. Unable to provide the kind of detail
required in competition with lithographic prints, during the next two decades it
caught up through developments in other disciplines until its worth was
proven. (David Queensbury. Interview London. 09.07.08).

Other reasons for this resistance included tradition (Screen Process Printing.
1956. pp. 66, 67), and a reluctance to replace the expensive development
and set-up costs of existing technologies. Copper plate printing and its
variations had dominated printed ceramics for the past two centuries and
continued alongside the relatively recent addition of lithography.
Screenprinting seemed to the ceramic industry to be under-developed and
crude in its inability to create tonal qualities for the intimate scale required for
the decoration of ceramic objects (Kerridge. 1956. p.54).

Restrictions were put on materials and manufacturing during the Second
World War that curtailed the manufacture of decorated ceramics for the home
market. This limited any further developments in applying the new technique
to ceramics until 1952 (Screen Process Printing. 1952. p.67). Two companies
independently led the field in working with the process in Britain in the late
1940ʼs: Johnson Matthey (Swale, 2008) developing the process for transfer
printing and Carterʼs of Poole (Peggy Angus Archive) working with
screenprinting directly onto tiles. At the same time as Johnson Matthey, the
Vitachrome Company in the United States, an early licensee of the
Selectasine process, developed transfer printing for ceramics (Lengwiler.
P.13).
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Fig 22. Left – Direct screenprinted tile from Carters of Poole1951
Right – Detail of a screenprinted sheet of ceramic transfers from Capper Ratauld 1950ʼs

It is in the ceramic field that the syntactic qualities of the process are most
radically transformed, through the extreme conditions of firing. We will now
look at this use of active production processes through examples from three
ceramic manufacturing companies.

The ceramic substrate offers unique possibilities for printmaking via the
different states that clay passes through to become fired ceramic material.
This inherent necessity to subject the clay substrate to high temperatures
even up to 1300 degrees centigrade, requires the printer to re-think the notion
of what ink is. Pigments are no longer required to be merely colourfast to
sunlight, but have to survive extremes of heat. These states define qualities
achieved through the transformative event of firing and include: plastic clay,
biscuit fired ceramic and glazed ceramic. Every ʻstateʼ can potentially be
imprinted with an image at each stage of production. The potential of working
through a number of layers and ceramic ʻstatesʼ requires different ʻinksʼ to be
used including those used for: ʻUnder-glazeʼ, ʻIn-glazeʼ, ʻGlazeʼ and ʻOn-glazeʼ
printing14. The minerals involved in making this ceramic ink determine that
colours often only achieve their desired hue after being fired. The initial colour
mixed ʻby eyeʼ can look significantly different from the resulting fired colour.

14

See glossary under ʻinksʼ
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Screenprinted Ceramics at Royal Crown Derby:
Black is Blue
Colour ambiguity is illustrated with an example from the ceramic
manufacturing company Royal Crown Derbyʼs current screenprinting
production. The in-glaze blue ink used in printing much of the companyʼs
decorated ware is a major visual component of their popular Imari15-inspired
ranges and has been associated with the company since the 19th century
(Cox. 2000. p.14).

The challenge of using ceramic colour is continuity, from sample production to
full production and over further repeats runs. When the screenprinter makes a
print he has no way of knowing by sight alone that the print produced will
result in this required colour of blue when fired: every print produced using
cobalt oxide, previous to firing, looks black.

Fig 23. Royal Crown Derbyʼs ʻJapan Blueʼ – Transfer print before firing and the
inglaze fired version

We have discussed how the screenprinting process offers a large range of
potential densities of ink deposit and the screenprint operative also has many
variables in production through which to affect change, and attempt to control
the print through the use of automatic machinery. Angle of squeegee, cross
section of squeegee blade, flexibility of squeegee blade, pressure applied,
speed of print stroke, mesh count, tautness of mesh, depth of stencil and
snap off are all factors which help to realise differing quantities and qualities of
15

See glossary
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printed ink. And this is assuming that the proportions of the ink recipe were
mixed correctly. It is simply not possible to judge this type of printmaking by
the human eye alone and so a device called a densitometer16 is used to
measure the deposit of ink produced at the sampling stage. Using production
conditions the ink is printed onto a clear sheet and a densitometer
measurement noted with additional notes added, relating to specific variables
of the print equipment. When the printers come to the production run, these
notes allow them to accurately predict the colour that will result after the
transformation of firing the ink (Discussion with sample printer. Royal Crown
Derby. 22.10.08).

Fig 24. Royal Crown
Derbyʼs ʻdensitometerʼ

16

See glossary
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Screenprinted Ceramics at Johnsonʼs Tiles Ltd:
Vitrosa ʻPhysicalʼ Prints
We have noted the unique relationship that screenprinting has with heavy
deposits of ink, offers an example of the positive effects of this quality.
Johnsonʼs began to work with screenprinting in the mid to late 1960ʼs
(Discussion with Tony Venables. Johnsonʼs Tiles Limited. 14.11.09), although
other print techniques have almost replaced its use in major production, it is
still used at Johnsonʼs, brought in to print the heavier pigments such as
precious metal printing. It has also been employed to produce a printed effect
unique to printing directly onto tiles: the ʻVitrosaʼ17 process. This process
involves using an extremely coarse mesh, such as 15 threads per cm18, onto
which a photo-stencil is imposed and a fine powder of ceramic frit, called
Vitrosa powder, is passed through. The ink is pushed back and forth on the
screen by a ʻVʼ shaper hopper that exerts very little pressure and which
contains the powder and replaces the squeegee and the flood blades19 that
normally ʻloadʼ the screen with ink. The process leaves a huge deposit of
powder, which ʻfallsʼ through the mesh; a process that can be repeated a
number of times, if necessary. After firing the frit produces a raised clear, or
frosted, area that can be appreciated for its own ʻembossedʼ qualities or
interact with a flat print underneath.

Fig 25. Vitrosa frit powder deposit before being fired
17

See glossary
See glossary under ʻtʼ
19
See glossary
18
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This selection of images illustrate Johnsonʼs use of this process on their tile
patterns to produce differing visual, tactile printed effects ranging from a
heavy solid, through semi-translucent, to transparent depending on the
materials used to print with. The semi-translucent Vitrosa print can be used to
ʻknock outʼ areas of underlying print work such as in the examples below. The
use of the technique over the oranges and limes in the example of the tile
border, bottom left, provides a ʻwetʼ quality to the printed image beneath.
Perhaps the most visual appeal is achieved in the ʻBloomʼ tile from the
ʻConceptsʼ range where the print technique is used to raise the petals of the
Chrysanthemum with a gloss white that fits perfectly into the black outline
print. Printed onto a matt white background it exploits the effect subtly to give
the image a physical, tactile presence.

Fig 26. Various samples of ʻVitrosaʼ tile work at Johnson Tiles Ltd.
The effects range from (top right) selectively and partially obscuring the underlying image –
(bottom right) selectively and partially obscuring whilst adding dimension – (bottom left)
adding translucent gloss dimension over an image – (top left) adding opaque relief to fit
within a print
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Screenprinted Ceramics at Denby: ʻReactiveʼ Prints
The ceramic manufacturing company Denby (Visited October 2009) shows
how screenprinting has been used to exploit the variables of transformation
inherent of ceramic production in order to define a more reactive aesthetic.

Denby had been working with hand-decorated surface designs for nearly two
decades when they introduced the ʻArabesqueʼ range in 1962. It became a
design classic produced until 1984, contributing to the identity of Denbyʼs
distinct style evoking ʻthe influence of the traditional studio potterʼ often with
multi-glaze surface effects (Hopwood, Hopwood. 1997. pp.72, 86). In 1975
Denby made the decision to switch the production of their surface decoration
from hand painted glazes to screenprinted versions, to meet the demands of
higher output offered by mechanised production. The challenge at Denby was
to undertake this transition of production technique without losing any of the
distinct surface qualities that had identified the brand. For a long-running
range such as Arabesque a seamless conversion was required in order that
the buying public would not identify any major differences in an ongoing
product. The issues that the Denby printmakers faced involved the continuity
of style while converting the syntax of hand-brushed glaze marks and motifs
that reacted with the underlying glazed body, into a process of mechanical
reproduction. As outlined at the beginning of this chapter the idea of
ʻmechanical reproductionʼ is not always the best way to describe the
screenprinting process and we will see here how the definition gets blurred.

The affinity that screenprinting has with physical materials has allowed Denby
to continue to work with the same heavy deposits of printed glaze that they
had used in hand-decorating methods. The resulting ʻreactive glazeʼ prints are
key to Denbyʼs transition to mechanisation. The variables in play between the
decorative glazes applied over the base glazes cause each print to behave
slightly differently, achieving an individual result.
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Fig 27. Arabesque – Left hand painted
Right screenprinted versions

The variation achieved with the screenprinted versions relies on the reactive
glaze print process and much thought goes into this balance between
repetition and deviation. But it is not always possible to achieve the required
reactive qualities through reliance on the glazes alone. It is rather the mixture
of material interaction and skilled reprographics that produce the best results.

Denby continue to use a reprographic camera rather than new digital imaging
technologies. The actual brush-strokes are photographed and interpreted
using the camerawork discussed in chapter two. The example below of two
screen stencils shows how the handmade marks are reproduced using a
combination of heavy textured/solid areas of reactive glaze that were
produced employing ʻtone-lineʼ (Lundqvist, Pär. 1967. p.85) camerawork (on
the right), overprinted with areas of a conventional halftone in a different glaze
(on the left).
Fig 28. Two different
methods of emulating
the varied qualities of
a brushstroke – On left
a camera reproduction
of the brush mark is
used – On right the
stencil is much
simpler, the variation
coming from the
resulting reactive
print– They work best
when used together
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The issue of being able to see the ʻmechanical toneʼ20 is overcome by the
reaction between the two printed glaze layers. The ʻhalf-tone dotsʼ move,
spread, merge and take on a more organic quality than a precise unchanged
version would, and blend the two different reproductions of brush marks into a
new more fluid combination. This system is not merely a highly convincing
reproduction of the Denby house style but a successful conversion from one
syntax to another through an expert understanding of the materials and
processes that the two share.

The case of ʻArabesqueʼ could be regarded as a mechanical reproduction
because it is derived from existing surface imagery, and this is still one of the
approaches to surface design that Denby has continued to follow, ʻemulatingʼ
an initially hand-brushed design. But since their early use of screenprinting
the designers have also developed a methodology that involves working
ʻwithinʼ the possibilities and limitations of the process, evolving surface
imagery that bridges the hand and the mechanical.

Fig 29. Denby ʻAzure Shellʼ screenprinted reactive imagery

A more recent example where the surface design effects have been
determined by working ʻthroughʼ the process is the large curved mug from the
current ʻAzure Shellʼ range. It has a complex design that appears to consist of
hundreds of dabs of glaze over a glazed body. Each of the dabs seem to have
moved and reacted with one another and the underlying glaze. This surface
20

See glossary
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pattern would have taken a hand-decorator a prohibitive amount of time to
realise on a mug which only has a limited market value21. Screenprinting the
imagery has allowed this kind of complex work to be expedient and still within
the house style suggestive of hand-produced work. In reality of production
costs screenprinting is the only way that this pattern line could have been
realised. When scrutinising one mug next to another, it is apparent to anyone
looking for similarities that these surfaces originate from the same matrix with
exactly repeated configurations. However, comparing the dabs of glaze
individually shows that each one is unique through the transforming reaction
that occurs in the kiln.

At Denby a different type of printed information is produced, in which it is the
syntactic qualities of the materials and process are allowed to generate the
statement. Rather than print being used passively to report information, at
Denby their printed surfaces generate new information through transformation
and reaction, challenging our perceptions of what a print is.

The three examples from current commercial ceramic production offered
above reveal the broad range of active and reactive print work made
accessible through the screenprinting process and its special affinity with
materials. This contributed to an expansion of the potential for surface design
imagery and effects within the ceramic industry.

These cases demonstrate how working through the experiential knowledge of
active materials and processes can lead to entirely new and changeable
visual content. To be in control of this, and in order to be able to design in this
way, it is necessary to predict results prior to a printʼs transformation, and this
calls for advanced interpretative abilities. In addition to these skills, and in
order to take an image through the many layers and social configurations of
commercial production, requires good communication and mediation to take
21

Denbyʼs Shell Large Curve Mug retails at £15.75 compared with approx £8.00 for an
equivalent plain mug. This price would not permit hand decoration of such a magnitude to be
undertaken – prices from www.denby.co.uk - accessed 09.11.09.
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place. And it is to both of these issues of ʻinterpretative mediationʼ that we turn
i n

t h e

n e x t

c h a p t e r .
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Chapter 3

The Role of Interpretative Mediation Within
Ceramics and Print Production
Introducing Interpretative Mediation
In the last chapter the fundamental principles of the stencil/screenprinting
process were established, and an understanding of some of the syntactic
elements that constitute the language of stencil/screenprinting was outlined.
One of the aims of this research is to bring value to working ʻwithinʼ this
language of process in order to provide ʻintegrityʼ in the work. If we extend this
metaphor of a language of printmaking we can begin to discuss the role in
production that facilitates the ʻinterpretationʼ of the language of one discipline
into another, working ʻwithinʼ and ʻbetweenʼ processes. Determining this role
and examining it, will provide a better understanding of the process of thinking
through making.

We have discussed how printmaking involves a number of divided activities,
which determine that it is inherently a ʻtransformativeʼ act. This could involve,
for example, taking the medium of a painting and converting it into the very
different medium of a photolithographic cover for a book. This transformative
process is further complicated within an inter-disciplinary context, because of
the difference between ceramic materials and processes that have been
developed through altogether separate requirements to those of printmaking.
In the context of this project taking an image, or an idea for an image, and
converting it from the language of graphics into the language of ceramics
requires ʻinterpretationʼ. In addition to this, in the context of large-scale print
production, it is often necessary to have a specific role of ʻinterpreterʼ who
provides mediation between the divisions of labour in order to ensure
continuity in thinking throughout production. The interpretation process can be
thought of as facilitating intuitive mediation, an activity which operates both
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creatively to convert from one language to another and communicatively to
bridge the divisions of labour within production.

It is important here to note the use of the term ʻinterpretationʼ rather than
ʻtranslationʼ and there is a paragraph in John Le Carréʼs novel ʻThe Mission
Songʼ of 2006 that offers a literary insight to the difference between the two
that will be helpful to our understanding of the role: ʻNever mistake, please,
your mere translator for your top interpreter. An interpreter is a translator, true,
but not the other way round. A translator can be anyone with half a language
skill and a dictionary and a desk to sit at while he burns the midnight oil…..He
has nothing in common with the simultaneous interpreter sweating it out
through six hours of complex negotiations. Your top interpreter has to think as
fast as a numbers boy in a coloured jacket buying financial futures. Better
sometimes if he doesnʼt think at all, but orders the spinning cogs on both
sides of his head to mesh together, then sits back and waits to see what
pours out of his mouthʼ (Le Carré. 2006). This quote perfectly illustrates the
process of mediation between two parties and the attempt to communicate
the essential essence of that idea from one party to another. It demonstrates
the inadequacy of the mere ʻmechanicalʼ notion of translation that requires
little consideration of the act of communicating ideas. This ʻappropriateʼ
communication of ideas throughout production and into reality is at the heart
of the thinking-through-making process, which brings continuity and integrity
to overcome division in production.

Focillon touches upon the issue of interpretation in ʻThe Life of Forms…In the
Realm of Spaceʼ where he uses the example of a builder to discuss what he
calls the ʻtranspositionʼ of form into space. He outlines all the varied and
diverse roles that the builder has to adopt to undertake this process: ʻa
geometrician in the drafting of the plan, a mechanic to assemble, a painter to
distribute visual effects and a sculptor in the treatment of masses. What
Focillon is describing here is how one person must ʻassume these different
personalities in different degreesʼ in order to interpret a drafted idea into a
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form in space. He states that The Law of Technical Primacy is
ʻunquestionably the principal factor in such transpositionsʼ referring to the
necessity for an understanding of the primary technology in order to
successfully undertake these transitions (Focillon, 1936. p.76)

Pat Gilmour adds another dimension to the role of creative interpretation in
her thorough essay on the relationship between Chris Prater and the artists
that he worked with at Kelpra studios. Artists who began to use the
screenprinting process in the 1960ʼs such as Eduardo Paolozzi often had
insufficient knowledge of how to use the relatively new technique and
therefore relied heavily upon the skilled knowledge of Prater in order to realise
their ideas in the language of the process. Prater changed perceptions of the
value of technical input, in relation to the origination of a print, moving from
technical advisor to creative collaborator. Gilmour said of Prater that:
ʻPractically every folio made at Kelpra shows a unique coupling of the idea on
the part of the artist with a creative interpretation on the part of the printerʼ
(Gilmour, 1980. p.23).

This relationship substantially shifts our perceptions of where creativity lies
within the production process. It is also a factor in commercial production
where the designer does not necessarily have the technical skills, material
knowledge and experience, to understand the influence of Focillonʼs ʻtechnical
primacyʼ, upon the visual results throughout production.

The need to work in certain contexts with another person, or team of people,
to facilitate production determines that the role of interpreting between
materials and processes should also involve effective ʻmediationʼ between the
social configurations of production. If the interpretative role relates to the
appropriate transposing of ideas into materials and processes, then the role of
mediation relates to the continuity of thinking-through-making throughout the
different aspects of production. Scale of production influences these two
aspects as mediation, in the context of large-scale production, may involve
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complex meetings between a number of departments such as is the case at a
company such as Royal Crown Derby. Though within the studio context it may
simply require collaboration with a single technical advisor such as at Kelpra
in the 60ʼs. Although working alone does not require ʻsocialʼ mediation as
such, continuity of thinking-through-making still has to be maintained. Not only
does Focillonʼs fictional lone-builder have to know when to act as a drafter
and when to act as a sculptor of masses, but he has to bridge these two acts
and follow some internal logic of his own in order to transpose a drawn design
into stone, in space, appropriately and with a continuity of intentions.

It is tacit, experiential knowledge that allows foresight into the variables of the
production process, drives the interpretative process and is vital within all
these modes of production. If we return specifically to the subject of
stencil/screenprinting, it relates to bridging the fundamental differences
between one or all of the factors that we have discussed in the last chapter
and will continue to cover in this one. This includes working between the
original and the print, the binary principle and the requirement of colour in a
work, the adaptation of an image into the language of materials and/or the
application of an image onto the surface of a form. These are all extremely
important factors within the context of this research, in creating an
understanding of how to create integrity and continuity in ceramics and print
production.

I believe that to successfully and appropriately bridge the divides, listed in the
first chapter, it is necessary to have a complete holistic understanding of the
entirety of the production process, its history of uses, principles and the
syntactic elements that contribute to form its inherent language alongside an
expert tacit, experiential knowledge. This allows us to occupy an expert
position where acquired knowledge informs intuitive making and, as Le Carré
puts it, the spinning cogs on both sides of our head mesh together and we
wait to see what pours out.
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These examples of the issues of thinking through the production process build
an understanding of the need for a role that interprets of an original visual
intention into the language of materials and processes, and where a part of
that task is to understand, predict and mediate the different roles between
design and production.

In order to build a better understanding of this activity we will first look at how
the role of interpretation has developed from the specific perspective of
transposing visual intentions into the language of the stencil/screenprinting
process. This is one vital aspect of the interpretative role, and has been
known amongst other terms as ʻgraphic designʼ or ʻreprographicsʼ. We will see
by the end of this chapter that these titles only describe one important part of
the job of interpretation.

ʻReprographic designʼ, at its simplest, performs all the interpretative tasks that
take an existing image in one medium and interpret it into the print language
being used. In some current print production facilities this may be a
straightforward procedure where a full colour image is digitally translated into
four colours, checked and printed out. In the cases where print is destined to
be produced in a more complex process such as onto a material that has
defining characteristics or applied to a form and, in the case of ceramics fired
to 1260 degrees centigrade, then the process of interpretation becomes more
advanced and complex.

In this chapter we will examine the role in its simplest form, starting with early
methods that were developed to interpret imagery ʻthroughʼ the
stencil/screenprinting process. The aim is to define some basic principles of
this interpretational process. We will continue with more complex issues such
as photographic techniques that define the role as a more specialist activity.
After which, advanced tasks concern the interpretation of a flat print for a
three-dimensional form, and thence onto fired ceramic objects. The objectives
are to examine the interpretational act through example and build an
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understanding of strategies employed for working within the language of
stencil/screenprinting and between ceramic and print media. This insight will
address

the

issues

of

division

determined

in

chapter

one.
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Reprographic Interpretation:
Transposing Imagery Into the Language of Print
Autographic Stencils: From ʻCut Outʼ to ʻBrushed Onʼ

Precedents for the technique of hand-cutting stencil masks exist in the art of
paper cutting, an activity that has a long tradition of use in most countries of
the world to the present day (Britton Newell. 2008). Although the new
approach of adding a support mesh allowed for a dramatic increase in the
sophistication of stencil qualities, initially it continued to be limited by the use
of existing hand-cut stencil technology. While the mesh support meant that
the cut elements of the stencil could be smaller, float freely and become more
complex in shape, the hair mesh came as an ʻadditionʼ to the existing stencil
elements. This was a matrix that was added to the stencil rather than an
existing mesh screen that could have a stencil added to it, and when this latter
fundamental change occurred it determined that other stencil strategies could
be considered. This development allowed the screenprinter something to work
on that was very similar to an artistʼs ʻblank canvasʼ. Instead of beginning with
the whole stencil material and removing elements from it, as in the case of
making an ʻopenʼ stencil, they could now begin with the mesh and ʻpaintʼ the
stencil on to this support. The silk cloth, that was readily available in a number
of different graded mesh counts, had the interesting property of being both
coarse enough that different paints could be made to pass through it,
indifferent to the thread structure, but also they could be made to sit upon it as
an image, drying into the mesh and effectively blocking this sieving action.
This provides a new way of thinking about producing a stencil, replacing the
ʻcutting outʼ of materials with a very different type of direct hand mark-making
through the use of brushes and crayons to ʻadd ontoʼ.

Sign writers were amongst the first individuals to begin to form interpretative
strategies for converting imagery into stencils for screenprinting. This is
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because they already possessed skills that were sympathetic to the new
screen process. They were adept with both the knife and brush in producing
hand ʻcutʼ or ʻwrittenʼ signs and would have easily transferred these abilities to
making stencils for screens.

The basic principle that determined a binary aesthetic remained the same in
moving from the open stencil to the silkscreen process. The screen cannot
ʻrecogniseʼ the greys of continuous tone: ink can either pass through the mesh
or be prevented from passing through.

The innovation of a brushed-on stencil offered by the supportive mesh screen
matrix greatly expanded the processʼ aesthetic potential. A brush-stroke
shows the trace of its relationship with the substrate that it is worked onto,
such as the texture of a screen consisting of warp and weft threads. A brush
loaded with a suitable medium will generate a stroke that begins with a
saturated deposit but will increasingly break over this texture as the medium
runs out. Because the screen is not in reality a solid but consists of physical
threads and gaps this has the effect, as the brush is dragged across the
thread, of either filling the gaps or leaving them empty. The resulting visual
aesthetic is very different, instead of the absolute clarity of a cut line, the
painted-on stencil captures something of the hand-made brushstroke with its
recognisable ʻbroken tailʼ and begins to add a crude perception of textured
tonal qualities to the aesthetic possibilities of working with the process.

In his chapter, ʻSilk Screen as a Fine Art Mediumʼ originally published in 1938,
Jack Biegeleisen documents the link between these new stencil ʻmarksʼ and
fine art painters who were exploiting the painterly qualities of this type of
stencil production. The print curator Carl Zigrosser and early screenprint artist
Anthony Velonis would loosely define these artists as ʻSerigraphers22,ʼ in
order to differentiate between the artistʼs use of screenprinting and that of

22
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commercial use, the term also referenced to the ʻautographic23ʼ production of
the stencil. ʻAlthough all of the stencil making techniques offer interesting
opportunities for the serigraphers, the most popular method appears to be the
tusche24 stencil technique. This may be because this method, more than
others, is singularly responsive to individual treatment and improvisations.
Tusche may be used in crayon or liquid form and allows for a wide range of
textural as well as spontaneous brush effects.ʼ Biegelsein continues to outline
some of the effects that can be created through a type of ʻfrottageʼ25 approach
where a textured abrasive material is placed ʻdirectly under the silk and,
pressing over it with tusche crayon, ʻa variety of effects comes to life.ʼ He
goes on to say that ʻLiquid tusche allows for spatter, stipple, dry brush and
other techniques of a spontaneous and personal character.ʼ (Biegeleisen.
1938, 1941, 1963. pp. 207, 208)

Fig 30. The page of effects offered by Biegeleisen as examples, show some results of
this frottage method and illustrate the ʻreducedʼ tone work that was an aspect of the
ʻserigrapherʼsʼ palette of marks
23

See glossary
See glossary
25
See glossary
24
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This combination opened up a whole new way of working with print that had
an affinity with hand-painted methodologies for producing imagery. Layers of
ink could be overprinted one over another with a huge variance of opacity,
mirroring the layers of over-painting familiar to artist/painters for centuries

The Selectasine Company was a commercial business involved in the early
developments and promotion of the new screenprinting process. They
released a handbook, first published in 1923, which continued throughout the
1920ʼs and contained a multitude of strategies for producing stencils. The
handbook was loaned to licensees and contained information on printing
techniques alongside actual screenprinted final and work-in-progress
examples Between 1925 and 1927 the company released a number of
ʻservice featuresʼ intended to update and inform the licensees of the latest
developments (Lengwiler p. 46).

Fig 31. The Selectasine Handbook

The handbook helps in providing an in-depth understanding of the activities
and aesthetic qualities that were being determined by these early pioneers of
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screenprinting working ʻthroughʼ the process. The instructional publication
communicated ideas in the medium it was discussing; there was no
obstruction through a change of syntax with the result that the qualities and
problems were there for the printers to experience first hand. The issue that
concerned William Ivins of syntax being obstructive in publishing information,
is in this case overcome because the syntax is the subject.

The company supported the use of the fledgling process in many ways and in
doing so secured itself a share of this new business through selling the
companyʼs own developments in the field, such as ʻReversline Ink &
Meshsealerʼ (Selectasine Handbook. Jan. 1926).

Fig 32. Selectasineʼs advert for Reversline Ink & Meshsealer - 1926

These two specific products dealt with an issue arising from hand-brushed
stencils made in the binary process. An image painted directly onto the screen
with a block acts as a mask and therefore does not represent the brush stroke
but its reverse image. The new products from Selectasine (and other generic
versions) allowed positive painted line-work to be achieved. This was made
possible by painting the intended design onto the mesh with an oil-based
medium, and filling the remainder with a water-based medium. When dry the
first could be washed out with a solvent leaving the second block unaffected.
A print pulled though the remaining open mesh would produce a positive
handmade mark and become better known as the ʻgum and tuscheʼ method
used widely both by the artists of serigraphy and for commercial ends
(Biegeleisen. 1938, 1941, 1963. pp. 207, 208).
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Fig 33. ʻHot Franksʼ with solid and textured detail produced by handcut and brushed stencils by Leon Bibel 1942

This 1942 screenprint by the WPA/FAP26 artist Leon Bibel demonstrates
these early methods. The geometric elements exploit the bold flat areas of
rich impasto, ʻsteppedʼ layers of colour created through hard-edged hand cut
stencils. In contrast the background elements are roughly textured through the
use of ʻtusche and glue stencilsʼ to break between two tones of colour. This
example shows how the artist has thought through the production of the print,
exploiting the different syntactic elements of the process to create thick
overlaid texture in a lighter colour than the underlying hue (Coppel. 2008).

The Selectasine handbook is defined by the companyʼs understanding of the
inherent properties of the process, and how best to work with it in order to
draw out and control the variations. The writers of the handbook have an
open, experimental relationship with the screenprinting process, and they
leapt upon any variable that yielded a new effect such as the entries relating

26

See glossary
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to ʻStipple Effectsʼ and ʻBlotter Tonal Shadingʼ, and exploited every new
characteristic discovered (Selectasine Handbook. Feb & Dec 1926).

Fig 34. ʻStipple Effectsʼ
Selectasine Handbook
st
February 1 1926

These early examples demonstrate syntactic aspects inherent of interpreting
imagery into the language of the process and which determine aesthetic
qualities. We have begun to understand some of the interpretative thinking
that facilitates the transformation of imagery into this language. The pioneer
guidebooks like this one by the Selectasine Company, and classes by experts
such as the WPA/FAP artist Anthony Velonis, provided clear methodological
approaches for working within the language of screenprinting. The initial
technology was simple and used direct methods that allowed immediacy and
a certain degree of integrity employing actual marks and gestures from the
artistʼs hand. An individual could work alone with these simple limitations
interpreting a personal style through the language of the process. Once new
applications of the process began to emerge, however, technological
developments brought about new, more complex, methods. This made certain
aspects of the process increasingly inaccessible and determined the need for
expert knowledge and more sophisticated interpretative skills. The pursuit of
the ability to use continuous tone and photographic reproduction caused this
evolutionary stage, and we will discuss this in more detail in the next section.
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Photo-Reprographics:
Technological Division Necessitates Creative Interpretation
Fig 35.
Continuous
tone

Printmaking developments have over the years increasingly been engaged
with a quest for ʻcontinuous tone27ʼ. This term is used to describe an image
where the tonal qualities are not broken down by translation but continue
seamlessly across the tonal range. As we have seen, the aesthetic nature of
the stencil, screenprinting process is binary: no tones, with no compromise.
This fact, in principle, renders the tonal ʻphotographic imageʼ, totally alien to
the stencil and screenprinting process. This presented problems when it came
to the use of a photographic aesthetic. Photo-lithographic28 techniques were
already being explored and becoming well established when screenprinting
arrived on the scene. Whilst this could have given the impression that
screenprinting was inferior, it allowed the early screen processors and artists
some time and a strong inducement to develop alternative interpretative
strategies within the processʼ natural capabilities of working with tonal
qualities.
In developing the use of the photo-stencil29 process for screenprinting the
basic principles that determine a binary aesthetic continue to operate. The
light sensitive emulsion on a screenʼs surface hardens by exposure to a light
source. Where open areas of mesh are required, for ink to pass through, an
opaque film is used to block the light, this prevents the emulsion from
hardening and it can then be washed away with water. There is only blocked
mesh and open mesh and nothing in-between.
27

See glossary
See glossary
29
See glossary under stencil
28
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At its simplest a photo-stencil can be produced onto a screen using an
opaque flat object such as a piece of lace to block the light source and
produce a screen stencil that prints a positive image. The photographic
process used to make screen stencils could be more specifically termed as a
ʻphotogram30ʼ.

Fig 36. Photo-stencil produced using lace to physically
block the light from hardening the photo-emulsion

The challenge in producing photographic images for screenprinting comes
when tone is involved: how can this maximum contrast process see a midtone? A grey? Print and photographic processes all have their distinct
strategies for getting as close as possible to the effect of continuous tone.
Conventional photography came very close to achieving continuous tone
prints through the control of the accumulation of silver halide particles
(Lundqvist. 1967, 1972. p.27). The only way to work with tonal imagery using
the screenprint process is through a process of translation, such as by
converting an image into a ʻhalftoneʼ. We have seen through the brushed-on
ʻtuscheʼ examples that stippling and the creation of small dots can result in a
coarse emulation of tonal qualities. And the strategy is the same for photostencils: the opaque image that will be used on the film mask to block the light
is one that has been converted into small particles such as half-tone dots,
which from a distance optically replicate tones, as illustrated above. Prior to
30

See glossary
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digital technology a reprographic camera would be used to create a tonal
mask film for screenprinting a halftone. A photograph is taken of the original
full-tone image through a special optical filter that imposes its properties onto
the resulting photograph. The filter divides the image into a grid-like matrix
with every small division having the optical quality that reduces the tonal value
of that area into correlating black opaque ʻhalftoneʼ dots.
Fig 37.
Halftone

Scale also has important implications with the illusion of continuous tone.
Where an artistʼs print can take up the whole wall of a gallery, to be viewed at
some distance, a domestic object such as a decorated piece of ceramics is
small and intimate. It invites a different degree of scrutiny that would shatter
the illusion of the halftone print, and demands a much smaller resolution,
which is hard with the limitations of the support mesh.

A screenʼs mesh structure precludes the ideal of continuous tone, the physical
grid of threads will not allow it, they will obstruct where they are present.
Conversely, if we consider a half-tone stencil ʻdotʼ as being the centre of the
ʻOʼ it can only be scaled down to a certain degree, too much reduction will
lead to the same issue encountered by the open stencil system: the dot could
float free of the supporting mesh and fall through the gap. This limits the
resolution of the mechanical half-tone dot where the aim is for it to be unseen
by the viewer. The relationship that the screenprinting process has with
materials and heavy deposits of ink is another issue. If the aim is to exploit
these characteristics it is necessary to work with an appropriate coarse grade
of mesh in order to allow the material to pass through. These two factors work
in opposing directions: A continuous tone image requires the finest half-tone
resolution possible, whilst an ink that requires a large deposit or heavy
pigment needs as coarse a mesh as possible. These factors create a situation
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where there can only be compromise. The mechanical tone will be obvious,
destroying the illusion of a continuous tone, or the ink will not go through the
screen or deposit enough ink on the substrate. And/or, the mesh will not
support the very small dots of the tone and the stencil will fall away. This
unsolvable equation extends the challenge of creating the illusion of
photographic continuous tone especially in an area such as screenprinted
ceramic decoration. This is the difficult relationship between the minute
resolution desired and the coarse scale of the screen-mesh necessary to work
with the mineral pigments of the ceramic process31.

To tackle the challenge of producing tonal and photographic work effectively
through the screenprinting process technology had to be advanced, and these
complex techniques necessitate the act of creative interpretation to translate
this type of image appropriately into the print language. For most of the 20th
century the issues of compromise, illusion and apt translation between the
photographic image and capabilities of the stencil process were, tackled by
the reprographic camera operator32. This person played a crucial role in
developing strategies to bridge the issue of interpretation. In the 1963
publication ʻDesign by Photographyʼ the German photographer O.R. Cröy
describes his 30-year exploration of this field. While Cröyʼs aims were to
discuss creative photography as an art form, some sections illustrate the
parallel aims of the commercial reprographic camera operator in relation to
converting, eliminating or creating an illusion of photographic tonal qualities.
He describes these efforts as ʻelimination and simplificationʼ (Cröy, 1963).
ʻThe starting point is a photograph, as it is. It still shows everything that the
lens projected on the film – the available reality. The first individual acts of
interference in the process are deliberate leaving out, simplification and
reduction. Their contribution to the graphic interpretation is to convert the
totality of the photograph into simpler forms by elimination. The methods of
this subtractive approach are as varied as the results…..special procedures of

31
32

See V&A Appendix - Interpreting A Print Language.
See glossary
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this nature involve printing on hard paper, tone separation, solarisation and
the line process.ʼ (Cröy, 1963. pp.12,13). Cröyʼs photographic techniques
show the same simplifying strategies that have been used to produce films
appropriate to the binary principle necessary for making photo-stencils for
screenprinting.

An example of a print in the 1923 copy of the Selectasine handbook has been
produced by the very early use of a photopositive film to work with the photostencil process. The result shows how the limitations of working within the
inherent language of this new print technology generated an aesthetic which
artists would exploit forty years later. The writers of the handbook recognise
and exploit these ʻgraphic qualitiesʼ of the image, that is to say the effects of
clearly defined limitations imposed on a photograph by an interpretative
process.

Fig 38. Selectasine Handbook 1920 ʻHalftonesʼ and detail
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Another reprographic technique, four colour process, or ʻtri-chromatic33ʼ
printing (three colours and black), employed the halftone simulation of tonal
qualities over four separate colour layers. These intermixed optically on the
substrate to produce full colour in a far more efficient way than the many
separate colour layers of earlier autographic methods. The halftone and trichromatic techniques became two primary techniques for interpreting tone
and full colour for screenprinting. This was an expedient direction for
commercial production, and chosen by creative practitioners such as the Pop
artists to emphasise this syntactic feature of commercial printing. But the often
visible, ʻmechanicalʼ dots or ʻrosettesʼ of these techniques were not always an
appropriate or welcome aesthetic because they look artificial. The creative
cameraman Dennis Francis at Kelpra Studios would pioneer another method,
which became known as 'posterisation' through its link to poster work
(Gilmour, 1980. p.22). This approach returned to using ʻsteppedʼ tones of a
colour to generate an illusion of tone with the innovation of using the camera
to make the separations. Decreasing amounts of visual information were
printed down one over the other in darker hues to create depth. The method
was among those that became known as ʻspotʼ separations34, and produced
subtler tonal variations than what became known as ʻmechanical toneʼ.

Fig 39. Detail of Gerd Winnerʼs ʻNew
York Canyonʼ Screenprint from
Kelpra Studios
- Dennis Francis, reprographic
camera operator pioneered
posterisation at Kelpra as a way to
create tonal gradations without the
use of the mechanical appearance of
halftones

33
34

See glossary
See glossary
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The limitations of working with photographic imagery limitations on the
screenprinting process have not prevented its use; rather it has determined
new approaches and strategies for interpretation that have become
aesthetically valued in themselves. The reduction and transformation of the
reality of a photographic image becomes the focus, line artwork and coarse
halftones are employed graphically to turn them from ʻrealityʼ into a stylised
version of reality. This interest in abstracting, simplifying and stylising comes
through working with the printmaking processʼ unique syntactic content, rather
than the pursuit of continuous tone or photo-realism. Creative camera-work,
such as at Kelpra studios in the 1960ʼs described by Cröy, shifted the
emphasis from the aim of continuous tone to an interpretation of the
photograph which engaged with the nature of the process. This became more
than a compromise, it was a distinct aesthetic style.

Fig 40. Eduardo
Paolozziʼs ʻAutomobile
Headʼ,
British Museum. 1954

Diverse imagery was easily accommodated through the medium of
screenprinting and assimilated into a new syntax that does not re-present the
image, but takes the existing and reprocessed it into a new work. The artist
Eduardo Paolozziʼs early venture into producing a screenprinted image,
ʻAutomobile Headʼ of 1954, uses inherent qualities of the screenprinted photostencil process. ʻScreenprinting was ideally suited to Paolozziʼs ʻcollagisteʼ
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method of working: without its development “the realisation of Paolozziʼs
complex concepts would never have been possible. It was not until
screenprinting that the seemingly conflicting component parts of a collage, a
screen cliché and a flat coloured surface, photo and design structure, Frank
Stella reproduction and banana girls could meet together on one and the
same planeʼ (Carey, Griffiths. 1990. p.227) Rather than reproducing the
distinct variety of visual qualities of a collaged work, they become
homogenized into a uniform composition when processed through
screenprinting. This identifies screenprinting as a process more for
ʻinterpretationʼ than for reproduction.

As the term ʻreproductionʼ is inadequate to describe the totality of
screenprinting, so is reprographics unable to convey the complete role of
transposing an initial image into a final screenprint. The reprographic activities
discussed in this section do not describe the whole story. As we saw in
Chapter Two when working with ʻactiveʼ ceramic materials, it is vital to extend
the understanding of the production process to include such variables.
Production could also involve working with complex forms requiring the
interpretation of a flat image onto the surface of an object. Continuing with the
same theme of interpretation we now shift our focus to look at the
interpretative manipulation of physical properties in order to achieve visual
integrity

between

the

printed

image

and

form.
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Formal Interpretation:
Designing a Dialogue Between Image & Form
The starting point for all printmaking processes is a two-dimensional plane.
The woodcut face, the etched plate, lithographic stone and the screen are all
physical carriers, the matrices of print production. The basic principles of
these processes have been developed largely to produce repeat impressions
of a two-dimensional image onto a flat paper substrate (Gascoigne. 2004. p.4)
The early dominance of print as a publishing medium contributed to determine
flat formats such as the book and the picture or poster intended for wallmounted display.

Returning to the specific context of print and ceramics, so far we have mainly
discussed ceramic materialsʼ unique alchemy and transformative qualities.
We have discussed some examples and issues of working with print destined
for ceramic form and will expand on this in the following sections. The primary
concern, in this context, is how a flat print can undergo a very different type of
transformation through a dialogue with the complexities of the surface
covering a three-dimensional form. There are no obvious solutions because of
the endless variables involved in combining different forms, materials and
images. To begin to create an understanding of the challenges involved, this
analysis will focus on certain specific strategies, looking mainly at commercial
ceramic and print production but including individual expression. The aim is to
examine methodologies for these dialogues and the results of following them.

How do we begin to imagine ways to bridge the differences between flat print
and form? One area that has had to overcome this challenge is map-making.
Cartographers throughout history have striven to represent the complex form
of the worldʼs surface with flat functional maps suitable for navigation. Carl
Friedrich Gaussʼs Theorema Egregium (1828) proved that a sphere cannot be
represented on a plane without distortion. Any method of representing a
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sphereʼs surface on a plane is a map projection35. The print below shows the
early cartographer Gerardus Mercator who produced a map in 1569 through
one of the earliest strategies, known today as cylindrical projection. His map
was printed in a large-scale over eighteen separate sheets measuring 202 cm
by 124 cm. The detailed section of Mercatorʼs portrait shows him holding his
world globe with the tactic he developed for interpreting the sphere by dividing
it into leaf-shaped segments.

Fig 41.
Gerardus Mercator
Right – Detail
showing a globe
broken into parts
by ʻMercator linesʼ

This example looks at the dialogue between image and form from the
opposite viewpoint. An existing image-covered object has to be ʻbroken downʼ
into flat printed sections. Surface designers working in the ceramic industry
are faced with a highly complex task, as a direct reverse of the cartographers
challenge they relate flat imagery to form.

In the introduction we looked an example where a printed pattern field was cut
and pasted with no regard to the ill-fitting appearance of joins. These
photographs show another example where prints are distinctly ʻplacedʼ around
the object and the space between filled with a pattern field. This ʻjigsawʼ
strategy was and remains a common approach for covering the surface of a
ceramic form.

35

See glossary
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Fig 42. ʻThirty-gallon Jugʼ, about 1830. The detail in the image to the right
shows the adverse effect of images mis-fitting at the seams

Another example, this time from the V&Aʼs Prints and Drawings room, shows
an altogether different strategy for combining a printed image with a ceramic
form. Here is a more considered approach to surface design where a
designed distortion of the flat image allows the pictorial image to ʻfitʼ a
complex curved form, in this case the lid of a Tureen. The complexity of the
form is accommodated by intentional distortion of the image that will be
applied to the surface, and is therefore like the cartographers approach.

Fig 43. Original drawing, to be made into an engraving for the copper-plate transfer
method, shaped to fit a curved form.
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Although this example is the product of many hours of planning and hand
drawing, the resulting integrity of the relationship between the printed image
and form would greatly raise the visual appreciation, and therefore value, of
the work. Industry has reasons and resources to make the considerable
investment at the surface design stage that takes the dialogue between image
and form forward and create a more sophisticated connection between the
two. This investment has allowed for surface design strategies to develop a
more integrated approach between print and form that ʻinflectsʼ the object,
making direct reference to the topographic dimension of the surface.

The main market for commercial ceramic production is tableware. Mass
demand and expediency of production have determined over the course of
history that the primary shapes have evolved through commercial production
methods. The rotation of the potterʼs wheel has dominated the majority of
these developments and the plaster lathe and whirler have determined the
rotating shapes of the models developed for cast objects. This technology
defines geometric forms often in the round which are not unlike the complex
curves of the earthʼs globe, the form that has provided such a challenge to
cartographers. The more geometric and symmetrical these forms are, the
simpler the strategy for ʻflattening outʼ the surfaces to be printed can be. The
object illustrated below produced by Wedgwood has a simple vertical line
decoration that can be repeated and rotated around the form. We have seen
how Mercatorʼs strategy was to taper the surface imagery near the polar base
to fit to, and inflect, the formʼs distortion; and the same method has been used
in decorating this shape.

Fig 44. Platinum Gift Bowl Jasper Conran at Wedgwood
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This surface design methodology employs the natural geometry found within
the form and articulates its inflection, reinforcing the relationship with its
surface. Lewis Day discusses similar tactics for designers decorating these
types of forms in his 1904 publication ʻOrnament and its Applicationʼ. In the
chapter entitled ʻObedient Ornamentʼ36 Day states that: ʻCorresponding to the
natural lines of circle decoration are the stripes and bands on which the
decoration of vases and other vessels circular in plan is most happily set out.
A vase is naturally decorated on the lines of its plan – in horizontal bands…or
on vertical lines… each of which, separately, corresponds with its longitudinal
section, though collectively they converge in the narrower and swell out in the
wider parts of the vessel.ʼ (Day. 1904. p.279) Gombrich refers to such
elements as the inflecting lines of the Wedgwood bowl, as structural aids to
ʻmake an object übersichtlich, visually easy to graspʼ (Gombrich. 1979. p.164)
This term suggests a perception of visual integrity between the surface image
and form where one relates to the other in a harmonic relationship.

In the Wedgwood example a skeletal structure describes the object and
becomes visible as the form is broken down into smaller leaf sections, and as
with Mercatorʼs segments a basic structural precedent is established. These
smaller elements within the overall form are easier to deal with than working
simultaneously over the entire surface, and they can be dealt with in terms of
ʻframesʼ to be ʻfilledʼ37 (Gombrich. 1979.) through further embellishment.

Division as the major problem to overcome when integrating imagery with
form was defined in Chapter one. It is an inescapable factor when you bring
together a flat print with a complex three-dimensional object. The image
begins and end but the form continues and so there will always be seams and
thresholds to deal with. Incorporating them into the surface design of the work
can turn this weakness into a positive visual aesthetic.

36

See glossary
Gombrich discusses: - ʻSubdivisionʼ p 53, 54 - ʻFraming and fillingʼ p. 74 - ʻSuccessive
enrichmentʼ p. 80
37
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Lewis Day seemed to find the greatest satisfaction in surface design that uses
the ʻscaffoldingʼ of a formʼs structure and, like Focillon, he also recognised the
determining nature of production processes in surface design that ʻintroduce
shapes which explain the form of the vessel.ʼ While the example at the
opening of this section discussed the decisive effect of the lathe and whirler,
Day (1904. p.280) used hand-produced metalwork for his example, ʻwhich
lends itself to the beating up of such bulbous formsʼ. Day illustrated this
example with an object where a number of identical bulges have been raised
around a vesselʼs waist. He suggested that this embellishment of the
functional production process of raising metal can in turn be used as structural
shapes and precedents for further embellishment, through a contrast of
ʻdelicate chasing or other rich detail.ʼ (Day, 1904. p.280) Gombrich (1979.
p.165) calls this ʻexplanatory articulationʼ and uses examples from
architectonic forms declaring that in the case of the Alhambra ʻit needs no
elaborate analysis to show that the main articulations of the building still serve
as the frame for the decoratorʼ

The acknowledgement of the production process is described by Day (1904.
p.267) as ʻan axiom of design that decoration should follow and enforce the
lines of the thing decorated, from first to last faithfully subserving the
constructional idea.ʼ However, he understood that there are exceptions to
every rule and suggested that ʻthe dictum as to following lines of construction
holds good only in so far as they are worth considerationʼ (Day, 1904. p.269).
ʻConsiderationʼ is the point to take forward, if one is to consider the use of
imagery on a formʼs surface then there should be a strategy for meaningful
dialogue, or else surface and form remain divided or one becomes relegated.
A representational ʻpictureʼ and a form of complex character are at the offset
these two things independently. If there is no acknowledgement of a dialogue
between the two, then they remain apart.
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Fig 45. Japanese Porcelain
Bottle 1800–1875.

Dayʼs (1904, p.280) discussion on this theme turned to the Japanese use of
the ceramic surface as a canvas, making the criticism that: ʻthe distortion of
the picture on the curved surface of a vase is less objectionable than the
discord between the harshly defined patch it makes and the shape of the vase
itself.ʼ We can see from the example below right how Day was disturbed not
by the image itself but by the disruption to the relationship between image and
form caused by this visual dissonance. This conflict of surface and form
information can be used to great creative effect, and many people today
would disagree with Day about his example of Japanese pottery. What Day
does, however, is echo Gombrich and Focillon in a positive view of working
decoratively within the nature of an objectʼs production and formal properties.
Gombrichʼs term übersichtlich, visually easy to grasp, describes the value that
I am aiming to achieve through creating a harmonic relationship between my
surface imagery and forms.
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Interpretative Mediation Within the Social Configurations
of Screenprint Production: Royal Crown Derby, a Case
Study
The distinct skills necessary to produce a print are more transparent within
larger scales of commercial production, where these tasks are often divided
into separate roles. This divided approach to production falls within the model
described as the ʻDivision of Labourʼ, applied to the organisation of labour
within manufacturing management (Taylor. 1911). It is often seen as a
restrictive model where the role of interpretation on the factory floor is denied.
In this model ʻthinking and makingʼ are seen as sequential, where ideas
happen first and then they are put into action with little or no further mental
input.

This model of production has been criticised by scientists and researchers
(Dewey. 1931) together with other American Pragmatists whose critique
draws on an understanding of tool use and which suggests that the ʻgraspingʼ
of both the conceptual and the physical happens within a dynamic process
and cannot be separated. This is a strand of ʻPractice Turnʼ theory (Schatzki.
2001), which is in turn a strand of ʻPraxeologyʼ. The latter encompasses the
area of ʻtheories of practiceʼ, which was first introduced in the 1980ʼs by
Sherry Ortner with reference to new ways of theorising Anthropology. The
term has since become widely used by a more diverse set of contemporary
philosophers and social theorists that want to move beyond contemporary
conceptual dichotomies of thinking such as: theory / practice, problem solving
/ critical, discourse / action, objectivity / subjectivity, material / social (Bueger.
2009). This is encompasses a large area of research theory and beyond the
focus of this project, but it is useful as a way of considering the dichotomy
between ʻthinking / makingʼ that I refer to as ʻdivisionʼ and have encountered
within ceramics and print practice.

In management science there are calls for new models based on ʻDialogueʼ
attributed to the Russian philosopher Bakhtin. The call for dialogue and a
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simultaneous act of thinking and making reflects the importance of the role
that I have defined as ʻinterpretative mediationʼ within production.

My role in industry was to take a clients design and make it ready for
production, an activity that could be considered interpretative mediation as
described through this chapter. In my experience, the activities involved in all
aspects of production have the potential to be extremely dynamic when the
variables of tools and materials come in to play. These features can
dramatically change planned results, changes that have to be reflected upon,
and adjustments made, in order to ensure the continuity of intended aims. At
face value the ʻdesignʼ is the final definition of the ʻoriginalʼ visual intention,
and all that follows is a mechanical undertaking of that ideal. In reality much of
the thinking comes later in production in order to transpose and carry this
intention through to finished results. In order to reduce and control the
possible delays brought about by the variables of production, a role is often
created within the social configurations of production where experiential
knowledge is employed to predict these issues, make adjustments and
mediate between design and production. In order to understand the dynamics
of this activity further my research has involved field observation within
ceramics and print production at a number of companies in Staffordshire
including Royal Crown Derby. It is interesting to note that a role has emerged
in every one of these companies and that fits what I have described as
ʻinterpretative mediationʼ. It is my understanding that the complexity of the
process involved in transposing a visual intent through many layers of activity
into a fired ceramic form has engendered this role.

In producing their paperweight range Royal Crown Derby have built on a
strong tradition of the company producing ceramic figures and toys dating
back to the establishment of their first factory in 1750. The early objects would
have been hand decorated but the company began to develop the use of
screenprinting to speed up production from the mid 1960ʼs onwards. With the
idea of creating the new paperweight range in 1981 the art director Jo Ledger
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decided to exploit the specialist knowledge that the staff had built up in this
area (Cox. 2000. pp.15,16).

Long-standing personnel undertake all aspects of production in-house and on
one site. They offer an interesting study of the development and
implementation of strategies for working through a constant stream of new
designs, where the value of the objects is created through their high-quality
screenprinted surfaces. There is a distinct ʻhouseʼ style determined through a
number of historical factors including the influence from Imari decoration. The
ongoing success of their figurative paperweight products has been based to a
large degree on the grasp of the unique qualities of screenprinting in the
ceramic medium, understood by the staff that mediate between design and
print production.

Vital to Derbyʼs success are ʻthe separatorsʼ in the department known as the
ʻTechnical Studioʼ. One of the jobs, as their acquired title suggests, is to
produce the colour separations38 from the concept designs. In reality they do
far more than this, occupying a position of creative, ʻinterpretative mediationʼ.
They are responsible for making the interpretation from concept to physical
reality. The creative effort is far from complete when the design team hand
their images over to the separators, although these drawings have much of
the visual information necessary to understand the style and character of the
piece, they are visuals of a finished object not the actual surface imagery. And
it is at this point, alongside a pre-production sampling department, that
thinking and making fully engage to make these concepts a reality.

Beginning with the designerʼs visuals and the stylistically undefined blank
ceramic form of in this case a figurine for an Otter, the separators begin the
process of interpretation. They first need to establish the ʻfitʼ that allows the
form to be broken down into areas that can be flattened out for the print
process and then applied to the complex form. By covering the surface with
38
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masking tape or a special film and working through a large number of
drawings onto the actual form they arrive at solutions that are then tried out in
production. This fitting stage is unique to each new object that comes through
the department, and breaking down the form into the most appropriate
sections is crucial to the success of the piece both visually and in production
terms.

Fig 46. Concept drawing

Otter ʻblankʼ

Unwrapped ʻfitʼ for Otter

One of the primary aims of the separators is to reduce the form into smaller
sections that can be flattened and therefore printed. They must also do this by
the most expedient means, with the fewest possible sections. This is so that
those whose job it is to apply the different transfer sections, known as the
lithographers39, can complete the task with speed and efficiency. The different
sections are required to cover a form in a way that appears to be seamless,
creating visual integrity over the surface of the form. This is achieved through
the unique material properties of the ceramic glaze layer, and the use of
inglaze and onglaze colour pigments that are fired separately at two different
temperatures. The inglaze imagery is applied and fired to around 1100
degrees Centigrade and then the onglaze prints are applied over these and
fired at around 800 degrees. The result of this strategy is to create one layer
that bridges the gaps of the other layer, producing a continuity of surface
imagery and acting to unify the print and form. The shapes of the resultant
39

This is a misnomer: a term that has remained to describe the actual transfers, that had
been produced by the lithographic process, and became associated with the personnel who
applied them – Research undertaken at Royal Crown Derby 22.10.08
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ʻfitsʼ will have an impact on the surface imagery, and important decisions have
to be made on the relationships between the sections and their thresholds.

Fig 47. Final ʻFitʼ for Otter

Inglaze blue and Onglaze Gold

The separators use their experience and subjective foresight as well as a
great deal of trial and error in order to meet these aims before the best fitting
shapes are put into a production test by the lithographers; rejected and
reworked, or accepted and signed off. Meetings to liaise between
departments are crucial to the continuous understanding of, and mediation
between, the different aspects of production. Once the ʻfitsʼ are signed off then
the next stage begins where the visual style of the original painted colourconcept view are interpreted into the hand drawn marks and layers of the
surface design.

Fig 48. Left hand image – Initial mark making
Middle and right – Final artworks for the gold and orange layer separations
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This is an extremely long process40 where skills and experiential knowledge
are put into practice as the minute handmade marks of the separator try to
capture the overall aesthetic characteristics of the original design. This stage
involves working with the aesthetic style of an individual designer, in the
house-style, while judging the inflection of the final three-dimensional form of
the object and the qualities of the ceramic medium that will be used. Le
Carréʼs metaphor of ʻspinning cogsʼ must be in full motion during this activity.
Many sketches made directly onto the fitted sections are produced attempting
to create a form that is essentially ʻclothedʼ with the design. The original
concept view does not capture all aspects of the objectʼs surface in which
case the separators need to create whole new areas of imagery that were
previously undefined. Once the overall composition is decided upon then the
actual mark-making can begin, with some brush-marks being so small that a
knife is used to remove parts of the mark to reduce its scale further.

The separatorsʼ knowledge of screenprintingʼs limitations has led them to
reject strategies that attempt to emulate continuous tone, such as halftones
and tri-chromatic colour separations, in favour of a type of ʻposterisedʼ
strategy for suggesting tone, sympathetic to the process. This strategy
concurs with my discussion in the last chapter of the inappropriateness of
continuous tone imagery when working with the screenprinting process, and
demonstrates how the separators are working within the appropriate language
of the process. They have to achieve the stepped layering of colour necessary
for this aesthetic by separating the different colour layers and drawing them
by hand, one colour at a time, onto translucent paper. Where the tonal
stepping occurs each layer of marks has another smaller set that has to be
created to sit exactly in place over the previous ones, to describe the darker
hue that will sit over the previous colour. The separatorsʼ understanding of the
ceramic pigments to be used and the chemical reactions that could potentially
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May Garton worked for nearly one whole year on the recent large Owl surface design
shown in the British Ceramic Biennial ʻAwardʼ - Research undertaken at Royal Crown Derby
22.10.08
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occur between these layers guide their decisions as to how the colours are
distributed between the layers and their relationship with one another.

Fig 49. ʻSteppedʼ strategy

CAD composite for Otter

Once the imagery of the different colour films has been produced they are
scanned into the computer to create composites. This is a relatively recent
addition to the procedure, before the advent of digital techniques the separate
sheets of imagery would have been photographically reproduced through the
use of a reprographic camera, as described in the last chapter. Scanning their
images into a computer gives the separators a tool that enables them to
visualise composite views of the separations in full colour, speeding up the
foresight of potential problems. These ʻcolour separationʼ images can then be
checked before they are finally printed out as film by a digital printer called an
image setter 41. The photopositive films are output and then used to produce a
photo-stencil on a screen and sent to the print sampling department. At the
same time the separators pass the specific colour references on to the inkmixing department where the correct colours of inglaze and onglaze pigment
are mixed with a screenprinting medium and milled to the correct consistency.
41
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Fig 50.

Colour mixer

Print sampling and production

The variables of working with colour that are encountered at the proofing
stage have been discussed in the last chapter, along with the precise use of a
densitometer and the detailed empirical data recorded and used in this
department. Each colour is then printed separately in the order that is
determined through discussion between the print sampling and Technical
Studio staff.

Fig 51.

ʻLithographerʼ

Rejected version of Otter (ʻDripping noseʼ)

After many further trials the Otter eventually goes into full production only to
suffer the very unsightly fault of having his nose drip half way down his face.
This fault has slipped through the previous trials only to surface in the last end
procedure of final production. The long printed section supported by the
ʻcovercoatʼ that goes all the way over the figurineʼs back, and then over its
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head, has been applied with a slightly heavier hand than when the sample
was made, making it stretch slightly and cause the Otter to have an
overstated proboscis. The conditions that produced the initial sample cannot
be reproduced in production without adding time to the application process.
Over a large production run this would prove too costly and the risk of the
deformity slipping through is thought too high. Production is stopped and the
separators decide that the best solution for is to split the panel into two, in
order to prevent the elongation from occurring by using shorter panels for the
fit. The separators have to take the whole process back to the artwork stage
and split the separations. But to uphold the integrated aesthetic they have to
hide the split by dividing it between the two different layers of inglaze and
onglaze printing. In addition to this, the colour lab has to mix a whole new
batch of onglaze pigment that matches exactly to the very different chemistry
of the existing inglaze pigments, then they trial the whole thing over again.

Overall the strategies and results at Royal Crown Derby are the best example
that I have seen of thinking through making within ceramics and print
production. The case demonstrates how thinking and making are not divided
as dichotomies, but are enacted simultaneously within all of the roles within
the complex layers of production, mediated by the pivotal ʻinterpretativeʼ
position of the separators. Division between image and form is overcome
through advance tactics developed by working through the process over a
number of years. The high value that the work has in the market place, is due
almost entirely to the addition of the highly sophisticated print work over what
would be an extremely cheap ceramic form. This reflects the heightened
integrity perceivable in these objects.

In the next chapter we begin to look at the differences between this successful
case study of commercial ceramics and print production at Royal Crown
Derby, and the very different context of studio production.
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Chapter 4

Thinking Through a Strategy for Visual
Integrity in the Studio-Based Production of
Printed Ceramic Artefacts
Studio-Based Dialogues: Between Print & Form

Royal Crown Derby offers a very successful case for an integrated approach
to the production of ceramics and printed objects. A new object or range can
be developed with the highest qualities and a sophisticated relationship
between surface and form. This is put into production with the confidence that
these qualities can be maintained through a large number of objects, to make
a return on the companyʼs investment.

Approaches to studio practice differ vastly from commercial mass-production,
and this is reflected in the equipment that is used in these two areas. Some
techniques are almost completely prohibitive for studio practice, for example
ʻraised pasteʼ prints, which are the only aspect of Royal Crown Derbyʼs print
production that is out-sourced to a specialist company (Discussion with Peter
Allen at Royal Crown Derby 22.10.08). While this technical knowledge is
available to the studio practitioner42 the technique itself can only be printed by
using precision semi-automated machinery, which incurs high set-up costs.
This machinery is necessary for large-scale production in order to deliver
controlled continuity, where a large investment can be figured into the overall
pricing of the object. Individuals do not generally make large numbers of
exactly the same objects and so their investment in equipment is limited and
not aimed at automatic high-production repetition.
42

Etch Imitation System for Decal One-Fire-Application for Porcelain and Bone China.
Technical Information (Worksheet) Nr. 9.26/2 W.C. Heraeus. Ceramic Colours Division
(CCD). Hanau.
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Studio practitioners do look towards commercial production for precedents
when combining print with ceramics, and the method known as transfer
printing that Royal Crown Derby use is the most common. This technique is
the most widely used but the approach that is used at Derby of ʻfittingʼ the
print to the form is impossible in the context of studio production. Far too
much time is invested at the interpretation stages to be worthwhile for the
production of one-off or small batches in the studio. Studio ceramists often
remain handicapped by the technology and time available, choosing much
simpler approaches, such as limiting imagery to one colour, and adopting a
loose collage relationship with the underlying form (Scott. 1994, 2002).

Aside from working in collaboration with industry, studio practitioners are
offered some access to the qualities, precision and special effects of the
industrial aesthetic through the use of ʻstockʼ transfer prints. These widely
available pre-printed transfer sheets are often produced with no specific form
or end use in mind and comprise a range of versatile imagery that can be cut
and pasted to decorate ceramic objects.

One of the first ceramists to exploit this resource was Howard Kottler. He first
came across industrially produced transfer ʻdecalsʼ whilst on a residency in
the 1950ʼs at the Arabia Ceramics factory in Finland. These transfer sheets
would become as much the raw material of Kottlerʼs work as a bag of clay and
he ʻset out to find ways of using repeated imagesʼ. Initially he covered entire
forms ʻwallpaperingʼ patterns such as paisley over the entire surface of a gold
glazed object ʻexpanding [the surfacesʼ] visual depthʼ (Failing. 1995. p.57).
Kottlerʼs further use of transfers during the nineteen seventies would,
however, abandon form in favour of developing a highly sophisticated cut and
paste approach on plates. Continuing to use the found stock transfers, he
removed, added and juxtaposed collaged imagery to make visual puns of the
transferʼs original content and comment on contemporary culture (Failing.
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1995. p.76). Since Kottlerʼs early use of stock transfer prints they have
proliferated throughout the world of studio ceramics.

Fig 52. Howard Kottler. ʻBunny Hop Pot ʻ1970

Howard Kottler. Colonial Rockettes. 1967.

The technology has become more accessible enabling ceramists to produce
prints in the studio and Kottlerʼs cut and paste, collage approach still remains
the preference over Derbyʼs ʻfittedʼ dialogue with form (Scott. 1994, 2002).
Apart from the costs, reluctance to work with the Derby approach is perhaps
because it is considered to be creatively restricting, with a massive amount of
preparation for extremely rigid results. Individual studio practitioners cannot
easily compete with the precision qualities and development time of a printed
ceramic object, but they can offer a continuity of creativity and variation within
the production process.

In the introduction two artists (Lawrence and Dixon) were discussed, who
successfully combine print with clay materials and then go on to produce
simple forms from these panels. Although the visual integrity shown in these
examples is limited, the methods that they use allow for intuitive creativity
within the very tight constraints of the materials and processes employed. It is
this factor of creative variation that gives studio practitioners an edge over
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commercial production. But does creative variation have to be at the loss of
visual integrity?

Fig 53
Above – Les Lawrence ʻNew Visions Teapotʼ
Right – Stephen Dixon ʻTheir Finest Hourʼ

Occasionally individuals negotiate a more intimate and integrated dialogue
between the printed image and ceramic form in their studio practice, and a
more successful dialogue is seen in the work of the Japanese artist Harumi
Nakashima. Nakashimaʼs ceramic sculptures with screenprinted transfer
surface imagery such as ʻDissolving into Darkness with its Parts Wobblingʼ
employ simple disc-shaped motifs of varying scale applied to highly organic
ceramic forms. The circles defy orientation and are placed in such a way as to
articulate larger and smaller areas of the object, creating a visual unity
between the surface imagery and underlying form. Nakashimaʼs surface prints
give the illusion of the integrity of an all-over-print.

Fig 54. ʻDissolving
into Darkness with
its Parts Wobblingʼ Harumi Nakashima
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We are very familiar with the classic polka-dot pattern and although he only
applies the separated network of dots as ʻfigureʼ, our minds include the white
glaze as ʻgroundʼ creating a complete field (Gombrich. 1979, 1984). The
integration that Nakashima achieves owes a great deal to the distortion of
scale of the discs that he applies to cover the surface of his objects: ʻ..he used
the dots to emphasise and synchronise with the formʼs protrusions. They
make the twisting, outreaching and rising of the form more visible. The dots
play an important role in the expression of the work itselfʼ (De Brukyner. 2002.
pp. 71-73). This visual integration works because the printed image articulates
the inflection of the underlying form; dots swell as the form swells and vice
versa.

Nakashimaʼs application of the motifs can accommodate some variation,
loosening the huge restrictions and time spent where a more complex print
needs to ʻfitʼ extremely accurately to the form, as in the case at Derby. His
strategy for integrating the printed image and form is highly successful, yet if
he moved away from using a simple ʻroundelʼ motif, complexity would soon
undermine the relationship. Whilst he can explore any bulbous, curved form
with these simple motifs, the repetition of such similar works reduces the
impact and the strategy faces a redundancy of visual interest.

We have established that visual integrity can raise the perceived value of an
object through the positive aspects of working within the language of a
process, and by unifying image and object. This has been valued critically by
writers such as Gilmour, Day and Gombrich and commercially by companies
such as Royal Crown Derby. We have also identified that studio practitioners
can differentiate themselves from commercial manufacturers in this sector
through the additional factors of creative versatility within production through
variations of image and form dialogues.

I have discussed over the course of the document a variety of examples of
how commercial companies and individual practitioners have thought through
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the process of stencil/screenprinting, in order to overcome factors of division.
This approach of working within the language and limitations of the process
has led us from a simple understanding of the basic principles, through to
complicated interpretational strategies for combining the printed image with
transformative materials and complex forms. We have explored the sectorʼs
historical developments and contemporary adaptations, both in the studio and
large-scale commercial production. There are precedents that can be drawn
upon to overcoming issues of division, and for the value of integrating print
and form. There is not, however, one single strategy that offers the studio
practitioner a versatile and easily accessible approach that fully integrates
print with the clay form at a stage or state where the two can be intimately
manipulated by hand, thus extending thinking through to the final stage of
production. It is my aim to fill this gap in knowledge.
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Inspiration for Innovation & ʻAlliedʼ Processes

Most practitioners who work with ceramics and print began by exploring the
ceramic transfer system as used by Royal Crown Derby. This has come to be
regarded as the ʻconventional approachʼ and serves the industrial context
well.

It has benefited to commercial manufacturers for specific aspects of this type
of production to be standardised, such as the different grading of mesh that
we discussed in chapter one. Similarly a controllable quality hand-cut film for
making stencils gave the earliest ink companies the incentive to produce a
vast series of standard ink for all types of application (Biegeleisen. 1938,
1941, 1963. pp. 3,4). All of these developments, and the impetus of the
economic benefits of establishing fail-safe commercial systems, set in place
the idea of paradigms that are often referred to as ʻtraditionalʼ approaches.
The notion of ʻtraditionʼ can have a strong influence on studio practitioners,
especially within the applied arts, and approaches can become entrenched
and limited to fixed and specific methods. It is healthy to question these
established approaches and rather than using ʻoff the shelfʼ materials and
processes, to reconnect with innovation in the context of a fresh project. My
research project required a total rethinking of the conventional ceramic
transfer system to bring about a unified approach to working with the printed
image/surface and ceramic form in the studio.

I have shown that my methodology rejects the idea of process as ʻfixed
solutionsʼ laid down as patents or as tradition, in favour of open, inclusive
strategies. I discussed in the second chapter how Henri Focillonʼs writing on
the ʻlife of formsʼ has influenced this thinking in regard to an open-ended
enquiry into the developing of technology. Lewis Day adds to this
understanding in his writing on interrelating technology outlined in his chapter
on ʻallied processesʼ. Day goes as far as suggesting that the open stencil
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technique should be considered an ʻallied processʼ to the craft of fretwork in
thinking through its principles of working with cut material: ʻStencilled
ornament is literally a positive of which the negative is a fret.ʼ In using the term
ʻÀ jourʼ, meaning to let light through, to describe the interrelating principle of
both stencil and fret work, Day (1904. pp.203, 208) deconstructs material and
process boundaries. Rather than seeing existing techniques that have been
invented and defined, we can think of fundamental principles that can be
adapted and applied across a broad range of contexts. With this reading of
technology we can find comparisons between stencil/screenprinting and many
other processes such as pietre dure43, stone inlay and the more recent
technique of laser-cutting, while printmaking in general terms can be seen to
be allied to casting.

Fig 55. Cutting out for Pietre dure

Inlaid Pieter dure

Wood fretwork

I believe that this cross-disciplinary approach to innovation is integral to the
adaptive spirit, which has been present throughout the history of the
stencil/screenprinting process. It has been ideas, materials and processes
that have come from ʻalliedʼ processes, which have been of vital importance to
developments in screenprinting. This is highlighted by the examples,
previously discussed, of how a Japanese artisan and weavers for the U.S.
flour milling trade used materials and knowledge from the textile discipline
applied to printmaking to develop the mesh screen. We can consider much of
43
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the screenprinting process as bundled together from existing iterations of
tools and technology that already existed for different purposes. Even the
squeegee had been in general printmaking use years before being borrowed
to push ink through a mesh screen.

Thinking around the benefit of an approach where allied processes can bring
about adaptation led to the spark of inspiration for my development of the
technique. There is nothing wrong with the fundamental premise for the
conventional ceramic transfer process apart from the division between the
tasks of form generation and application of print. With this in mind I knew that
the first alteration that was necessary was to bring the two activities together
at an earlier stage in the production process. The print is brought in contact
with the form by the ʻcovercoat44ʼ support layer and the slight flexibility of this
allows for some manipulation to accommodate complex curved surfaces.
Reducing the characteristics of this layer down to its essence as a flexible
support material I looked to other areas for allied materials, which could be
better used at the raw clay state and are more flexible. With my background
in printed textiles the connection was made and I felt that the most fertile
opportunities would come from using a high stretch fabric to replace the
gelatine support layer. Rather than applying a flexible layer to a fixed form I
considered bringing together a screenprinted flexible substrate with raw clay
at a stage where both can be manipulated as an integrated image/form. It also
occurred to me that the textile substrate could be fashioned into an envelope
structure with the print on the inside, clay could then be pressed into and in
contact with the print/fabric composite. This seemingly ʻinflatedʼ form could
then be manipulated or ʻsculptedʼ by hand with the print and form acting as
one integral material. When finished and dry this would then be fired, burning
the fabric away and leaving the ceramic pigments fused onto the surface of
the object. The technique would create a physical unity while also extending
the process of thinking through the whole of the objectʼs design throughout
the actual making process.
44
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Thinking Within the Defining Factors of the New Process

With the basis of the technique established in theory, many new issues would
have to be worked through for this idea to be put into practice. While the
premise of making a print onto textiles is straightforward, combining this
practice with ceramic materials and processes is an entirely new way of
working. This needed considerable adaptation and thinking through a new set
of defining factors such as print adhesion, pigment stretch and transference.

Substrate and Stitch
The first issue to deal with in adapting the transfer system was to establish the
most suitable fabric substrate to use. This material would be used as both
printed transfer and flexible mould material. I tested the suitability of a number
of fabrics with this in mind. Initially I thought that cotton would be the most
appropriate to use because it is made from natural fibres and clay is absorbed
and bonds well with its cellulose structure. This fabric, however, does not
have a good stretch memory and so when it became wet through contact with
the clay body it became too loose to be effective as a structure. The
absorbency of the cotton was not a benefit either and resulted in too much
clay being left on the fabricʼs surface, which would disrupt any surface
imagery.

Fig 56. Cotton single jersey

A variety of substrates were tested
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In response to this I looked to artificial fabric with non-absorbent, hi-stretch
properties, finally focussing on Lycra, which has excellent stretch qualities that
remained unaffected by the moisture of the clay. There are different types of
fabric with a Lycra component and some of the textiles only stretch in one
direction, elongating warp or weft. I decided that the two-way stretch offered
the most potential for manipulation. While the clay would still penetrate the
fabric and come to the surface, I realised that because this is a waterproof
layer I could wash down the larger pieces with a hose to remove any clay
residue. The maximum amount of stretch exerted on a test piece is compared
here with stable non-stretching cotton sheeting, demonstrating the extent of
the size difference.

Fabric stretch comparisons

Testing for disruption to the print
through stretch

I made some simple fabric mould/envelopes and pressed clay into them
putting the fabric under tension and fired the tests. The Lycra proved to work
well under these conditions but the thread used to join the fabric panels
burned away earlier than the fabric, which pulled apart at the seams. I solved
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this by sourcing some heat-resistant thread used in protective clothing for fire
officers that burns away at a similar temperature to the Lycra former. This
resolved the problem of joining the textile elements together.

High temperature thread

Early burn-out of thread
caused gaping
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Ink
With a suitable substrate established I turned to the challenge of developing
an ink that would be compatible with Lycra, retain good adhesion throughout
the activity of press-moulding, and transfer a good deposit of ceramic pigment
onto the clay when fired away. Ceramic ink is not made to be printed onto
textiles, there are no precedents for this type of practice that could be drawn
on, and this required me to develop a unique recipe. My starting point was to
break down the components of a printing ink into basic constituents, a
medium and a coloured pigment.

I decided that the pigments would come from ceramics, as these have been
well proven to survive the high temperatures necessary for firing in the kiln.
Because this is a transfer technique and the printed pigment is essentially a
residue left after the paper has burnt away, my initial idea was to try the
strongest pigments available to give the method the best chance. For this I
decided to use two of the strongest oxide colourants, copper and cobalt.

There are many ceramic mediums commercially available but it seemed
obvious to me that the main quality that I required would be compatibility with
the fabric, and this decision led me to trial textile mediums. The first one that I
decided to work with has additional properties; called ʻpuff binderʼ it expands
when heated to 140 degrees centigrade. This is a medium that I had
experience of through my commercial career and when I came to work with
ceramics I began to use it to press textured imagery into the clay surface. The
technique relies on the screenprint processʼs potential for passing this thick
ink through coarse mesh as we discussed in chapter two. I felt that if I loaded
ceramic pigment into this binder and then made it expand, that the raised,
textured print would embed the pigment further into the clay giving good
adhesion.
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It would also have the effect of producing a slightly textured surface, an
altogether more integrated perception of the print and the form.

Expanding base loaded with ceramic pigment

ʻCornucopiaʼ

The initial ink/substrate trials were very successful, proving the potential of the
new process. I made a number of pieces based on the simple decorative
ʻCornucopiaʼ motif exploiting the new capacity for having the surface image
travel from the outside to the inside of the form. The extent of visual integrity
achieved between the image and these forms would not be possible with any
other print technique. The aesthetic of the surface was also interesting as the
oxides ʻfumed45ʼ slightly giving a toasted, aged appearance. The colour
palette that I was able to achieve through using oxides was very restricted
and so I switched to using underglazes, these have a large range of hues and
are designed to fire to high temperatures. Unfortunately the pigments proved
to be too weak in small amounts, and in large amounts undermined the
adhesion of the ink so much that it rubbed away from the textile surface.

Although successful, I deemed this ink recipe to be too limited and I made the
decision to redevelop my ink completely with the specific aim of creating a
successful breadth of printed/fired colours.
45
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The puff binder is an oil-based ink and the problem seemed to be in getting it
to accept a large quantity of additional dry pigment. I researched a new textile
ink that is water-based, better suited to be mixed with a dry pigment so I could
load a high percentage into the recipe. Moving away from the puff binder,
however, meant that I was now faced with problems of print adhesion, as
there was now no physical ʻembeddingʼ of the pigment into the surface of the
clay. Initial tests failed to bond the ink to the surface of the clay as illustrated
below.

Adhesion problems with the
expanding base / underglaze mix

I decided to try a different approach and rather than embedding the ink I
would ʻstickʼ it to the surface. There are ceramic materials and glaze
ingredients that cause materials to melt such as frits and fluxes, and I
reasoned that these could help my printed pigment to stick onto the ceramic
surface. For my first trials I simply brushed the fluxing agent over the surface
of the fabric that had been filled with clay, thinking that this would physically
seal the print in. When dry the tests were fired resulting in the successful
adhesion of the ink. In addition the glazed-over pigment looked stronger and,
in places where the frit had been overloaded, the print had the curious effect
of looking like it was melting and moving.
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Low temperature frit tests, aiming to seal the print onto the clay surface

Although these initial tests were still limited to muted tones and black, I had
resolved the issue of physically integrating the ink into the surface of the
ceramic material. Further than this, because the ink was under the glaze-like
flux coating and had begun to fuse in places, the integrity between surface
and form was enhanced. The positive results of this exploration of a frit/flux
coating encouraged me to also add this ingredient to the ink recipe. The new
ʻmeltingʼ quality of the print caused by the fluxing ink extended my technique
further into the ʻactive printmakingʼ territory that I described in Chapter Two.
There is a vast range of ceramic ingredients with the potential to affect fired
pigment qualities, and this addition of an active, fluxing material extended the
possible variations that can be produced from the same print.

Soft Borax frit is
brushed over fabric
and then fired resulting
in a raw glazed coating
that reacts with the
underlying print
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The next major issue in developing the ink recipe and surface coating was
colour range and colour response to the flux material. My adaptations had
allowed me to successfully mix large quantities of underglaze pigment into the
new medium resulting in the possibility of working with a broad range of
colours. The low-temperature frit fluxes that I had begun working with were,
however, having an adverse effect on some of the bright colour work, turning
them towards green. This had not been apparent when I was only working
with the muted colours and black. Once more I could have settled on a limited
number of colours, but I was determined to extend my palette to a full range.
An additional problem was the commercial withdrawal of the specific flux that I
had been using, which forced me to find a replacement.

Poor colour response due to the reaction of low temperature frit to underglaze colours

I had chosen to use low temperature clays with the idea that they result have
less firing problems, and this influenced my exploration of appropriate fluxing
frits. While there were many interesting qualities that resulted from using the
coating over black, including dry, matt and gloss versions, when bright colours
were introduced the response became ʻmuddyʼ and impure. After exhausting
the possibilities of success with the low temperature materials I decided to
change direction and turned to using a high-temperature porcelain clay body
and the appropriate high-temperature flux ingredients. This proved to be very
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successful and told me that I had been looking to the wrong end of the firing
range and should shift to high-temperature work.

After exploring a number of high-temperature fluxes the final ink recipe that I
developed used Cornish Stone, which did not adversely change the pigmentʼs
hue. While the flux gives a good colour response it also reveals a character of
its own, with variations between a clear glaze-like coverage, through to a
milky appearance and at times resulting in areas that ʻcrawlʼ46. The active
variables give the impression that image and form were created at a stage
prior to the final glazing aspect of production, with ink, clay body and glaze
surface all unified. This combats any negative perceptions that have risen
through the conventional method of sticking a print onto a finished object as a
supplementary process. These developments allowed me to adopt a full
colour range of strong underglaze pigments that, when taken to a fully vitrified
temperature on a white Porcelain body, resulted in the bright colours that I
had aimed for.

Switching to high temperature clay and frit solved problems of colour response

The Daler-Rowney textile print medium is water-based which met my desire
for a healthy alternative to conventional oil-based mediums and the solventbased covercoat. The medium air-dries quickly between prints, is readily
46
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available, made to adhere well to textiles and retains good fluidity when
loaded high with ceramic pigment powders. It also burns away and releases
the ceramic pigment onto the clay body well when fired.

The recipe established a good ʻstandardʼ ink to begin to work with. One
remaining problem to resolve came from the seemingly positive quality of
flexibility in the fabric substrate. The potential for hi-stretch that the Lycra
offers also has the effect of spreading the pigment out over an increased
area, reducing the overall strength of saturation.

Fully stretched and fired. Illustrating the
issues of reducing saturation of ink

Unstretched, this image shows the
potential saturation of ink

This illustrates the to and fro involved in process development and
adjustments needed in response to introducing a new material or quality to a
process. In chapter two we discussed the stencil/screenprintingʼs unique
potential to lay down heavy layer deposits of materials and this ability was put
into practice to resolve the issue. By using a very coarse mesh screen (34t47),
adjusting my squeegee angle and slowing its speed I was able to produce a
print that fully saturated the fabric. The textile substrate is able to absorb far
more ink that other versions, such as the conventional transfer paper system,
and this heavily loaded substrate solved the problem.

I made these developments by thinking through tacit, experiential knowledge
of both textile and ceramic materials and processes, intuitively responding to
47
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the problems when they occurred. This is the active state of reflexive knowing
that Barbara Bolt describes as ʻhandlingʼ in chapter one, that ʻforms the locus
of practice-led researchʼs radical potential to effect movement.ʼ Part of the
development process can be described as empirical testing, reflecting on
results and retesting, but there is also an aspect that draws from a deeper
well of understanding. This is the intuitive prediction of results which can
make a creative leap forward through gathered associations that emerge from
indiscernible sources.
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Developing a Dialogue Between the Screenprinted
Image & Ceramic Form: Thresholds
The development of the ink/substrate/flux composite meant that I had
produced a viable, basic system for integrating image and form physically.
Establishing this method was vital to the research project and provided many
of the key aspects of what we have discussed as a processʼs ʻsyntaxʼ. These
elements can be fed back in to further define content, thus enhancing the
integrity of all aspects of the work.

The technique was only the physical aspect of the process, in addition to this I
needed to explore what could define an integrated relationship between the
image used and the underlying form. The questions were raised: where does
an integrated dialogue between the screenprinted image and form begin? And
what type of imagery is ʻappropriateʼ to use?

This aspect of the investigation began prior to resolving the physical strategy
that I have described above and therefore I started to explore this relationship
using the conventional approach observed at companies such as Royal
Crown Derby. At Derby, however, the dialogue between image and form has
a strong set of defining factors: the figures they produce represent animals
and therefore have surfaces that relate to their characteristics, albeit stylised
versions, and even the style is within the defined parameters of the Imari
aesthetic and their past work. I wanted to take away such defining references
to see how I would respond to a neutral form and determine the dialogue at its
most basic.

I initially developed a number of forms consisting of a combination of basic
geometric shapes with complex curves, to which I offered up the most neutral
of imagery, the square pixel. I adopted an approach learned from the
strategies for dialogue that I researched in chapter three. The method I used
related to what we have discussed as ʻobedient ornamentʼ and ideas derived
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from Day and Gombrich concerning surface imagery that express the
inflection of the underlying form.

The objects were constructed by combining simple geometric domes and flat
tiles, I then lofted between planes and joined them up to produce a new form.
Responding to the form I attempted to find its defining landmarks with which
to initiate a starting point. I later recognised this strategy as what has been
called ʻexplanatory articulationʼ (Gombrich. 1979, 1984) and Dayʼs notion that
a formʼs production can be suggested through corresponding surface
decoration. This determined that the domes which had been made in-theround on a lathe should be defined by horizontal or vertical radiating lines.
The centre of these shapes provided the starting point from which the pixel
motif could extend as in the Mercator example. After following these
strategies and with some structure in place then the gaps between them could
be extended to meet and join up.
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In order to test the increased visual value of ʻexplanatory articulationʼ I used a
black printed image on a white form. By photographing the object and
manipulating the image using computer software, such as Photoshop, it is
possible to increase the contrast until the form disappears leaving only the
black surface imagery. The photograph illustrated has been adjusted in this
way and the surface imagery is all that is needed to understand the missing
form, it renders it übersichtlich: visually easy to grasp (Gombrich. 1979, 1984.
p.164). This was the relationship between surface image and form that I was
aiming for in my work, where the surface image enhanced the formal
properties of the object.

Ceramic object with all formal information removed. The surface print is all
that remains to describe the form, yet it remains visually easy to comprehend
as a 3D object
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Once I had developed the printed, flexible mould technique I began to think
through the new dialogue that I had created between image and form, how did
it compare with conventional methods. The main difference is that I do not
begin with a fixed form that imagery is applied to, rather I begin with an image
that becomes a mould, which determines the form: the dialogue is reversed.
This re-posed the question of where to begin? Instead of finding my way
around a blank form I had to find my way around a blank page.

As a result of this approach my generation of imagery, which had been in
response to formal landmarks, became reversed and the imagery itself would
be used to generate structure and form. It is at this point that the tacit,
experiential knowledge I have described as interpretative mediation in chapter
three becomes a crucial aspect of the design process. By working with this
reversed approach it is necessary to have advance knowledge of possibilities
to try to predict variables determined by the new process.

I decided to continue to use the approach of relating image and form through
prominent landmarks. By thinking through the materials used I determined the
most prominent and constructive formal landmarks that I could potentially use
creatively, to be the edges and thresholds of the fabric panels. It is here that
changes can be made by altering my design of the silhouette outline of the
piece of cloth. Gombrich discusses our natural tendency to find the edges and
landmarks of an image, referencing research that records the way our eyes
ʻreadʼ the features and outlines of objects first (Gombrich. 1979, 1984. p.122).

My initial responses were largely intuitive and I built from this position, using
trial and error to bring together different outlines. I decided to give my
exploration of this area some definition by creating boundaries to work within.
One of the driving aspects of the research has been to readdress the
pejorative perception of surface decoration as supplementary to form, as
discussed in the introduction. If we look at a commercially produced ceramic
object next to the transfer sheet printed to decorate its surface it is clear that
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the object can exist alone but that the printed sheet of imagery makes no
sense at all when devoid of its intended form. Because of this it became
increasingly important to me that my original image, which initiates the
dialogue, could stand alone as a work. With this reading the image is then
both the premise for the final ceramic image/form and also has the potential to
be a print in its own right. The aim of this approach is to try to rebalance the
perception of the image/form dialogue and increase the integrity of this type of
print. I decided not to produce structures from a large number of different
panels in the way a tailor might. Instead my image-ʻgarmentʼ would be limited
to one image that would simply be mirrored to create a panel for the reverse
of the mould, or a series of mirrored and joined panels. This allowed me to
focus on one image, one perimeter threshold.

My first exploration of this dialogue, determined by the threshold, focussed on
making the image come away from the surface, simply overcoming the flat
plain. This was achieved with a series of formal explorations based on
imagery growing from the centre of the panel and ʻburstingʼ forth. The initial
inspiration for this was Gombrichʼs discussion of Koenigʼs research into the
formal development of military uniforms (Gombrich. 1979, 1984. p.228). The
image Gombrich presents shows how plain army jackets became increasingly
elaborated over the years, especially the button fastenings until in some
instances, they completely take over the front of the garment in what
Gombrich describes as ʻthe change of function from practical usefulness to
displayʼ (Gombrich. 1979, 1984. p.227). Display has been a constant
influence throughout the research and I used this visual example of expanding
seams and thresholds as a starting point for a number of forms.

Leaving the basic pixel motif behind, decisions concerning the ʻtypeʼ of
imagery that I would develop were informed by the research in chapter three.
This suggested a rejection of photographic, tonal imagery in favour of using
hi-contrast, binary, illustrative, pattern and decoration. We have discussed
why this type of imagery is considered to be more ʻappropriateʼ for working
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within the language of screenprinting especially when working with coarse
screens and heavy deposits, which would compromise the use of fine tonal
imagery. Another reason that this image type is highly appropriate and has
also been adopted by companies such as Royal Crown Derby is because it
can be better made to ʻfitʼ to forms and manipulated to articulate the inflection
of them. With the establishment of these guiding factors I began to focus on
the development of individual image ʻartworksʼ.

In the case of the imagery developed for ʻGourd Iʼ illustrated below I wanted
the pattern motifs to relate to the structural narrative of the piece. I found a
motif from Owen Jones (1856) Grammar of Ornament with a ʻlumpenʼ
periphery, which related visually to the elaboration of thresholds, and I
developed my own version of this image. Starting with a central ʻseedʼ I grew
this outwards, making reference to Koenigʼs button embellishment
phenomenon. This disrupted the surface of the image with the intention that it
would also disrupt the surface of the resulting form.

Below - Nineveh & Persia No 12. Owen
Jones – Grammar of Ornament
Right - Threshold Image Development
for ʻGourd Iʼ
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Textile print for ʻGourd Iʼ

ʻGourd Iʼ From ʻGourdʼ Series

The image was screenprinted in five colours onto three panels with ceramic
pigments, sewn together at the edge of the design and clay was pushed into
this textile mould. Where the protuberances come away from the outline the
resulting form swells or bulges away from the flat plain created by the interior
of the panel. The resulting ceramic piece has been defined by the lumps at
the threshold of the panel seams which suggest an organic gourd-like form.
With just this change in the outline profile of the fabric panel my aim that a
two-dimensional image could determine a three-dimensional form was
achieved, the dialogue reversed and integrity enhanced.
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Constructing I: Making Fabric Moulds
While the seam is the determining factor for the creative dialogue between the
print and the form, it also presented a challenge in accuracy when joining the
thresholds together. The new high-temperature stitch had revived the
potential for constructing form from the separate fabric panels, but with these
thresholds as a visual focus the quality of join would be under close scrutiny.
If the printed image had minute detailing and the two panels miss-registered it
would be aesthetically clumsy and undermine the perception of visual integrity
that I had been aiming for.

Initially I pinned the two panels together in a conventional way, but this proved
to be extremely time-consuming and was not a guarantee of accuracy unless I
used a lot of pins. This limitation required me to think through other means to
join the panels. Once more I looked to allied processes and my first response
was to explore the use of new technology to improve speed and accuracy.
Laser cutting was quick and provided very precise, repeatable fabric panels.
These could be quickly and perfectly matched together but did not eliminate
the need for a ʻpinningʼ system to maintain their registration during stitching.

Laser cutting the fabric panels
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I then turned to developments with stitch to see if computer aided embroidery
would help. This method produced the precision joining I was looking for, with
stitch lines following my computer designs exactly, however, the problems
with registering between panels still remained. This is because the two layers
of fabric had to be stretched taught upon the ʻhoopʼ that the machine operates
within, and there is always some degree of movement between these two
panels. If the relationship between the two printed panels was loose or
ambiguous, then this method would produce perfect stitch-constructed
envelopes, but my aim remained a control that would allow a more precise
visual integrity.

CAD/CAM stitching the panels together

The hi-tech line of research was rejected and I turned once more to thinking
about the cross-disciplinary application of existing technology within my own
experience. I recalled that as a commercial textile printer we had used a
ʻprintable glueʼ to stick metallic foils onto garments for decoration and I
reasoned that it may be possible to use a printable glue as a more effective
way to join my two panels together. ʻPlastisolʼ textile ink is an opaque oilbased system cured by heat, when reheated it melts slightly and can be stuck
firmly to itself. I remembered that this had happened on occasion by accident
and began to make some tests to see if this property could be controlled.
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Once again I employed a very coarse screen to print a detailed symmetrical
outline silhouette onto a number of fabric panels, these were spray mounted
onto ceramic transfer paper for stability. I dried them with a heat gun and then
cut around the shapes, offering them up to one another, I then used a
commercial machine to successfully heat press them together, proving this
approach to be an extremely accurate ʻregistrationʼ system. The backing
paper was removed and the black ink outlines of the threshold could be easily
followed by eye on a sewing machine to stitch the panels together.

Heat pressing the panels together accurately using plastisol ink as a glue
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Constructing II: Filling, Manipulating & ʻSculpting Printʼ
While the construction of the fabric moulds necessitated a re-think of
technology for joining the fabric, filling the textile moulds with clay presented a
more tacit challenge. The use of moulds to form clay has ancient precedents,
but using fabric as a former is a new area and I had to learn new approaches
to control results. The closest conventional method is press-moulding and this
is how I thought about adding the clay to the interior of the textile envelopes,
there are more differences, however, than similarities to this technique.

The use of porcelain as a clay body determined that pieces would be hollow
to avoid problems of drying, cracking and breakages in the kiln. Therefore it
was not just a matter of fully stuffing clay into the moulds, but rather required
carefully filling them with a controlled thickness of clay walls. Large, open baglike mould constructions provide easy access for pushing and press-moulding
the clay inside, but because there is less complex physical structure within
these forms the adhesion between the clay and the fabric can become
compromised, allowing only very simple inflating and manipulation to be
undertaken.

Above - Large moulds provide easy access
Right – These ʻopenʼ structures were problematic
having poor adhesion between fabric and clay and
needied additional support
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This suggested to me that a more complex structure needed to be designed
into the pieces to maintain tension between clay and mould wall. This is a
good example of how the process contributed a continual determining
influence on aesthetic considerations in the work: a new guiding principle
came into affect as a result of a syntactic element having influence. This came
about by thinking ʻthroughʼ the process and working ʻwithʼ the most successful
and appropriate guiding factors. The lumps at the threshold of the ʻGourdʼ
series were introduced to help add to this revised approach, and became a
formal motif that I repeated in later work.

Elements were introduced that would encourage structural integrity
that became formal features of the objects repeated in other forms
and determining the aesthetic direction of the work

Other aspects of the filling process fell back on tacit experiential knowledge of
working with the clay material. The difficulty of getting clay into the less open
areas was overcome by dropping small balls of clay into the fabric and then
pushing this down and outwards by hand. This begins to expand the fabric
mould and open it back up again, the more this is done then the more the
space opened up and the easier it was to continue. The initial aim with all the
works was to get them to a stage where they were simply ʻinflatedʼ with a
consistent wall thickness of clay and the addition of a core of waste fabric to
maintain tension in the hollow forms and allow them to dry consistently.
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The need for areas of complexity caused me to break the design of the forms
down into a series of nodules, tendrils and smaller elements that wound along
the seam. The scale of some of these parts of the mould prohibited handfilling altogether and required me to develop a new method. I had seen a
ceramist adapt a builderʼs ʻcaulkʼ injection gun to use for extruding thin clay
lines, and I thought that this could be used to ʻinjectʼ clay into my smaller
moulds.

For medium sized cavities I dropped small clay balls into the mould and used a tool to compact them

For small elements I mixed a thick paste and injected this into the mould with a caulk gun

The consistency of the clay needed to be adjusted, as slip was too wet and
plastic clay too thick to pass through the fine pipe that I glued to the gunʼs
canister. Once the clay passed easily through the tube I could reach into the
tightest spaces of the moulds and fill very small elements completely with
clay. Where the form consisted of both small and large areas I first filled the
tight elements with the softer clay, and then when I switched to press
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moulding into the bigger spaces the thicker clay would form a seal to hold the
thinner volume in. The decision where a hole in the seam should be placed to
fit in my hand, or the injection gun, was informed by two factors: ease of
access to the majority of areas, and the least disruptive place to leave any
resulting, hand-stitched ʻscarʼ.

Once the form was fully inflated with clay the entry holes were sewn up and
manipulation could begin. This is the final stage of the making of the work and
represents the most intuitive aspect of it. While each new work feeds into my
experiential understanding of the techniqueʼs strengths and weaknesses, if it
is the first time that I have inflated an image/mould envelope then I am always
presented with something new to respond to. As well as my own aesthetic
aims the act of ʻsculptingʼ becomes a balance of several other defining
factors; one is the inbuilt design of the image/mould structure, which is
increasingly redefined with each new exploration of the technique, another is
the material properties and still other more subtle variations of the process.

We have discussed the importance my methodology places on working within
the process and the value of responding to the technology used: the Lycra
stretches well but has limitations, the seams will not stretch because the
thread is inflexible, the textile/clay composite has to be eased into new
positions, gradually and carefully as the Lycra can become overstressed and
rip. The clay/substrate composite layer will become separated if it is
manipulated into particularly complex positions. The clay has its own
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strengths and weaknesses that determine scale, shape and the boundaries of
manipulation. The whole making procedure is aggravated by the fact that
porcelain can become easily overworked and, because it is enclosed within
and has a core of fabric, it is drying quicker than normal. This speeds up the
decision making process and forces the act of manipulation to be undertaken
in one quick, uninterrupted performance. Strategies are learned by experience
such as relieving stresses by bunching up the clay/fabric composite layer like
the rippling folds of skin in a pair of bellows.

Bunching up and rippling the fabric added structure to large areas and also relived stress in a piece

One has to build up and work with successful structural precedents, exploring
new ones and pushing the limits of these factors to work towards the overall
formal aims of the work. In some cases the forms need to be strapped up to
keep them in shape, while for the larger open forms it has been necessary to
stop them from collapsing in on themselves by propping them into containers
and using padding.

Developing a method for accurate registration and the injection moulding
system suggested the idea of developing much smaller individual moulds.
These solid forms create the possibility of producing complex amalgamations.
Forms are filled with a wetter clay mix, which behaves very differently from
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clay used for the press-moulded versions. They are essentially sacs of fluid
clay that can be squashed together and held in tension, pulled into more
singular forms with thread. When these combinations of moulds are dry and
fired the covering flux layer fuses the different parts together as a whole.
Some of these smaller pieces exemplify my aims to physically integrate print
into complex forms, and it is impossible to tell that they began as separate
elements.

Form built up through the amalgamation and fusing together of small components

The final glazing is the alchemical act, fusing disparate parts together and
burning away the fabric to reveal the print. The variables of ceramic materials,
fired to temperatures of over 1250 degrees C, always result in surprise
revelations such as the flux creating an interesting skin-like covering, pulling
back in places to reveal the print beneath, or flowing smoothly over a flat area
of the form. At this stage the activities of thinking and making have ceased, all
invested as potential in the pre-fired object. Upon firing the material and
process qualities of ceramics are working alone with these inherent potentials:
the flux/glaze running because it is thicker in some places than others, thin
tendrils of porcelain may slump slightly in the heat, or overlaid ceramic colours
may react with each other. Interpretative prediction based upon a tacit,
experiential understanding of the variables to date has put in place a safety
net to limit the weaknesses and exploit strengths, but the serendipity of a kiln
firing is an important ingredient of the process too.
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Above - Dry clay/textile composite
Frit layer sprayed over
Finished fired piece

Above - The skin like
glaze/frit splits, breaks and
crawls over the surface

In this section I have aimed to make transparent the intuitive decision-making
process that enabled me to work through the development of a new method
for combining ceramics and print. So far we have not discussed subject
matter specifically but rather, through focussing on the determining factors of
the process, I have outlined the ʻsyntaxʼ that I will work within to draw out
subject matter. Adding this new layer of reference to the inherent qualities of
the process, will contribute to the integrity of the work.
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The Emergence of Subject Matter Through Making:
From the Apotropaic of ʻGrowthʼ to the Grotesque ʻBetweenʼ

A number of factors can be clearly defined as determining the nature of the
new process. Such elements as ʻdisplayʼ, ʻthresholdsʼ and ʻtransformationʼ are
words that can also act as triggers for content through metaphor or
association.

In this next section there is a shift in focus from defining the dialogue between
the print and form, and defining the finished work of art: from pure visual and
physical aesthetics to concept/subject of the work. The two are inextricably
together but I have very different objectives for their perception. I have
discussed the divide between surface and form, and my strategy for
overcoming this to integrate them as one object that I can continue to
manipulate. My aim is that the perception of this surface/form composite
should be undivided and the object should be ʻübersichtlichʼ: visually easy to
grasp. Having consolidated this relationship the subject matter will go on to
draw from self-referencing aspects of the process language leading to a very
different perception of the finished works, engaging with ambiguity and the
liminal.

One of the main syntactic determinants of the new process is the threshold,
joins and seams of imagery and the mould envelope, edges and entry points
all influence the physical dimension of the work, and are aspects that I intend
to draw subject/content from. We have seen that decoration has a particular
relationship with formal landmarks and one of the more potent examples, the
Apotropaic48, is discussed by a number of writers on decoration (Gombrich
1979. Trilling. 2001, 2003. et al). This term means anything that is intended to

48

See glossary
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ward off evil or bad luck and has a strong link to the protection of thresholds49.
There are a number of examples of this type of decoration, for instance
ʻinterlaceʼ. This is used on borders, ends, and the areas of a structure that
may be considered to be weak points or gaps. Interlace imagery often winds
and entangles itself into lattice-work and writhing serpent bodies within which
the evil ʻeyeʼ becomes trapped and prevented from going further inside,
protecting the interior (Gombrich. 1979. p.140, 263).

I had previously been interested in the idea of protective forms such as
armour and shells, having explored the processʼs potential for decorating the
inside of hollow structures50. This was further inspired by examples of
drawings of decorated armour in the V&A Museumʼs collection51 and realising
the link between armourers and printmaking through their use of etched
surfaces.

The development of imagery for the piece called ʻBetweenʼ extends that which
was used in the ʻGourd Seriesʼ using interlace imagery and the premise of
protective symbolism to generate a weaving winding border. Embellishing the
peaks of the ʻbulgesʼ are a series of ʻfrondsʼ that reach down into the interior
as a plant would and join with a series of framed ʻholesʼ. The ʻfrondsʼ, ʻbulgesʼ
and ʻholesʼ have both symbolic potency related to the Apotropaic and are also
shapes that I have developed for their potential to contribute to structural
strength.

ʻApotropaic Interlaceʼ –
Design for ʻBetweenʼ

49

Such as the ʻcachesʼ described by Dinah Eastop from the Textile Conservation Centre,
University of Southampton in her presentation ʻSurfaces in conservation as material cultureʼ.
Surface Tensions Symposium. University for the Creative Arts, Rochester. 26 June 2009.
50
See ʻArmour/Shellʼ in the selected artwork appendix.
51
See V&A Appendix
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The resulting image had been intended for use in producing a curved
decorative object to be placed over a doorway to protect a room, a threshold.
The surprise revelation was the extent of the transformation that occurred
when the opposing envelopes were filled with clay and the formal qualities of
the piece emerged. What started life as a two-dimensional pattern decoration
became an amorphous animal/island hybrid. The technical development of
colour had not progressed beyond black and sepia hues at this stage and
combine with a layer of ceramic flux applied before firing, this gave the piece
a melting gothic aesthetic.

ʻBetweenʼ

The formal change had occurred because the flexible mould shape for
ʻBetweenʼ suggested little about how it should best be filled with clay and the
form be physically manipulated. The earlier ʻGourdʼ image/form combinations
asked that they would be simply ʻinflatedʼ so they looked like they were about
to burst, and this required little further manipulation of the form.
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ʻBetweenʼ was awkward from the start, I had to string up the unwieldy
structure, work fast and immediately. It was not possible to retain continuity of
form over the repeated areas and the addition of the holes set up new
transformations that, when combined with the bulges, generated an alien
landscape of contorted forms.

Making ʻBetweenʼ

My methodological approach to the image/form development has been to
reflect upon the resulting qualities determined by the materials and process
and feed this back into the content and subject matter. Following the aesthetic
results of ʻBetweenʼ I recognised another aspect of decoration that I had
previously been drawn to, the grotesque. The reference had emerged when I
started to mirror my imagery between two panels, something that was an
integral aspect of the early ʻGrottescheʼ (Zamperini. 2007, 2008. p.8) work.
With the added visual jolt from ʻBetweenʼ new associations materialised, such
as the link to transformation and the hybrid nature of the grotesque.

The grotesque is a term often used to describe ʻmetamorphoses, ambiguity,
and a hybridisation of ʻshuffled familiarityʼ…..ʻIt is our interpretation of the form
that matters, the degree to which we perceive the principle of unity that binds
together the antagonistic partsʼ (Zamperini. 2007, 2008. p.8). Giving the title
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ʻBetweenʼ to this piece makes reference to what Galt Harpham calls a ʻliminalʼ
phase, “between two worlds” that is an inherent aspect of the grotesque and
which ʻoccupies a gap or interval; it is the middle of a narrative of emergent
comprehension.ʼ (Galt Harpham. 1982. pp.13-15)

ʻGrowthʼ

ʻGrowthʼ is another decorative Apotropaic piece that I developed with the
intention to display it above a doorway referencing protective symbols for
domestic entrances52. The work continued the use of the ʻbulgeʼ deformation
at the image threshold, but the main aim had been to use the same motif
repeated over a number of forms that seemed to be unwinding and growing.
This follows a line of thinking which began with the ʻGourdʼ series that aimed
to capture some aspect of what Gombrich (1979, 1984. p.261) describes as
ʻanimationʼ in decorative work. I had begun to move away from this direction
and the resulting group of work for ʻGrowthʼ failed to satisfy my imagination.
However, the visual surprise of ʻBetweenʼ prompted me to re-evaluate the use
of the imagery I had developed for ʻGrowthʼ. This time instead of merely
ʻinflatingʼ the shapes I would apply the same intuitive approach to
manipulating the form that I had adopted for ʻBetweenʼ.

52

Such as the practice of decorating domestic thresholds with colourful rice paste patterns in
India known as Kolam – see glossary
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Taking the larger mid-section I encouraged the fleshy, folding details that
were an inherent aspect of pushing the soft porcelain clay into a flexible fabric
ʻgarmentʼ. Instead of urging and adjusting the emerging form back towards the
original planned image/shape, I twisted, warped and deformed the clay/textile
materials. Fabric stretched and rippled and porcelain filled and swelled the
form holding it, imprinting and capturing detail as is the nature of clay. I found,
recognised and accentuated these determining qualities, encouraging the
perverse transformation of an abstract decorative motif into a Kraken-like
writhing figurative form, and from the former ʻGrowthʼ, ʻWritheʼ was created.

ʻWrithe Iʼ
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ʻCeaseless Statesʼ: A Record of Thinking Through Making
I would like at this point to reflect on how I have been thinking through
ʻiterationsʼ of a developmental process. The last section discussed how
revisiting ʻGrowthʼ with new knowledge progressed the content of the work
and changed it into another, ʻWritheʼ. The differences between the two works
happened at the very end of their production, with the design, print and mould
stages of both of them identical up to that point. The changes in creative
intentions, which occurred when adding and manipulating the clay, produced
a very different result.

This use of the production development process as a creative strategy has
precedence in the printmaking discipline. Subtle changes in aspects of a
printʼs development are often trialled or ʻproofedʼ through test prints known as
ʻstatesʼ. When an engraver adds a new set of marks to a plate he may wish to
see how this has affected the image being worked upon and this is a new
state. The dictionary definition of state that is relevant in this context relates to
ʻthe condition that something is in at a particular time.ʼ In terms of the physical
properties of a substance we can consider the example of gas, liquid and
solid being the different states of water. As a printmaking term the word is
used to describe any changes that are made to the print matrix that produce a
new aesthetic result.
The late 19th century art critic Phillipe Burty was an early advocate of the
creative possibilities for the changes in a printʼs production and promoted the
term ʻbelle épreuveʼ to describe the ʻbeautiful proofʼ. His original intention was
to define very limited or unique impressions taken from an intaglio plate but
this had developed by the turn of the century ʻto realize the potential variability
of a plate.ʼ (Parshall. 2001). One review from 1899 that described the artist
Félix Buhotʼs printed work exulted in his creation of ʻthese variants, these
ceaseless states, these metamorphoses, these counterproofs sometimes
almost to the point of obsession….la belle épreuveʼ. (Parshall. 2001)
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ʻMandrake Series – Single Tuberʼ - Ceramic State & Textile State

In the catalogue for the exhibition ʻThe Unfinished Printʼ Judith Brodie adds to
this creative reading of the term, writing about the ʻmetamorphosisʼ of Jacques
Villonʼs La Parisienneʼ, she suggests that ʻthe print deviates from the usual
norms of printmaking: there is no definitive state.ʼ (Parshall. 2001)

In this context prints can be returned to for continuation or alteration, be wiped
back and revised or left unfinished, the whole lineage can be recorded and
any or all of the states can potentially be chosen to represent a finished work.
This open and experimental approach to printmaking embraces the process
itself as an agent for creative variation and transformation, and can be seen
as an additional aspect of my methodological approach to thinking through
and within the making process. Thinking through the process, a work is the
extension of its life, emerging and evolving, the maker mediating and
reflecting on the different states that result. Focillon also connected the ideas
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he had on the ʻlife of forms in artʼ relate to printmaking: ʻThis is the
fundamental interest…..that the “history” of a work of art has for us before it
attains its ultimate form – in the analysis, that is, of the preliminary ideas, the
sketches, the rough drafts that precede the finished statue or painting. These
rapidly changing, impatient metamorphoses…What we have here is the very
technique of the life of forms itself, its own biological development.ʼ (Focillon.
1935. p.105)

Focillon specifically relates these ideas to printmaking with an example of how
an engraving plate is increasingly worn away through the production of an
edition: ʻThus, because a masterpiece has been destroyed before our very
eyes, the realization inevitably arises in our minds of how active and animate
a concept is that of technique.ʼ (Focillon. 1935. p.116) Rather than discussing
the ʻmechanicalʼ repeat that has long been a focus of criticism aimed at
printmaking, Focillon instead observes the inherent nature of change within
this type of production. ʻRepeated reprintings will weaken….worn plates,
indeed, preserve only the bottom courses of the once unblemished work, as
an ancient city, now flush with the ground, discloses merely the general plan
of its buildings. It is a kind of reverse genealogy, a kind of inverted assay of
the rich resources of that which has passed away.ʼ (Focillon. 1935. 2001.
p.116).
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These observations reinforce the fact that process itself is an active agent in
the creative process and that the changes which occur, and iterations that are
a result of this process, all have validity. The term ʻmatrixʼ links printmaking
with moulding, through its early use to describe the casting of type. The serial
nature of printmaking and moulding determine that any slight change or
transformation is recorded in the state of the multiple.

The life of forms and ceaseless states of printing link back to the grotesque
through a number of references to ʻmetamorphosesʼ and the idea of ʻaltered
statesʼ. Writing ʻOn the Grotesqueʼ Geoffrey Galt Harpham could be echoing
Focillonʼs words on the emergent nature of form: ʻThe perception of the
grotesque is never a fixed or stable thing, but always a process a
progression…..The grotesque occupies a gap or interval; it is the middle of a
narrative of emergent comprehensionʼ (Galt Harpham. 1982. pp.14,15) We
can add this reference to the understanding of the visual/formal development
of my work. My aim is to capture the emergence of a work at a state that can
be considered somewhere ʻbetweenʼ inception and finished, capturing
movement, making, manipulation, emergence ʻfrom/toʼ, referencing the life of
the process itself. In my practice no one state is the quintessence of an idea,
it is part of an idea that is ʻbecomingʼ and always in ʻrealisationʼ. At times
aspects of the idea may seem realised but as Focillon puts it, that state is as a
ʻnode, a protuberanceʼ and only one aspect of that ideaʼs life. In this context
design becomes a protean activity with the work in flux, allowed to change
meaning and shift its identity as it changes form. This approach to the
development of an artwork requires reflection at a number of punctuated
stages within the production process. At which point can the work can be
brought to a kind of ʻcompletionʼ? The first of these procedures is the
generation of an image through a number of stages and variations, from
which one or more are selected. This work can be considered to be both
ʻartworkʼ and ʻmatrixʼ for the further generation of structure and form. The next
punctuation point is the production of a screenprinted former, with the
additional choices of colour and screen/image combinations, constructed in a
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further variety of repeat or twin opposing panel versions. This is followed by
the material transformation from textile/clay composite with a surface flux
treatment into a fired, decorated ceramic form/object. This phased approach
embraces potential variation and transformation, lets me continue to develop
a work or return to different stages to rethink its development. The re-working
of ʻGrowthʼ demonstrates the creative benefit of this design methodology,
which we will continue to explore through the development of new works in
t h e

f o l l o w i n g

s e c t i o n s .
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Mandrake

Fig 56. Pair of Wall Lights, Sèvres
1760-1 V&A Museum

Genus Mandragora: The Mandrake

The inspiration for the next body of work came from a pair of Sèvres porcelain
candlestick holders in the V&A collection53. Their plant-like ʻtendrilsʼ reminded
me of the story of the mandrake plant that I had come across when exploring
ideas surrounding the grotesque and transformation. The mandrake has
mythical properties associated with its root, which like other tubers such as
ginger give the impression of being a hybrid form with both animal and
vegetable qualities. The threshold can also be associated with the mandrake;
it being between two organic states; both/and, ʻanimal/vegetableʼ. Its position
both above ground and below also suggests a liminal state between two
different physical dimensions. I used the transformative nature of the process
to express these ideas through my own piece based upon these influences.
The two-dimensional printed image on the textile material is displayed in
combination with the three-dimensional, ceramic and print, objects. The work
occupies both dimensions, mirroring and emerging from one to another,
celebrating the two different states of its development equally.
53

See V&A Appendix
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The workʼs formal development passed through a number of states and
focussed on two elements; the branch/finger like ʻfrondsʼ and the ʻtuber/tailʼ
body. The first image state came from working with a 16th century woodcut of
a grotesque hybrid: rabbit/moth/deer (Huber. 1982). I chose to use the
syntactic qualities of this image, and the print process that produced it,
because I wanted an aesthetic that was appropriate both for suggesting the
marks of a tree bark surface, and the binary nature of the screenprinting
process. Woodcut imagery is a binary process, and offered me a found
original as a starting point to adapt and interpret into an entirely different form,
that retained an echo of its origination. I worked by hand on a black and white
copy of the block print and processed it through computer software, allowing
me to give the image more surface depth through the posterised technique
discussed in chapter two.

th

Fig 57. Original 16 C woodcut

ʻMandrake Seriesʼ - First Image State 2008

Spiral/corkscrew ʻtuberʼ development
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The initial result was an image that could exist as a decorative motif, having
the ʻDNAʼ of animal and plant, decoration and representation, woodcut and
screenprint all welded together (not unlike Paolozziʼs approach to his
ʻAutomobile Headʼ) The first fully realised state of this form was exhibited at
the Royal College of Artʼs work-in-progress show, and was very different to
the version exhibited at the Collegeʼs summer show six months later.
Reflection on the work-in-progress show led me to adapt the tuber part of the
image that had contributed little to defining the form. With a better experiential
knowledge of the possibilities offered by the image/form relationship I felt that
I should explore the potential of a spiralling tuber image, which I predicted
would produce a corkscrewing form. This change gave the work a stronger
animal characteristic and a better balance to the hybrid perception of the
work. The flowers at the tips of the fronds were also completely reworked as
highly posterised illustrated images that gave them a more ambiguous
aesthetic, between flames and flowers, offering a further reading of the forms
as dragon/plant. In adapting the tuber into a spiral/corkscrew another formal
aspect visually dominated the work, the seam. This was a syntactic element
determined by the nature of joining the textile components and had come to
play a central role in the perception of the new piece. Gottfried Semper (2004,
p.153) in his ʻStyle in the Technical and Tectonic Artsʼ gives great importance
to textiles and especially the seam, which he calls ʻan expedient that was
invented to join pieces of a homogeneous nature – namely, surfaces – into a
wholeʼ We could also say that it is the physical and symbolic site where the
idea of division is overcome.

Textile seam

Fired seam trace
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In his passage on the seam Semper states ʻthe principle of making a virtue
from necessityʼ. Rather than hiding the nature of the material and means of
something such as a seam, one should stress this attribute. The use of the
seam within my work leaves a trace of itself as a strong visual statement. As a
small furrowed, disruptive, depression, it defines the edge of the textile panel
and the printed image and so it exerts a large influence on the final form. It is
at the seam that I am able to disrupt the planar surface with lumps, tendrils
and outcrops of form. It is also at the seam where the two mirrored halves of
the image come together to form a new symmetrical image where the edge
becomes central54. The nature of the seam is to emphasise and draw further
attention to this juncture, and I amplified this effect by adapting the design.
The flow of the corkscrewing tail is reinforced through the spine of the seam
running along the median line of the body, and this is accentuated through the
fluid inflection of the surface imagery.

ʻMandrake II – Double Tuberʼ

54

This links to ideas within the exploration of the grotesque where the margin becomes
central – Galt Harpham. 1982.
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It has been a simple matter to demonstrate the success of my strategy for
ʻphysical integrationʼ through the unified results of the new process. Semperʼs
writing on the seam offers a tangible example of a ʻprincipled approachʼ to this
integration. Rather than thinking of the seam as a negative necessity of
production to be eliminated, or hidden, it serves as a formal landmark to be
embellished, and in this case adds to the desired aesthetic of the work.
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Moreau
The use of multiple elements within a work has been a recurring strategy in
my practice as a ceramist, and has allowed me to explore larger formal
compositions55. With this in mind and as a part of my on-going reflection I
decided to produce a series of photographic investigations that portrayed
different combinations of forms accumulated from various tests and earlier
work. This extended the creative process beyond the firing state to assemble
compositions of pre-fired component parts. The photographic documentation
began to suggest a different scale for the hybrid animal/vegetable association,
referencing landscape. I continued to explore these amalgamations and the
photographs formed the inspiration for the next work ʻMoreauʼ.

Island maquette - accumulation of existing objects

“You see, I went on with this research just the way it led me. That is the only
way I ever heard of true research going. I asked a question, devised some
method of obtaining an answer, and got a fresh question. Was this possible or
that possible? You cannot imagine what this means to an investigator, what
an intellectual passion grows upon him!….I wanted—it was the one thing I
wanted—to find out the extreme limit of plasticity in a living shape.” – Chapter

55

See ʻHubrisʼ in the selected artworks appendix
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14. Doctor Moreau Explains. The Island of Doctor Moreau – H.G. Wells –
1896.

The title links the strangely familiar, hybrid, landscape/figurative forms, that
resulted from this period of my enquiry, with the fictional Doctor Moreauʼs
grotesque experiments into the ʻplasticityʼ of natureʼs forms. Taking reference
from my ʻrecyclingʼ of existing objects I designed and produced new
landscapes which appear to be alive with active energy, suggesting sentience
and animation more associated with the animal world than land as a solid
mass under our feet; ʻwe are definitely not in Kansas Totoʼ (Dorothy. The
Wizard of Oz. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 1939). The imagery that I developed for
Moreau extended the forms developed for the Mandrake series, making the
two projects related in the genealogy of this periodʼs work. Like our imaginary
Doctor, I used the visual ʻDNAʼ of the existing form, changed scale,
reconfigured elements and added new integral features. Once again the initial
images exist both as individual artworks and as a matrix for form generation.
By this stage my tacit, experiential knowledge had become more attuned to
ʻreadingʼ the possibilities offered by these two-dimensional topographical
guides and allowing me to make formal choices through a predictive approach
to the design work.

ʻIsland I – Image Stateʼ

ʻIsland II – Image Stateʼ

I developed the two images illustrated above, produced new colour-ways for
the work and printed two sets of each to be transformed into ceramics. These
identical image/moulds then generated a number of very different ceramic
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forms that were made to fit loosely together as structure for the landscape.
Responding to the successful combinations of diverse scale in my
photographed maquettes, I also produced a number of small-scale elements
that were added to the larger pieces to create detail.

The four larger island structures were given four different coatings of the
ceramic flux, to produce a simple glaze-like surface treatment. The different
recipes were brushed over the fabric at a raw stage to produce qualities
ranging from almost opaque, through to translucent. This layer blurs the
reading of the ʻmechanicalʼ nature of a printed surface, not unlike the reactive
glaze prints from Denby. In the case of ʻMoreauʼ the intention was to create a
heavily defined ʻskinʼ layer over the print to suggest that the printed image is
fully integrated with the form and the thick surface coating is the addition not
the print. The result is reminiscent of a snake-skin just before it is shed to
reveal the next layer.

ʻMoreauʼ

Heavy flux surface layer
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The ʻislandʼ coils and twists in on itself, branching out and flowering, with
fronds seemingly moving in the wind. Materials and process have determined
aspects of the formation as they do in the natural world yet, as in the novel
that gives the piece its title, manʼs design is also present. “Yes. These
creatures you have seen are animals carven and wrought into new shapes….
to modify the articulations of its limbs; and, indeed, to change it in its most
intimate structure.” (Wells.1994. p.27)
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Arlecchino the Brave: Display & Costume

After making the ʻWritheʼ pieces it became obvious to me that the fabric
moulding process encouraged a figurative reading of the clay work. Visual
associations with limbs and torsos are made because of the way the clay is
contained and influenced by the bulging, folding textile ʻgarmentʼ. Up until this
stage I had exploited this aspect to add hybrid ambiguity to the work but now
felt that it was appropriate to tackle the figure directly.

The Commedia dellʼarte figurines in the V&A Museumʼs ceramics collection
have always drawn my attention. They were produced by the German
company Meissen in the 18th century as ornaments portraying the different
characters of this popular entertainment. The Harlequin, or ʻArlecchinoʼ
particularly appeals to me as the clumsy fool or ʻzanniʼ56, his costume of
diamonds is all we need to see to realise who he is and something about his
nature and behaviour. The power of surface pattern to carry this information is
of great importance in the natural world where body markings convey
warning, attraction or repulsion. Humans have exploited this through costume
and clothing. With my early career as a textile printer garments have been a
constant point of reference throughout the research and I decided to produce
a kind of costume through which I could explore the character of the Harlequin
figure.

This work had begun alongside the ʻMandrake/Moreauʼ series of
developments and one of the overarching technical issues that I needed to
deal with at this point was colour. The earlier works, ʻBetweenʼ and ʻWritheʼ
had all been produced with a sombre pallet of black and muted tones due to a
number of factors mentioned earlier. I had exploited this dark aesthetic
through the work so far but felt that the new subject matter of display required
me to develop colour.
56

See glossary
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The discussion in chapter two of screenprintingʼs abilities to produce bright
colours and achieve an ʻadvertising effectʼ influenced my desire to push the
colours as far as possible to create a range that could convey this subject
matter. This led to the switch to high-fired porcelain clay and a total reworking
of my recipes, as detailed earlier. A new high temperature flux and set of
underglaze powders sourced from Jingdezhen in China were the final
ingredients in creating a full pallet of bright controllable ceramic colours, and
Arlecchino became ʻArlecchino the Brave57ʼ.

Pattern field for ʻArlecchinoʼ

ʻArlecchino - Image State IVʼ

The image development for the ʻcostume/garmentʼ started with the diamonds
synonymous with the Harlequin character. Once again I borrowed a motif from
Owen Jones (1856) Grammar of Ornament for variation and to give the
impression of stylised scales or feathers. The ʻbulgesʼ and ʻfrondsʼ from earlier
work had now become a part of my visual language and were used to
57

ʻSplendid; spectacular; showy; handsome. Dec out; adorn.ʼ - Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary On Historical Principles. Sixth edition, Volume 2. N-Z. Oxford University Press.
2007.
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intervene with the form at its perimeter allowing for three-dimensional
variations in the resulting ceramic work.

At this time the ʻMandrake/Moreauʼ work was exploring a hand-drawn
aesthetic and, in contrast, I chose with ʻArlecchinoʼ to exploit the computerʼs
ability to manipulate pattern imagery. Taking my bright, advertising, pattern
fields I transformed them into the limbs and overall posture of the tumbling
clown, with the aim to instil an inflection of movement within the image that
could also be carried forward into the final forms.

The pose that I chose to draw out of the figure relates to the clumsy nature of
the character, empowered by humour he is ultimately reduced to the
ridiculous. The awkward twisted position of the failed tumble combines with
the blatant gaudy deformed display of the costume that obscures the body
beneath. Imagine the combination of an uncomfortable Leigh Bowery
performance in an enveloping Japanese Zenti, suit designed by the late
Alexander McQueen, such a hybrid vision attracts and repulses in equal
measures.

Fig 58. Japanese Zenti suit

Alexander McQueen 2010

A Meissen Harlequin
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ʻArlecchinoʼ was not developed with the same aims of reference to the
grotesque specifically, but here the human form has become misshapen and
contorted, blurring our reading of the piece, hinting at the grotesque through
ʻforms that are both/and, neither/nor, forms that we, despite ourselves, cannot
help recognising as humanʼ (Galt Harpham. 1982. p.38).

ʻArlecchino the Brave – Ridiculous Attitude Iʼ
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Conclusion
This thesis has considered printmaking as subject to division, and has
examined the extension of this issue when print is combined with the
materials and forms of ceramics. The research project has mainly focused on
overcoming the physical division between the printed surface and ceramic
form, but has also looked at the fragmentation of thinking and making through
the division of production activities. The aim in addressing this latter aspect of
division is to provide an approach where thinking and making are integrated,
and creativity is extended up to the final stages of production.

In the introduction I listed a number of questions that stimulated the research:
how could I help to raise the value of ceramics and print? And how might I
balance and integrate the dialogue between the printed surface image and
the underlying ceramic form? In addressing these problems, the main
objective has been to overcome negative perceptions of this field of activity,
caused by division in creativity, and show instead that integrity could be
achieved through the use of innovative techniques. To carry out this research
I used methods that combined practical studio enquiry with relevant historical,
theoretical research and observation.

The primary aim of the studio investigation has involved the development of
practical techniques and strategies to physically integrate the printed surface
and the clay form. The research identified certain principles and inherent
ʻsyntacticʼ qualities of the materials and processes used. This allowed me to
establish an expert understanding of the language of my own process, with
the aim of thinking through and working within this language. The value that
practitioners can derive from this approach is reinforced through discussion of
ideas of form, by authors such as William Ivins (1953), Pat Gilmour (1979,
1980) and Henri Focillon (1934). Finally, and with the practical and principled
strategies established, I have applied a parallel methodology to the
development of the content and subject matter of finished artworks. This final
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stage again drew from inherent qualities and characteristics determined
through the process, from which ideas were developed through association
and metaphor. All aspects of the practice - including the development of a
new technique, the development of an approach to practice and the
development of subject matter - stemmed from thinking through and working
within the inherent process language with the aim that the continuity of this
approach would provide a sense of principled integrity.

How might the results of this research be evaluated? It is a simple matter to
discuss the physical integration of printed image and form in the procedure
that I have developed, and in the final works I have produced. It is an
altogether different matter to show evidence of the broader, subtler aspects of
integrity. The success of this aspect of the research, I would argue, relates
more to my general approach to practice rather than any one tangible
outcome. When making is built upon principles of integrity, the work is
suffused with this quality.
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Evaluating Visual Integrity and Establishing Principles
that Overcome Division Within Printed Ceramic Artefacts
Below is a set of standards that I have drawn from the research undertaken
during this project. The aim in reflecting on these observations is to make
transparent my approaches for adding the value of visual and principled
integrity to the final works. One definition of integrity is ʻto uphold continuity of
principle.ʼ By defining and adhering to a clear set of guiding standards I hope
to raise the appreciation of this sector of practice. While these standards are
meant to evaluate my own studio approach the criteria would also be useful in
a critical evaluation of other works that could be considered to engage with
aspects of visual integrity. It is not my intention that all aspects of the criteria
should be related to an object at once; the aim, rather, is to give a sense of
guidance for evaluation, not to provide a set of rules.

Observations on Integrity - (Within the production of ceramics and print
artefacts)
-

Making work within the inherent qualities and characteristics of a
print process raises the perception of value within a work - I have
discussed this shift in values referencing writers on the subject such
as Pat Gilmour and Henri Focillon. While Focillonʼs ideas are
constructed through general art historical observation, Gilmour
(1979, 1980) discusses a period-specific case study. She relates
how, in the 1960ʼs, artists overcame negative perceptions of print
as ʻreproductionʼ and began to make and define the ʻoriginal printʼ
by working with, and through, the determining aspect of a print
ʻlanguageʼ.

-

Printed ceramic work which is (or seems to be) made in one piece,
or in one continuous activity, conveys a greater sense of integrity.
Evidence of physical division can lower the perceived value of a
work – The act of joining elements together can retain a trace of
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division through seams, as in the casting process, and this can
undermine the visual integrity of a piece of work. In the discipline of
ceramics there is a perception that objects which are physically
combined at a clay state and fired as one homogenous form have a
higher value than forms that are ʻgluedʼ together later. This is
because there is a visual division but also because there is a
perception that thinking through making has been disrupted. My
new process offers the potential to build upon and accumulate
forms at the clay state which fuse together upon firing, enhancing
visual integrity and the perception of a continuity of thinkingthrough-making.
-

The join, seam or threshold is an unavoidable result of applying a
two-dimensional image to a three-dimensional form. It is usually
impossible to entirely remove this by-product and therefore it
becomes a determining factor of the objectʼs aesthetic. It should be
treated as such. Gottfried Semper (Reprint 2004) provides an
approach to overcoming the negative perceptions of these seams
by following ʻthe principle of making a virtue from necessityʼ. In
other words, if a formal feature cannot be removed, then it should
be enhanced and embellished so that the negative visual element
becomes a positive compositional device.

-

The perception of visual integrity is effected by the quality of ʻfitʼ
between a printed image and form - We have seen how a printed
ceramic surface can raise the value of an object through the case of
Royal Crown Derby. In this example the undecorated ceramic form
is almost worthless, and it is the addition of the screenprint to the
surface that makes the object highly valuable. This is partly
because of the quality of print-work and materials but a major
contributing factor is the quality of the ʻfitʼ: the precise nature of the
visual integration of the print with the underlying form. The
technique that I have developed for accurately registering seams
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and my approach to in-mould decoration ensures that the surface
and form fit.
-

Surface imagery and object should be conceived and designed with
each in mind. This approach addresses the hierarchy which has
evolved in the ceramics industry where forms are produced first and
valued over any surface decoration. With my new method the
image is developed first, can stand alone, and determines the
character of the form, thus reversing the relationship.

-

To achieve a heightened value of visual integrity the printed surface
and ceramic form should inform and/or inflect one anotherʼs shape
or acknowledge their formal relationship. This creates a form that
Gombrich (1979, 1984. p.164) might describe as ʻübersichtlich,ʼ or
ʻvisually easy to graspʼ, which suggests that visual integrity leads to
the positive perception of harmonic unity between surface image
and form. The mirroring of surface and formal inflection can also
relate explicitly to an objectʼs production, which can be seen as
extending the understanding of developments in an artefact, as
discussed by Lewis Day (1904).

-

There should be a ʻcontinuityʼ of thinking through as much of the
making

process

as

possible.

This

overcomes

the

separation/dichotomy between theory and practice (or ideas and
production) that is common within managed manufacturing.
-

The transposing of an image into print and then onto ceramic
materials should be undertaken through an interpretative process
which acknowledges and is sensitive to the determining influence of
these factors.

-

Physical and visual integrity can be enhanced through the use of
ink that has an optimized relationship with the ʻmaterialʼ of the
ceramic surface itself. The principle of direct ink/substrate
integration can be exploited to put down heavy layers or reactive
materials, such as oxides, that ʻbiteʼ into the ceramic surface. In
addition there are textural prints that are either pushed into or
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raised from the clay surface, becoming a fully integrated aspect of
the ceramic object.
-

Though there are many examples of printmaking strategies that
create the perception of tonal value (such as ʻgum & tuscheʼ,
ʻposterisationʼ developed at Kelpra studios and the ʻline-processʼ as
outlined by Cröy (1963), as discussed in chapter three), continuous
tone is not within the basic language of the screenprinting process,
and in combination with ceramic it causes problems with visual
integrity. Imagery intended for screenprinting should be made
subject to the limitations of a binary aesthetic. Strategies should be
adopted or developed that work within this inherent aspect of the
process language.

-

The act of filtering imagery through the ʻsimplification methodsʼ
necessary to produce a screenprint, unifies different aesthetics and
produces an integrated homogeneous image composition. (As
demonstrated by the Paolozzi print ʻAutomobile Headʼ)
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Forms of Knowledge & Contribution to Knowledge
The innovations that I have made in the studio were brought about through
the adaptation of existing knowledge combined with my own experience. My
expert knowledge of the conventional technique for combining ceramics and
print was reappraised in relation to my research into applicable allied
technology. The objective has been to try to make explicit the tacit nature of
the development of this new process for overcoming division within ceramics
and print production methods.

My research attempted to capture and record appropriate precedents of tacit
knowledge from a variety of sources, including analysis of technical instruction
publications such the earliest commercial handbook for screenprinting
produced by the Selectasine Company. I also undertook a series of informal
participant observation and interviews . Some conversations focussed on the
procedural knowledge of the staff member, and included task analysis in order
to better understand the details of production.

Task analysis became the starting point for my re-thinking of the conventional
ceramics and print method in the studio. I adopted a holistic approach when
gathering information to help foster a better understanding of the processes,
materials and variants that I was using. I also felt, however, that there was an
advantage in breaking down this system into its fundamental parts. Tacit
elements were drawn out, reflected upon and transformed into explicit
knowledge through codified principles. These principles were re-applied to my
practice and embedded into the iterative development of new works.

The method for producing these works is unique and contributes knowledge
to both printmaking and the ceramics discipline. Its development also provides
a methodology where the primacy of conventional and traditional approaches
is questioned. The process can be considered alongside new technological
advances, as printmaking moves into the three-dimensional world via digital
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techniques. My method provides an alternative to this type of production; in
both cases print and form are integrated, but in my practice, manual
intervention (and hence thinking through making) is possible up until the final
resolution of the object.
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Dissemination
One way that I have been able to disseminate this projectʼs results has been
through exhibition of the resulting body of work. The works have been shown
a number of times, including at the British Ceramics Biennale in 2010. They
have been well received, with many sales and commissions. The most recent
piece, ʻMoreau – Archipelago,ʼ will be exhibited in January 2011 at an
exhibition titled ʻPrints and Transfersʼ at the Galerie Handwerk in Munich. The
selected artists represent the foremost ceramists working with print in Europe;
this will be an opportunity for the work to be presented within the context of
my immediate peer group. The gallery has selected images of my work to
promote the exhibition.

Another method of dissemination has been through presentations at
conferences and symposia in the context of ceramics, glass and printmaking
disciplines. The subject of these talks have included: ʻPhysical Prints in Glassʼ
at the Royal College of Art, ʻThe Physicality of Printʼ at Bath Spa University,
ʻDialogues Between Print, Material and Formʼ at Sunderland University,
ʻQuestions of Integrity and Artifice in Developing Strategies for an Integrated
Relationship Between the Printed Surface and Ceramic Formʼ at UCA
Rochester University58 and ʻThe Role of Interpretative Mediation in Applied Art
Screenprinting: A Model For Productionʼ at ʻImpact 6ʼ Interdisciplinary Print

58

See presentation appendix
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Conference hosted by University West of England59. The text from two of
these presentations is documented in an appendix of this thesis.

The presentation delivered at Rochester is going to be published in 2011 in an
anthology of essays entitled Surface Tensions (Routledge), and some aspects
of the research will also be featured in Kevin Petrieʼs new book on transfer
printing.

The ideas and methods that I have developed over the duration of this project
also feed directly into my teaching practice. In addition to visits at a wide
variety of Universities in the UK and internationally, I have provided regular
support to students working with print and surface design on the Ceramics
and Glass course at the Royal College of Art. This activity has stimulated a
discrete strand of activity within the department, and may lead to an event that
will mediate the exchange of knowledge from a number of research
practitioners working in this field.

The knowledge I have learned through the research is, perhaps, best
expressed through the hands-on teaching of workshops. I have continually
engaged with this activity over the course of the research and will continue to
in the future. Seeing and doing plants the seeds of knowledge in the most
direct way and generates the earliest and more interesting results.

59

See presentation appendix
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Future Research
This research project is one aspect of my larger objective: to examine and
extend the potential of what a print can be, in the context of the applied arts.

The enquiry that I have undertaken, which concerns the inherent language of
the stencil/screenprinting process, can be applied to other printmaking
techniques, including new technologies. The broad range of methods within
ʻrapid prototypingʼ are relatively new, and using the same approach to
determine the syntactic aspects of these processes would greatly benefit
artists and critics in the field. Practitioners working within the applied arts are
in a good position to expand understanding of how to work and think through
these processes and explore approaches that add tactile, human intervention
to these new forms of print-based production and reproduction. Applied arts
practitioners such as Robert Dawson, the research group Autonomatic and
Geoffrey Mann are examples of such interveners who work with new digital
printmaking production. They operate as ʻghosts in the machineʼ, subverting
the pre-determined programming or engineering of machine technology. The
inherent language of these new print processes is a potential topic that I
would like to pursue researching.

The comparison between my technique and rapid prototyping will form the
basis for a new research project that I will undertake sponsored by the
Bullseye Glass Company in Portland USA. I shall apply a similar set of aims
to this new project as I have in the PhD: the materiality of printing glass and
the physicality of printing glass. This will culminate in participation in the
BeCon glass conference in the summer of 2011, in which my studio practice
will be contrasted with a commercial company who rapid-forms glass. The
idea is to look at seemingly oppositional approaches to practice: hi-tech
against lo-tech, in-source against out-sourced. But I also plan to ask how
these two methodologies can inform one another. In addition to the
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presentation at the conference I have been invited to make work for an
exhibition and deliver a series of workshops to disseminate the approach.

Bullseye Glass Company Exploration of layered structure and
sublimated colour in screenprinted glass

Queensbury Hunt Exploration of depth and reaction
in screenprinted glazes

In chapter two I focussed on the unique relationship that screenprinting has
with materials through the possibility of combining a wide variety of ʻinksʼ, in
large quantities on a breadth of ʻsubstratesʼ. This area also has potential for
further research, which would aim to map the variable interactions of different
printing materials. There are existing publications that explore surface
qualities in the applied arts, such as ceramic glazes and patina effects on
metal, and many that explore the interactions of colour. A subject that has not
been covered, however, is the material quality of the graphic image. A
publication which combines empirical data with metaphorical and qualitative
observations, would be of use to practitioners working in the field of applied
printmaking.

This line of research into the materiality of printmaking has led to my work as
a print consultant for the well-known ceramic design team Queensbury Hunt. I
have begun to develop some of the qualities of reactive ceramic printing
discussed in chapter two in a speculative project that aims to develop unique
aesthetic qualities in a printed ceramic surface. Results from the reactive
criteria have led to a strand of enquiry that focuses upon qualities of
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translucency and depth in a ceramic print. These characteristics are usually
found in glazes, rather than in decals, which can reduce labour within the
production process and overall costs.

This aspect of the project has now become ʻliveʼ and will shortly be going into
production at a ceramics and print facility in Portugal. The speculative
developments continue to explore physical/material properties in ceramic
prints and have the potential to feed into a larger project, which could result in
a wider exploration of the graphic image in the context of applied art materials
such as the publication outlined above. This is a timely area of study; digital
methods of reproduction have made printing images ever more accessible but
often de-emphasize the inherent material qualities of printmaking processes.

Through the research that I have undertaken for this project I have questioned
the relationship that I have with my ʻcraftʼ and realised that I am resistant to
the constrictive influence of the idea of ʻtraditionʼ, which can ʻdefineʼ process
as fixed. Yet, rather than dispelling all controlling factors in an anything goes
approach, the innovations that I make are based firmly upon principled
approaches to practice.

Research, such as this project, that aims to define and work with the inner
language of printmaking, can reawaken makers to the potential of this
interesting and under-exploited area of the applied arts.

